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FOREWORD

Living and Physical Education Skills for 41E.MR Pupils is the
second in a series of three publications designed to provide fot
a sequential development of skills for educable mentally retarded
pupils in the elementary-schcfl. The content representS the re-
sults of a coordinkted effort to fulfill a need for pra.ctical activities
that has long been expressed by teachers of EMR pupils.

This ix structional bulletin contains descripti6ns of suggested
activities basic to ari effective implethentation of the Course of Study.
Each section of Daily Living and Physical, Education Skills for EMR
Pupils contains, learning objectives that are related by code numbers
to each suggested activity. As the classroom program is developed;
the teacher may select activities that will help to achieve or reinforce
a: given objective.

To assure that this publication will be available to teachers at the
earliest possible date, the content has been reproduced in unedited
form. Suggestions and iecommendations for the next edition should
be addressed tO Mrs. Venetta B. Whitaker, Curriculum Supervisor,
EMR Programs., Special Instructional Programs Branch.
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PURPOSE OF THE EM14, PROGRAM

In the elementary school, the purpose of the instrudtional pxogram
for educable mentally retarded pupils is to assist them in becoming
well adjusted, contributing,, and self-supporting members of theirtcommunity by meeting realistically their educational,and training

`-needs. The program. is designed to help pupils to: b

.

.. 'Understand Sand adjust to the physical environment.

Become responsible family,members.

Learn to maintain desirable :mental and physical health
habits.

Acce"pt personal and 'civic responsibility.
t .

Learn the basic communication, computation, and consum r
skills.

!'

Develop the ability to hold a. job.
. .

Appreciate beauty and learn desirable leisure-time activities.

Iiiii
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POINT OF VIEW

SAFETY

O

Helping pupils to acquire knowledrequisite-to, and to develop.
habits of, safe living aite important responsibilities of every
teacher. This is true in the case of but grealter' re-
sponsibility must be assumed by the teacher of mentally retarded
pupils who are slower in rendering judgments and in making
decisions for self protection.

Mentally retarded-pupils need help 'o recognize and avoid hazards.
They need to be concerned for the safety of others and of themselves,.,,

.

Safety education`must deal with the hazards to be met in everydy
life. However, teaching should assume a-positive approach. If the .

mentally retarded pupil is to live safely, a-carefully planned program
of instruction must be provided. Habits of safety can be developed
through discussion, observation, dramatization, andademonstrations
of safety practices. These habits should become so much a part of
the child's everyday life that in an emergency his response will be
automatic.

The school shOuld anticipate th safe/ty practices that the mentally
retarded pupil needs in ord to provide for his wells.' re and that of
others. The school shou recognize `the problems mentally retarded
pupils have in learning)good safety habits. Therefore,. school experi-
ences should be plann0 so that habits, attitudes, skills; a,nd under-
s andings necessary for safe living can be developed and maintained.

/, - 4. 4 .4,

ri - /' . 1

T,I'W devbiopment of desirable 'safety pract es,, habits, and attitudes
is air...integral part of the pupil's arliesrt training and continues as lie .4.....

learns to live-safely within a ne andexpariding environment.
\ /,

..

The objectives of the safety prograrn should include the folloWing:
......_ , \

.
42

To 'understand andapprecta.te the importance of personal
. 4

safety -. 4

,To develop an attitude of concern for 'personal safety and
fdr the personal prOtedtion of others :k

To develop self-c6ntrol and ha01s of work, play, and travel. ...which contributes to the safety axed protection of .t' pertons and property

0
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To develop an attitude of alertness in the recognition-of
safety hazards and a willingness to correct or
remove them

To develop knowledge of, and respect for, traffic regulations
and the laws made f6r the protection of persons.and
property

Specific lessens are needed to help deyelop understandings that will
have lasting value. Teas:tilers should select those a ti ies which
will arouse a high degree of inter st,-Ipe suited to the m turity nd
functional level of the class, an the program. should be w
balanced.

. 41 ,

Safety in,the home: Most accidents occur in the home. ' The
teacher's res.pbnsibility is to help develop those habits 4 orderz
liness and the safe care of. person and property which will-contribute
to the, prevention of accid9sits in the home. ,,

Safety To and Fictin School: Pupils should constantly be a\lir
in travel and should realize that.pedestrians have as great a resp
sibility as motorists/. Pupils should recognize, learn the meani
of, and obey all traffic signs. Respect should be shown for 'tilt.
authority. .

;'
Safety at $Pc hool: Many' accidents in school are' simila iri type

and cause to thOse in the home. However, additional spec. is causes,
may be listed owing to the change in e ronment and the arge number
of pupils` who work, and play together.

The fact that a subject has been discussed at an earlier level or time
does not, iean that the retarded pupil has master4eda new *ih or a
new hab t. A great deal of meaningful repetition is part of a-:,good
safety .0ducation7program.

11
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.SECTION I:

40,

UNDERSTANDING AND PRACTICING

SAFETY HABITS IN THE HOME

4

s

r

DANGERS' WITHIN THE HOME

DANGERS AROUND THE HOME

SAFETY PRACTICES IN THE HOM

12
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'DANGERS WITHINITHE

Learning Objectives

L. -Recognize within the Various rooms.
dI

_ .

Recognize danger's of stairs and steps.

Recognize otivE dangers,sin the hotzie.,

Suggested Learning Activities

1. Teach Safety poems to the pupils.

A Safe House
(To the tune` of "Reuben andRachel")

9

Girls:

Boys:

Girls:

-Boys:

Reuben, Reuben, I've been thi
what a safe house ihis.would 'e

if you'd fix that smoky furnace
so it wouldn't smother me.
Rachel, Rachel,' I've beeb thinking'
what a safe house this would be
if you'd take those scatter rugs up
so they wouldn't scatter' me.

Reuben, Reuben, I've been thinkim
what a safe yard this would be
if you'd bur33,up all that rubbish
so it wduldn't)3urzi up me.
Rachel, Rachel, I've been thinking
what a blessing it would be

*
.,44,rou stick your:pins' and ,nee-clie-b

,`where t y never could stick me.

k13

Aileen Fisher

'144 ',Pe/4R

(1)(2)(3)
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Saf First
("To the tune of "Yor He's a Jolly Good Fellow")

Oh, safety's better than sorrow
Today-, tonight, and tomorrow,
or..-tiouble's no good to borrow
At school, at work or- at play.-

So stop, take notice, and listen,
And help yotir future' to-glisten,
There's no better rule than this'n
Put safety first every- c16.y.

Ailen Fisher .

Little Brother ,

(To the tune of "Miry Had a Little Lamb")

Mary had a brother small,
She watched him every day,
She put the scissors, pins, and all
Most carefully away,

She hid the matches on the shelf,
The pencils in their box,
And watched her brother please himself
With gdod old building blocks.

ss.

She never let himicli.nb around
On wobbly rocking chairs,
Or cheW on everything he found,
Or cluttel'"up the stairs.

She taught him riot to chase his ball
Wilh:hasty reckless jumps,
And so she saved her.hrother small
A lot of bangs and kumgs!

Aileen F. her.

1.

Wet Hands
(To the tune of "Jolly Old St. Nicholas")

-Any time your hands are Wet,
Any where Or which,
Don't turn on electric lights,
Don't go near a switch.
Don't turn.on the radio

hen your -hands are wet,
you, may be very shocked

By the shock you'll get.

Aileen Fisher

When Father C,omes Home ,

(To the tune of "Home on the Rangel!)

Oh, give me a hot
With an elf or a gn me
Or-a fairy to pat thMgsza.way,
So pla.ythhigs an tos
Of my gir.s.and my boys
Wong be scattered on \carpet

Home, home, how I wish,
When I walk up the steps through the doc
I never need slip on some Marbles or tr
On the playthings around 013 'the floor.

14,,
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Z. Ask the childl-en to ".Be a Hazar-d Hunter" and look for 'danger areas (1)(2)(3);in the home and around the home. Talk about the picture. 'Childrenmay wish to calor the-picture.

i
1

3.1

i

Discuss with the children how their
dangers.

a. Hearing
b. Seeing -
c. Smelling

`d. TaSting
e. TOilc-hiri

4. Th.rough the\use of Pictures, 9hataYe
senses helped the rat. i, -

1 ,, .

(

sense's will help them recognize
(1)(2)(3)

/ow

.---.

the children point out 114,/ their (l)(2)(3)

, .

15
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1.

A

5. Have the children discuss the `dangers of playing with plastic bags. . (1)(3)

a. Talk about the. correct use of plastic bags.
b. Talk about the dispOsal of plastic bags.

6. Discuss with the 'children the major causes of accidents in the hom,e.,(1)(2)(3)

a. Falls
b. , Riirns
c. Poisons
d. Electric shock

7. Have the pupils make posters and labels with safety slogans warning (1)(2)(3)
about dangers of slippery surfaces, worn out cords, and dark and
cluttered stairs.

rte-

,c
. .

. Discuss with the classfihe Safe storage Of inflammables. (1)(3). '-
7 - ' 1 ,-

1,9 Talk about -t1 e reasons"why food, refuse, and water Should be kept
off the floors.

.,

a. Discuss family responsibilities in keeping the house clean
and neat.

b. Talk about the proper disposal of rubbish
c. (-Conduct a Home-Cleanup Day campaign.

M(2)(3)-

11:14 --Ask. the pupils to plan a bulletin. board display illustrating the causes (1)(2)(3)
of -accidents in the home. ."

1



..,

11. Have the pupils dramatize ak }mine accident.
. . .

12. Allow pupils to tell about some accidents that have happened in (1)(2)(3)
the home. Discuss the causes and how they could have been
prevented.

. - ..
13. Talk about some of the* things the pupil should be careful about . (I).(2)(3) °

,...,,

14. Have pupils learn to recognize 'the words and symbols which in-
dicate the presence of poison. t

touching or, tasting.

PO Isn\NS\\.
4 ..

"(1)(3)

15. Discuss with the pupils precautions in-the use and stora.ge,of: (1)(3)
.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
I.

:Iodine
Lysol
Drano
Bleach
Inseticides
.Detergents

3

o

..,
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t Safe-Home Checklist

r: Are,handrails prbvided for any stairway?

2. 'e'ntr'ances to the house' adecluately lighted?

3. ,Are stairs well lighted.?

4. Is the stair covering ,firmly tacked down?

5,. Are the 'top and bottom of the staircase free of small rugs?

6. Are floor thinly waxed'and -thbroughly polished to prevent slipping?

1. If small children live in the, house, are bar gates installed at the_, -, top and bottom of _the-stairs ?
.

... . .
:

: .

8. Is furnitkire so placed that idoes not hinder free movement around
the room?

.9. Do doors swings into'rooms?--
10. Is there a tightfitting screen before the open fireplace?.

11. Are all corbsrun along the wall, not under tugs or furniture?

12. Are light cord's §hort and firmly connected to the wall?

Do the wall sockets have/guards?,

14. Are the putle-ts overloaded?

..; .
A` .& all electrical appliances disconnected when not in use?

16. Are all electrical fixtures in the bathroom located beyond arm's
reach from the sink, tub or shower? .

- .

17. Are bunk beds equipped to prevent children from falling out?
.1

18. A're, all kitChen shelves within easy reach? a

Are all knives and other sharp ,tools kept in a special drawer?

20. Are all stove-burner, controls out of the reach of childz7en?
fr

21, , Is thete a fire extinguisher,in the kitchey

4
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22. Are safety matched used?

23. Is there adequate storage space for fools, toys, bicycles, anct-the
like?

,
- i

24. Is a nonskid rubber bath mat used in the ttib or shower? /25. Are all poisons kept in a special cabinet, properly marked, and out i
of reach of children?

26. Is a first:aid kit available?

r

Are flammable materials kept in a closed metal container?

t

0
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REVIEW

.What Have You arned?.

1. Discuss the major causes of accidents in the home.

2. Give one way. the accident cowl have been prevented.

3. Indicate orally how each situation can be improved.

a. There are four steps going into the kitchen.
b. There is a small Tlug at the.top of the stair's.
c. . The electric cords run under the rugs.
d., We have five electric cords into one outlet.
e: 3irilmy fell out of his bunk.bed.
f. Mother ,stands on the chair to feachicritsier dishes.
g. Janetslipped in the 'shower.
h., Billy tut hirrise lf.

16
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'DANGERS All..0.1IN15 THE HOME

Learning Objectives

1. RecOgnize dangers- of flying kites.

Report presence of hazards to parents.

- 3. Understand the dangers w,hen btilding and making repairs.

Suggested Learning Activities
.

.
1. Have the pupils, talk about the fun of flying kites.'

.

a. Why do we fly kites? , .
b. What keeps the kite in the air? '
.c. What do we have to be careful about when flying kites?
d. .; Are playgrounds, empty lots, or fields safe places to

Tly kite s ?' - .. . 4:.
_ ,\e. What should we do when the kite 'becomes entangled in

atree or power lines?
f. Let the children make,a kite. ''-

g. Go outside and.,fly the kite. ,

2. Give the children the opportuni to' play detective and find the ,hazards(2)bi
moundfound ound the ho e.

. k ,
.

a, Broken pore es ,

,, b. Cluttered ya ds
c. Cluttered ga ages . .d. ' , ,Br.oken pave ent <

.,e. GraVel or oil slick . /
/

3. Have the boys and gills make a reading Chart of safety rules in the (2),
.., 'use of backyard swings, slides; and-swimming pools.' ( ,.

,

',, .
;. .. ' - , ,

. i, - \ ,
4. Have, pupils collect, pictures of yards, driveVayi,' and sidewalks (2)(3)
,, . and point out safe and tinsafe practicesin', the'pidtures. , , . .T'd '.

is
/

(1)

Perjt the class ,to-plan, a bulletin board display illustrating the (2)(3)
dangers, around the home. .

r
3.1
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-. , .
,

. ., ,..6. ' Talk about the reasons pad keeps cupboards
-
in the garage lodked. (2)'Example.; 4 'I'..r ,

%L"

a. ', Storage for paint, paint,thinner,psint removers,
weed killers,. gasoline,'1kerosene, 'motor oil, and

, ,
,
-.. . .turpentine. ..

Storage,fOr gardent supplies, such as snail bait,ilugkilleiia, .. -ant pastes, an insecticides:
- -"A.-

7., _Talk ab the proper care of and use of tools.
/<-

a. Ladde
b._ Garde g tools .
c. Tools to make home repairs

8. Diacuss with the class dangerous plants, such as castor beans, (2).'
Je/rsualern cherry, and oleander.. .

. ,.......a.' Show-pictures of the plants to the class.
b. Let tie pupils illustrate the 'plants and color the pictures.

N....,

*

4
--==..-,-' ,6\

t

4

---:,..-m-.---.

.

/iii-
.

,

: i

/ft
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4., I *,:. ....... .- ... ..--

............._

.

Oleah-der ,

-

.

I
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,
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Jerusalem Cherry
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Allow the about after's.chool activities.e children to ta out t (2)
..,a.. Talk about safe areas in which to play, such as playgrounds

,.,'and parks. -

...- b. Talk aboui the safe way to play.
c. Discuss the proper use of the sidewalk and-street.
d. Discuss the rights of other.s in the use of facilities

_ and equipment.
e. Talk about swimming areas, such as the gwimming pool

. and the lake and ocean.
f. DiScuss water Safety.

4.
.;.

10. Have pupils discuss and illustrate places in which pladfis never safe. (2)(3)'

19..
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Sidewalks and Streets
I-

Talk about the dangers of neglected repairs. (2)(3)

12. -Discuss.with the class the following problems. (2)(3)

,-
a. ,- 'Thu have just moved into a new neighborhood and decide to

explore a shed in a nearby lot. Inside the shed you find-an
ufulused icebox with the door still attached. What shoUld you ,,,,,

'.!

-.:x., ,

b. You are conducting'a hazard hunt'around the house. You go
to/your medicine cabinet and discover old, partially filled
medicine bottles. What should you do?

o 4

c. A friend shows you his new toy gin. You remember that
your father has an old army pistil in his closet. You-feel
that the pistol would really impress your friend. What
-should you do?

You have rushed home for din er after roller skating one
afternoon. In your hurry tow sh before dinner, you throw
your skates on the living roo -floor. What should you have

9

e. Near the playground on your block there is a vile of old boards.
Rusty nails protrude from. some of them.' Wha hould you do?

13. Allow the children to look at the following, pictures. Ask them to (1)(3)
select the safe things with which to play.

20

26
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a.
b.
.c.
d.
e.

Find (the safe things w
What ale they?

F

the things that ar
What are they
Why are they not safe

ith which t1/221 play.
*$;

e cat safe wr*which to play.

to play with?k,



-f

/

`6:--'.14. Ask the pupils to co ;.
. te the following questioni by answering.,

"yes" or "no". . , .

.
.

.
a.. 'The pupils may have the questions read to them by the teacher.
b. The pupils may have the questions read to them by their

paren s.
c. Disc ss the resultsof the inspection.

L.-

(

11,

,

(1)(2)(3)

.- ,.

Home Inspection

,

1. Are all floors and stairs slip- resistant?

2. Are all;the floors free of raised edge's on tiles, rugs,
linoleum 7

3. Are alls.the floors 'fir of toys, tools and other artic1S
which someone might trip over? ..i ... ..

4. Are handrails on all stairs? Are stairs and hallways . *.-4,
well - lighted? .......--- ....';',

..

YES . NO

5. _Are there non-slip mats and hand grippers in tub and
shower 7 . .

,- ...

Are extension cords in good repair? Free of overloading? ,

Do cords run alongwalls, not under rugs.? .-

. Are the table to-PS; counter's, and kitchen cabinets fee
, of poisons, medicines, matches, lighters, sharp and

,
, easily swallowed objects, expecially where .there,-are.

'small children in the home 9 a . .. T.
8. , Ard poisons, such as cleaning fluids, bleach, and in-

secticides stored in high ca'binet's and separated from
food.?.";,..,

9. Do you have a house rule - NotSmoking in Bed? e

41r.

10. Are flammable liquids and paints stored in tightly.
covered, labeled containers? ba . ,

11. *. Do you use only approved vented heaters for heating the
home 9

.,

Are grounds free of debris, holes, bumps, sharp and
tripping objects ?...,,

22
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Whatiave You'Learned?
"4.

. .
1. DiscuSs the Precautions needed.when flying kites.

2. Indicate how each situation can be improved._
. <

a. There are cracks in the patio.
.b. The paint thinner is on a shelf in the garage.
c. Dad) left the ladder against the back of the house.
d. Margaret helped Mother rake the yard and left the rake

near the roses.
They boys and girls were playing on the sidewalk in front'
of Mario's house.

e.

1 We are going to take a walk along the- railroad tracks.
SBilly wanted tot play with the unused icebox.

ohs .

i

2-9 11, N

t
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SAFETY PRACTICES IN THE HOME

1. ; Store and care for toys. 7

2. .Care for pets.

. 3. Realize the danger of opening door to strangers in absende of
parents.

Understand the need for adequate lighting.

5. Know emergency procedures.

6. Know the techniques for prevention of fires. i.

_fit.y.
Know the proper pro-pedures to be followed in case of fire.

8. Be familiar with the work of the fire department.

9. Be familiar with some first aid procedures.

Suggested Learning Activities

1. Have the pupils make a list,of things that they do in one day to (1)(2)(3)(4)
keep themselves safe. A picture book may also be kept. (5)(6)(7)(9)

I stand back off the curb
when waiting for the school
bus.

I 7



In'

2. Have the class develop a chart on the proper wayS- to store and take (1)
care of toys.

a. Talk about safe toys.
b. Discuss toy boxes.
c. Talk about placing of toys it away from areas

where people may walk.
d. Discuss the dangers of a chemistry set.

4.

S

Have the" pupils talk about a picture pointing out way
care of their toys. .DiscuSs with the Iran. and,girls the properway to care

Teach the pup --rns about pets. Examples:

to take better (1)

Pets'
.

I have a pet. Do you?
Is it a ball, of white fur

called a kitten?
Is it a cuddly hamster small

as your mitten? .

Is it 'a silo* rabbit with nose
all a-wiggle?

Or a jumpy monkey that makes
you giggle ?

'It Might be a,parrotr
br a gay parakeet

Or a spotte.d.sinall pony with
four prancing feet.

I have a pet. It is a puppy.
What is yosurs a wee fishy-guppy?

'25

for pets.

' Fishes

Five little fishes swimming in,a. pool.
This 4.one says:

"The pool is cool.
This one says:

"The poql is deep."
This one says:

like, to sleep.
This one says:

"I'll.float and dip."
Thisone says:

III see -a ship!"
Fisherman's boat comes,

Lirie goes, SPLASH!
Away our five little fishes dash.

FranCes Jacobs

+0



V.

I

Kittens

1st Child A kitten with a black n s
Will sleep all-the day;

2nd Child A kitten with a white n6 se
Is always glad to play;

3rd Child A kitten with a yellow nose.
Will come when you call;

All But a kitte ith a gray nose
We like best of all.

Anonymous._

Kitty-Cat

Kittycat furry,
Kitty cat purry,
Stretd ing in the son;

Kitty-c furry,
Kitty-ca purry,
Resting I., the sun;

1

Kitty-cat-furry,
Kitty-catpurry,

y- Sleeping in the sun.

Marion

Gold Fish

Gold fish, gold fish,
Swimming 'round,
Yo u flip, your tail
And you go down;
You,flutter fins,
And dart about, ,

Gold fish, gold fish,
Don't jump out!

Grace Finche

p

.7:6

32
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White Pon

My little w pony
Goes gallop\ today,

' My little w rte pony
Goes gallo away.
Gallop and ga.),lop and gallop today.
Gallop and' gallop and gallop away:

lb

Marion H. Walker

Little Mousie Brown

He climbed up the candlestick,
The little mousie brown
To steal and eat the tallow
And he couldn't get down.
He called for his grandma,
But his grandma was in town,
So he doubled up intd a ,wheel
And rolled himself down.

Chinese Nurs,ery Rhyme.

klow A Puppy Grows

We think it's very funny .
The way 4 puppy grows
A little on\his wigg16-tail
A little on his nose,
A little on hi.b..,turnmy
Arid a little on his ears;
We guess he'll be a, dog 6111 right .

In half a ddzen years

Leroy F. ..TNacksan
.

g



Chi

He bawl wk,
and su ly

He was ne:
he wa n t there.

Shadowlble over his coat,
but he

Was taut /on itself laid bare.

Only hi,s whiskers trembled
Like g'rasses in the breeze:
Only` his eyes brimmed

with the
For the sheltering trees.'

.

- EleanOr A. Chaffee

Read to the class poems

Cat

My cat
Is quiet.

She moves without a sound.
Sometimes she s#etches

hqrself high an curving
On tip
Sometimes s :crouches
And creeping/

. i. .
Sometimes/she rubs 1terself

against/a- chair; .

And the /e
With miew and a ew

low

a purrr, purrr,,purry,
curls up .

/Ani;I gOes.to Sleep.

r

The Raggedy Goat'

This is the Raggedy,
Raggedy Goat, -

With hornS on his
and burnS on

He's not very pretty
_ and not very neat,.

But you just ought to see
all the things he can eat!

He eatsrags and paper
(takes in 11 the news)

And he eats barbed wire fences;
and napkins and shoes.

For breakfast a basket,
including the handles.

And for a light luncheon
he nibbles some candles;

And once, when his hunger
was specially keen,

He ate both othe fenders
off our limousine!

Sherman Ripley

and.stories about pets. Example:" (2)

27

My cat
,Goes'through a black hole
Under the house.
So one day I crawled in after her.
And'I sat
And didn't know.
Where to go.

3 .

U



t

And then
TWo yellow-white

iRound little lights
Carne onoying... toward
And therd
With a miew and miew
And a purrr, purrr, purrr,

e,.7 My .cat rubbed, soft,' against me.

And 'I knew
The. lights
Were MY CAT'S EYES
Ili the dark.

.. Dorothy Baruch

7. Permit pupils to, dictate or write stories about their pets. (2)

8. Have pupils discuss pictures relating to pets and animals. Discuss
the words written on the pictures.

(2)

^

.28 ,.
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9. Give pupils the opportunity tq draw pictures about their pets.

1.0. Plan with the pupilS a class project using pets; such,as a chiCICen,
rabbit,or guinea pig. Involve the pupils in a discussion of:

a. Feeding
b. Types of food
c. Name of pet,
d. Type of animal
e. Ways of eating
f. How"animal protects itself

11. Have the pupils hold 'a class' pet show. (2)

a. Make posters
b. Write invitations

Decorate the room,

(2)

( 2 )

12. ' Discuss with the class what they would
do in case an animal bites them. (2)

13. Ask the children to role -play the
dangers of opening doors to
strangers; Talk about the diderent
people who call at their. home. (3)

29
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14. Have the,..chiildren role playw'what they would.do if invited into -.a.
house', garage, or shed by a stranger..

a. Say no to the person.;
b. Run.

(3)

c. Tell Mother or Father what the ' ,:. . . . .stranger said. .

... . ,. . .,
15%. Askthe children how many use a night (4)

light. Discuss the reasons why a night"'
light is used.. --- . .

a. Call see at night . .

b. ,In = of an emergency ,

the

c. F. (Hi; "art

16. Discuss the boys and girls the
reasons why an automatic light is
used.

f"

(4)

,..
17. Allow the children to take part in a ''(4)

discussion of the reasons adequate
lighting is needed when one reads.

, The teacher may dirt the lights in order td shl-tlie class the'im-
t.

-._

portance of adequate lighting. Discuss the rea ing position and light
.position when sitting:

.....
.

_

18. 'Oive the children anassignment to check the stall's and' dark areas (4)
of their home to see if adequate lighting is pteokrided

19. Have, tie class make chart stories about what to do 'when confronted (5)
with an emergency. Examples:

a.. Home accident
b. Earthquake ..,.

'c., Fire' . --.1,

d, ,Illness
, 1 .

1

20. Ask the children to make a card of important n4mber to:be kept,at (5)
home near the telephone. i'

, Ì
. ,

,
i
1,

1 .

36
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Emergency Telephone Nui,nb'ers

Doctor

Dentist -

'
Polices

Ambulance

Ho§pital

21. Talk with the class about the imrtance of reporting an accidentr_ :Z:0)
o

po
.

.
,-.. ,, ._ :.an adult r the person in charge. . .

.

,

22. Have the childrenicpractice making an emergency phone call.-

23. Discuss and have fhe children deMonstrate hoW to care. for en. in--
jured person. whileAwaiting for a doctQr. --1 ,

..,, .

a. C,over lie-person: ,
b. Do not move an injured Person.-
c. Speak words of comfort to the injured:

24. Motivate the children and make a ',Cartoon bookaf....stories and,pictures (6)
showing ways to prevent fires.

Vt4
25. Have the pupils act outoxiithout using words,a'safe.way of doing things- ((a)

in order to prevent firfire
. .. . .26. Give the ptipilsoppOrtunities to make fire prevention posters and (6)

write stO""kiesp.bout their ,pictures. Use the posters and'..6tories as part.,,of Fire Prevention Week. '

.1

s \N
Nia E. ,

. -\ -
,

...... IS

A 401k

..
.......-- 11%:-

1r.

est
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Allow the childre'n,to'role-play way's of preventing fires. (6L.

a. Put out a campfire.
b. Y Dispose rubbish in a closed container..
c. Use flashlightin storage closets.
d. Place burned matches into fireproof containers or ashtrays.. *
e. Inspect the house for fire hazards.

\
28. Allow the children'toldevelop atelevsion program: on fire safety; (6)

29. Permit the children to prepare a chart on causes and' origins of (6)
fires. Ex'arnple: *

r3

a MatcheS ° -`

.b. Cigarettes $

c. Flammable 'materials
d. Qpen fires .1

e. Heaters
f. Electrical equ.ipment-andappliances

.g- Fireworks
h. Chemistry sets
i. Decorations

Discuss and demonstrate"with the" children the valize of:a,home
.ire extinguisher.

,

31. Have the_ children become familiar with words, such as fire,
safety, exit, caution, flammable, and fireproof. =

t_.

32. Have the children'becore familiar with the safe use- of -electrical (6)(7)
equipment in the home-and school, such as toaster, can opener,
recorders, and science}, esquiPMent. ,

,

33. Talk about the laWs regarding the sale
and use t5f firewoi-ks.

34. Develop with the class a list of safety
precautions to be followed'
Christmas toys and decorations.

35. Talk about the fire hazards of wearing
flammable costumes and lighting up
pumpkins during Halloween.

36. Give the pupils opportunities to make
Pot holders, ash trays, and match
coxes for use at home, (6)(7) ,

-;-
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37. 'Discuss with the children fire safety procedures.,

. Always have water'on hand wheii a fire is made.
b. 1 Always Put out the match. ,
c. Keep welt back from a fire.

.

1) Break the match in half.
2) Place the match where it 'cannot start a fire.

38.
st

Talk with the class about the importaniie of orderliness of closets (6)
and attics.

39. Demonstrate with the children the three qements needed for (6)(7)
.starting a fire. \

,

:FIRE=

i6)

BE FIRE SAFE

SREAC the
.

-. -,
, . ,

-40. : Have pupils tell what are the practical:Uses of fire in the home. (6)(7) '
. .. ,'

a. Cookin
b. Heat
c. Lighting.

O.

to

41. Allow the pupils to make labels of household equiphaent which makes (6)
use of fire, such a,s heateri, as ranges, gas dryers,, refrigerators,
hot water heaters.,

r
- 9 t

42. / Have pupils develop a list of precautions to be observed in using (6)
. . household equipment and appliances. ,

,---' .

- r. 7 ,,,- °

43. Develop with e clasd a list of losses caused by fire. (6)(7)
f

Los4-of life
b. Permanent injury

.
c. Loss a property

33
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44. Give pupils opportunities to role-play the.. mariner in whiff
would report a fire. , -

a. Telephone ,

b. Fire alarm box

1)- Discuss false alarms
A

osot".of ,,fa 1 s e alarms\
c. Run to the neighbor's house

45. Have e children become familiar with ways of extinguishing most
fires.

a. Water
b. -Sand
c.
d.' Salt

46. Motivate the children to role-play the following:

47.

(6){7)

(7),

(7).

a. Proper_procedures to be follogred in case of a home 'fire.
-----b-.--1roper procedures to be followed-in leaving other-buildings

in case of fire. y

c. Procedures to be followed when someone else's clothes have
caught on fire.

d. Procedures to be followed if the room do r or window are
blocked.,

Ask the children to explain their home re drill plan.

a. Smelling the smoke
b. -Warning the othe4rs
c. EVacuating_the house
d. RepOrtink the fire

/
(7)

48.,. Have the boysaand gir play a Match Gavle of fire safety words. (7)

Match Game '

Dr
t
a a iine,to the words that go together.

a rm
electric

fire

gas

he

cord

drill

, 1/,
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49. Teach th e children poems about firemen. (8)
0-

The Fireman

The fireman's always ready by n ight Clangety clang!
oleday; Get out of my way!

'If we should have i'lire he'd be Phi in a dreadful hurry.
. = there right away'. Clangety clang!

7.7"-. . There's a great big fire.
,;t he fireznanis a soldier, so true, 'Look at the people scurry.

r: so breve, Clangety clang!
He fights the fire instead of men,, I'm going to be
Our lives to save. A fireman if I may.

Clangety clang!
From Our, Songs.S I'm practicing now

Have you a fire today?

A Fireman

Berta and Elmer Hader

50. Have the children draw pict4re.s of-fireme attending a fire
.

-51. Discuss with class, the work of the 4iremen.\ .

N.,.
a. . Fire prevention
15. Fire fighting

s.. '1. r, ,
?

, 5 '. Talk about the requirements 'to become a fireman. (8)
. .,

. , ..,
53.--\ Plan with thg children a visit.to The fire station. (8), , ...

,
54: Plan With the children ansinviia.tion for a fireman to talk to the (8)

class.
A7-

18)

(8)

55. Give the children a test about Fire Prevention. Instruct the -.. (8)4
children to put a circle around True or. False. .

-

z FIRE PREVENTION :TE ST e'

I:
:-

A,ipenny-or any piece of metal should be _used, in place
. ,of a fuse.' "' . . -

, 4

t: 41 ,

2. F1-6.yeor cracked lamp cords can be used ;When run
A'.under rugs. .

.4

35
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3. Air, flammable material," and heat are neccssary tostart a fire.

h.

4. Gasoline used for dry cleaning can bestored in any
part Of die' house. y T

5. When looking for something in a dark closet, do not
use-matches or candles as a light.

6. Oily rags or mops can never start a fire.

7. The, attic or the baseme is the safest place for stor-
ing waste papers.

8. 'Fiome fires pan be preiiented by the exercise of good /9-
housekeeping rules,

. 9. When the'furnace is in use during cold weather, it is
good practice to inspect the pipes periodically.

10. It is a good plan to use flaineproof material for decor-
ations in the house.

11. A good way to put out a campfire is to cover it with
earth.

12. Spontaneous combustion can occur when steel or other
metals are stored in a dry place.

13. 'It is a good conservatio ctice tc>burn leaves rather
than to pile them compost heap.

14. It is important to notify au adult whenever afire breaks
.

F

T F

F

15. _Fire drills shbuld emphasize exits and fire escapes. T
.

. .

56. Let the childr"n discuss questions, such as:

a... ylliat:yrould you do if somepne is hurt while.you are
. -playing?

b. What should you do if you are
c. Do you knoW what first,aid irk

'I) :First aid is. the -first- care
injury.

A 7.

36

ven in case of an
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.2) Sometimes, if the injury is a small one, first aid of
the proper kind is the only care that is needed.,First aid is the care that is given anti'. a doctor takes

- over.
.

57. Have the 'children complile items necessary for a first aid kit.
-Label the items. t. ,-

a. Iddine
b. Gauze

'Cotton
d. Band-aidi
e. Scissors
f. Tweezers
g. Cotton swabs
.h. Adhesive tape

Others

58.... Have the children become familiar with simple first aid.

a. Small cut

1) Wash' the cut with soap and water.
k 2) Put a sterilized bandage or clean cloth over the cut.
\ 3) Press down on the ,cut to stop the bleeding.

. A burn without blister's '

- 1) Run cold water pr put ice-cubes on the burned area.
2) Some burns- cannot be, plunged into cold water; these'

burns need to be'cooled as quickly as possible. ,

c. A bruise-

1) Keep putbipg something cold on it or -,
'2) Pour very cold. wate't, or ice'-water over it -61.-..
1 w) soak in a pan of cold water. ..

. ,,

4
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What Hay- AT'Ou Learned'?

. 1. Tell the class at least two ways to take care of toys.

:
.

2. Explain these sign:

a. Beware of Dog

b. Don't Tease The Animals

c. Do Not Lean Over Railing

3.. 'Yell what you would do if invited into a hou e by a stranger.

4. Explain how you would take care -oi aninjure person while waiting
for a doctor.

5. . Draw a picture of things that cause fires.

6. Tell the class the wa. to report a fire:.

7. On the back of your picture, show at least two ways of putting
out a jire... '

...,..., 0-
*,.

8. Draw a map of your -house and show your -home fire drill plan.
V'

. t.f
i . .

7. N Answer True or'False to the following ta4ements.
, .

. , , . :.

a. Frayed or cracked lainp cords can be tFsed when
run under rugs.

b. Air,,flarhrnable material, and heat are necessary
.to start a fire.t' z.-,. ....."c. When looking far- something ih:a dark closetr/do not

\use matches or candles'As a light. 1

".,

d. ome fires can he prevented by the exercise of good
-...:

1'.

h ekeeping rules.
. 'It is .;a: good plan to use flainep roof material for, .

decorations in the house. .

-...It is irnportant to' notify an adult wheney.er, afire. Vieaks out..... ., ,-, .-

4
%.

r: ,

40,
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10, ^ What would you do in the followihg 'situations:

a. Johnny has a small cut- on hisfinger.

b. Billy was hit by a car wh4e crossing the street.

c. Jean tried to grab a hot panwith her right hand.\-7
.d. Martha fell while skating and bruied r knee

aw . 110

Hwy

la,
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SCHOOL PEDESTRIAN SAFETY RULES

arnin Objectives

1. Know the safest rout

2. Use caution when getting in and out of vehicles.

3. Obey traffic rules.

4. Recogiylze the dangers of accepting rides from strangers.
4

5'. Res sect property of others.

6. /Become familiar with safety signS.
` I

,
Suggested Learning Activities

1. Rea, to the children the poem- "Warning to Children.
mean g thepoein with the class.

4. .

.

'f4

.
'0

Waning To Children

Littlechildren, donq you knOw
In the street you:musn't gO
Rushing aftet hoop or ball?
If you hear your plaYinaie call. /,:
Look you south and look yoii north
Ere )1su dare to 1,,.entt?.re fortE;
Every street' is noW a Plakee:,''.
Where! the earelee*-grown-ups race.

.

Little -children say thi4 o'er; , ,
-"We Must, stop and look before
We attemptito crop the street
Lest disaster shsall meet. ,'"

, It's our'duAy to prevent
.Tr4gedy ,and' Accident.

,'Sves'Musii't drop,
GIownsups haven't .time to stop: '1

, /
43
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Grown-ups in their motor cars
SMoking pipes and big cigars,
Lighting cigarettes, cannot
Think about some tiny tot
Who.may dash into the street
Caielessly on flying feet.
They've no time for taking care
SO the children must beware!

Children once again repeat.
'.'There is danger in the street.
Watch the corners! Grown-ups wi e
Swing around them-and shut their es.
Safety people wise discuss
But they Wave it all to us.
Watch the streets and stay alive,
That is where the grown-ups drikye!"

.

Take the °class on a walk around the-neighborhood near the
'Discover tba location of signals, crosswalks, and other
features as Well as the hazards. Discuss with the class

,
chbol. (l)(3)(6)..

afety
ways to

,ct

eliminate the hazards. -

Have the children! make .a map of the neighborhood.

a. -
b.
c.

'Let each c,b,ild"locate his hOme and school..
child show the ;safest route
Child point out hazards.
map honie'and discuss With

Let each
Let each
Takg.413.4

:

,-.- - : . . .
4.,

.. Ask the children to list the signs, Signals, and markings on,their - (I)(3)(6)
, ,safest route- to school. ,

,
.

5. Allow the pupils to `draw' a picture that shows
to school. (car,: bus,. -bicycle; feet) ,'

to school.

parents.

A

-(1)(3)(6) .

. . -. -

- .
.

DiSctiss the different wayS.the boys and girls in the room
come to school.' x : t

.

, a: Let tbe pupils cut and paste pictures of the ways boys
.,and girls come school; . , .

-.-c. Lakel the pictures With safety slogans:
- .

.

6; - ,'Ask the pupils to ,deve/op a list, of rules for safe walking.
,, . .

a. .Cutout magazine pictures that illustrate the rules.
b.4 Did-cuss and learn the' ruless. Examples: ,

s).

'way they. gee

s

44

_

(1)(3)(6)

ti)(3)(6)



:.
7.

Rules for Safe Walking

l Cross only t corners and kee.pto the right
in the cross lk. ..

2. Cr.osrs o y on prope'r signal acrd obey "Walk ",-, 7 ..,
'"Dontt,Walk" sigAs. .. , ?

.-
' , ,

8. Cross. only with w green light. - '
. . .

4. Look tothwaYs ief'Ore cross
theway is clear.

5, - Watch for turning car
and the right.

. Besue /

fi.Om both the left

4

6; Never cross or enter the roadway' from between
parked cars.

7.' 'Where there are no_ sidewalks walk on f.he
left side of the roadway, facing traffic.

8. If you must be out at night, carry. or'wear Some
thing white to help drivers see 'you.

4
es

Give pupils opportunities to draw posters illustrating safe walking
rules.

a 0a, CQndut a 'Safety Poster Contett.,
b. , Place the posters on the bulletin board.
c. p.ramatize pr role-play the meaning of the posters.

Write a slogan for the poster.'

/,

9.

45

t
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.

z
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;

C r. .. ,..

8. Teach the children safety Sorigs. 1/

V V

4.4

164
-7

(To the tuue of "Row, Row,, Row Your Boat.'!)

Walk, walk, walk %o 'school
Safely. every day.

;Look both ways before:you cross;
You'll be safe that ways

(To the tune of "I've Been Working on the Rail-
road. ,.

'You must be your own policerpa:n,
Use s.afety all the-tip-T.
Cars that may be coming toward
Cannot stop on a dime.
There are signals there to help you,
-Yellow, green; and red.
You must be your own policeman,
Always' use your head. .

01(3)(0

9. Have children discuss the` concept of distance between school add (1)
home.

- .10. Have children learn the names of nearbystrgers to their horpes. (I)
. z. ., , 44 .0 ,

11. Have the children make a Chart and answer' "Yes '.! or "No" to , (1)(3),
the que s tion s .,

Pedestrian Safety

Are you a safe walker?

yoig;take one step at a time?

Do you, keep to the right?

Do yod look ahead?

:50

46

,

Yes or

4

ii



:oer

z

..
12. TaTlicabout.the dangers Of.

13. bisouss safety pictures
Vi.th,the class. ASk them
to iden'tify the picture and
howdt,can help the
pedestrian.

4

(1)(3)(6):.

(1)(3)(6)s

/

V ....Z..

51

- 47



14. Give the class the opportunity to make and illustrate warning signs (1)(3)1
that 'a pedestrian may see on the way to school. Discuss the `dean- (5)(6)

.? , , ,ing of the signs. Examples: , :..
,

-,DA".*NGEk, KEEP OFF4 KEEP OUT STOP,;_tyr?

LOOK EISTEN '-1 DO NOT TOUCH l'7nSAFE
. , ,.. .

.. - -. , r15, Have the'Rupils disc4ss and dramatize safety rules through role (1)2)(3)(4).playing. . (4)(5)'(6)
o , %,

Motivate by Showing filmstrip, "Junior Safety Series"'

A b.'
Set 4. , "

Emphasize being alert, using crosswalks, obeying

a.

16.

17.,

traffic light.
C

Allow the 'Children touse block work to develop 'piety rules.

Allow the boys and girls to devise a puppet show-re-enacting
accidents.,

18. Have the children write stories, plays, or tele
concerning safety habits to and, from school.

r19.

4

;

41

20.

21.

(1)(2)(3)
(4)(5)(6),

(i)()(3)
(6)

,..,N
programs (1)(2)(3)

(4)(5)(6)
Se S7

Ask the childr-sn to role play the reporting of strian hazards. (1)(3)(--6)
,.. ) ,..a.. Broken glass'

'b. ... Broken signs
C on - pexatirig signals
d. Sidwalk obstructions
e. Open trenches

, 1

Permit the boys and girls to paint a roorrt oral depicting good (1)(2)(3)
safety practices. ' (4)(5)(6)

Discus's with the class the reasons why th y',phould know the (1)(2)('i)
t

a. Name.' '

b. Telephone,riumbe
c.' Parents' names

Addre.ss
e. Safe,sf route between home and school

"4,8

.



)r

6,

4

22. Allow the class to talk about accidents that happen during in- (l)(2)(3)
-clement weather, such'as rain and fog. (6)

.., \ ' .. , ,. . P23. Have the class discuss reasons why traffic,laws are enforced (3)
and why dffenders are penalized., .,,

. ...efo,4

24. Have the children discuss and role play the following situations. (l)(3)(4)., .
(5)(6)0.

11. Mark.sUddenly left.fhe curb and raneinto. the street l
,.. to 'cross and meet his friend.

.. ..b. Betty. was in a hurry to get home., She walked down F
Street and decided to cross before the crosswalks.

c. Gilberto and Abraham wanted to play catch, so they went
inside, got'a balland threw it.batk and fOrth in font of
,their house. Later a group of friends arrived and they
chose sides. The sidewalk was too small an area the
game was played on the street, but play was stopped
everytime a car came by.

t.

o

Maria and her brother, PS.blo, -were late for school, so
they took a short cut through the alley.

As Renee walked down the street,, She-met a.stray dog.
0

f. siKeiWand Ramon we'Le-t ing each other on the way homt
.from school, Ke becztme angry andthrew a sharp stone

-r at Ran-fon. Ramon ran after Keith.
' 4

; v ,-. . o,- A

Jane's mother told her to come rikhth, ome after school
but Jane stopped to visit Evelyn...

. . -
o ." , r. ,,

25. (Ask Children who come in the' family carthe
..
rUles.-thy.Y must. follow

.whenlgetting in and out of the vehicle., . -.
. -- (2): .

. 7'
26. Develop With the class a skit in which safe, behavior in a family car

...is. demonstrated.
is i

27: Teach the children poirris that will help them to learn more about.

traffic rule s . Examples:
: . ,

4 1 Stop, Slcsw, d do

Go to the store and:buy:Some pUiple three
Stop, stop, stop; if the light turns red!

(2)

(3)

r

.6

449

t



Go a. here, but be very catreful, fellow!
slow, slow, if the ight-turns yellow!

Go to the - tionsta for a tan of gasoline;
Go,,, go, o, if ,the light turns green!

Louise Binder Sco t

0

\ Automobiles
In

0

a 4

row
Wait to go-

., While the signal says:
STOP

Bells ring
Tinagl"
Red li ht's gone!,
gree light's on!
Hor s blow!,
Ah the row

rts

a

o

. r
:*to :.

. .

..

ac)

Dorothy Baruch

I

50
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,Remember

Rernember each-rule

When you walk or you ride

Ina car, on a bike or -in a bus'Follow each rule

Go carefully. to school

Remember safe travel's a must_

'
Funny the Way Different gars Start

Funny the way
Different cars start.
Some with a chunk and a. jerk,
So,rne wit.14.cough and a-puff of smoke

bacl,
Soh with only a little click -7

with hardli any noiSe.

Funny the way -
Different car's run. i;

Some rattle and bang,
Some ,Whirrr,
Some knsick and k ocic..
Some purr., /
And hurnmmmrnmm

1.

with hardly any noise.

4 -

Dorothy Baruch

..

.

t

^t

I L.

1

=

Remember

Remember the rules-
,

on your way to your schools

Be careful of cars all the time

Use your eyes and your ears
.

Watch and listen for cars

Remember they can't stop on a dime
.

Traffic Signals

ys The bugs have a traffic cop, you know.
The firefly shows when to stop and gO.-
With a -lift, of his wings he turns

on the light
And-the bugi all scatter from' left .

to right.-

There's a whirring of wings and a
buzzing to

WhaI can be the matter? The traffic--
is slow

A snail and hey babies.when crossing
the roa

4.

I

.4

55

51

Nearly ran o.a cross. old toad.

Though all e impatient to step on .
' the gasz

Till the light is lowered no one way .

pass,

.

The firefly calmly holds -his ground ,.
,Not even a Cricket dare hop. around.

;4
.fie holds then'i all up in the chancel

. to meet -
.. ,

A shy young ladybug 'crossing the
.. %treet ."?,

For :traffic laws are a /natter Of ,-
- - . , ...

="9.4lth iparkling firefly chief of ,,,,
the force. - ' 2_

t.

Grace Hilton

.:



Safety - ,Where to Walk

Where Wall we wall
en our Way home fronsehool?-.

'On the sidewalk, ,

The sidewalk
Rainy or sunny
Warm weather'or cool?

On the sidewalks
The sidewalk

The Street is for horses
And all things with wheels
8.Tich as wagons and street

And automobiles'
But the best place fqr all
Little boys'. and, girls'l heels

Is the sidewalk
The sidewalk.

cars

Marian Funkhouser

'Stop Look And Listen

Stop ,101( and listen

Before You crass the street

' First use your eyes

Then use your ears
;

Before you use your feet

a ..

"

-This little boy and girl are smart
. They do not need much bossing

They us..their eyes before they start
AcrosS a traffic crossing.

They first look left and then.look
right

They don't believe In glances
They make dead sure no Car''s in

sight
They never do take chances.

Unknown

`The-Traffic Signal

We stop on the red. _.
. We go on-thegreen

And we always waif

On the in-between

Stop, Look And Listen

,
Stop,' look and listen!
Before you cross the street.
Use your eyes, use your ears,
And then usesyoui feet:

.

F. S. Hyde a" ad R. C; Slown

.7
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Teach the las-s the same t'Red Light, Green

4 #),oone . .
a. .. Cut 2 large circles,; one green, red.

.Z... ', Add sticks to them for handling. 1 :
--.c. Construct shoulder bands or badges for 3 policemen.
d. The playe#rs are '1 traffic policeMan,' (Badge _III); 2 patrolmen,

(tadgel and-Badge II) and the class.
e. Use the playground to play the game.
f. Three 'children are selected' to be the policemen. N
g. Class stands abreas,t and waits for traffic} policeman's signals.
h. When he green circle-is raided, children walk, toward the

, traffic officer.' ,

i. When.the red cirble'is 'raised children stop immediately.
j. If a keW steps are taken after ,the red is, raised,, the patrolmen

reminds those children, tostep oui of the group.
k. The' pupil who readies the other side first is declared the

winner and becomes Patrolmen,' Badge I; Badge I becomes
Badge II; PatrolminBad-geILbecomes Traffic Officer and the
Officer becomes a pedestrian.

.

29t Teach .the children to play the game "Red-Light.

Y

a. One .041)11 is it and stands .away from the class.
b. The pupil counts to ten and then calls, "Red ,Light."
c. All the children must stop .on "Red Light:"
d. 1 The pupil who is it sends back to the starting line 'all those

whO moved after he said. "lked*Light."
e. The winner is the one who reaches the goal first. He becomes,

'it.

_ 30. Have the pUpirs clis.cuss 'piciures about traffic rules.

Who is wiser
1 the signal or you'

..It looks' all ways
- how :abOut you

57

#
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31. Read to the children the poem, "I Met-a Man with Three Eyes."
Discuss the poem.

I Met a Man with Three -Eyes

I met a man that was very wise.
He had no hands, but he had three eyes,
One green, one yellow, and one red.'
He had nothing at,-all but eyes in his head.
He looked at me and kept winking and winking
As if to say, "Guess what I'm thinking."

YcruLre making it up! It isn't so!
...

Oh, yes it is: He is someone.iduknow.._,
.

Be lilies tai my street,' and he can't tally,
Aut he knows howfto,s ay STOP, GO,and WALK
.A.od, that's all he sags; all'day and all night.

Oh, now I know!

58
'54

MR. TRAFFIC LIGHT!

John Cialdi

1



3Z., sTeach the children how to use the miniature traffic' safety light. (3)'Mark an intersection pn the etas 13room. floor; let the boys and
girls rotate b'eing crossing' polic6 offide.r, orpedestrian.
Let The children orally.explain hbw to use tile 'push-button contras.

a. .There rare two basic types of push- button controls:
I

1) WAL,1,-DON'T WAtIc
Z WALK "'WAIT

b. Signals are automatically controlled.
c. Pedestrians press push.butfon a:nd'N'ait for green

light or WALK 'sign.
d. if a WALT signal appears after apciestrian starting on

the WA signal has partially'completed his crossing he
s.hciuldr ceed carefully across to thesidewalk-or where,.

there is a safety' zone or islarid, he should wait there unia,
the next WALK signal.

33. Develop' withthe Blass a list of traffic safety
Example:

r a:. Red.lighf 'means "Stop"; ,
b Yellow.light means uCaution-fSlow= Stop. "
c. Pedestrians may not`efiter on yellow light.

Greenlight medn's "Go". (Wait for'"new " green light
if signal light is already green wheR pedestrian arrives
elntersection. This allows 'maxiMurn time for safely
crossing street.)

e, Obserkre school crossing signs..,
f, '. Watch for merging
g. , Check before 'gtepping-intOfhe street.,

34.. -TeaCh the childrr,the game "Stop and Co'

1°

a. -)1.7se. the traffic signal.' . .'
b. Set up blocks on the floor with streets...

4 } :..c. Us.e play cars and trucks. ,,
, r

1.

d. Children "drive" their cars on die Street and must
obey the traffic signal:

:
35. Have th'e children compare crossing the street itlibut a traffi (3)

light and Gros sing the street with 'a traffic light. Chart the'etate r
rnents.rnade by the 'atildren.'

,

I

55 . ,
. . ,
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I ,

How to Cross a Street Without a Trafficiight

1. Gti to the corner.'
2. Look right then left.
3. -,Loiak behiiad you.
4. Walk quickly to the other side:

,

How to 'Cross a Street, ith,a Tra is Light,

1 Go to the corner. ',
.

2. Wait for the walk light,:
3. Walk inside the'whte lines.
4. 'Walk-tO 'the right. ~
5-. Do rkot rune

36. Have the childreil play ;the. gameomvpiat.should::-you-do?-4';

i-ravethe childrei7 loOk at- the pictures and ailiwer,the
question, "What should ryOu,do?" . t *

. -b.

37; ' Allow the, children to obserire safety signals. Ask them what the (3)
signal tells them to do. Let the pupils learn the meanings of the
cblors; the reason' for the iirdei of the collar appearance and the

' position of each light. ,

, ., .,, ,, ,
38. Diseuss with the class the dangers ofaccepting rides from strangers.

f' , . .
t' 'a.' Show pictures..a.nd ask 'children what they would do.. u

_
b. Talk 'to the class abtiut the dangers of talking to strangers.'

. Discus's with the 'class the dangers of accepting candy and
*other. things from strangers...

. ,
eft"

1

St
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S
s ,

4, . . ..
4 .. > V);___.--,

Talk with the cra.ss about respecting the\prpperty of- others.
\

- , ., , .a. , Use sitZ wa.Lky, designated-Ifht-, or roadway.
. i---17.----ifalkon left -side of roadway. i . . ,

Refrain irom walking on private. property without, .
4.Ise rmis ?."on .

1 ,.d. Place food, papers, and other litter in proper
receptacles. . ,

I

,
e. Refrain from picking flowers from 'nearbigardens

-. -
without permission.

f. Refrain from walking, on stc3neWalls`p.nd fences,.
g. Talk about the purposes of the Anti-Litter Laws.
h. Talk about keeping the Community, neat and Clean.

9__ . , J s\
% a

(5)

Have the Children 'plan a. bulletin board display of safety signs (6)
seen on he way to school.

a. Discus how these signs help boys and girls.
b. Draw Fi ctures illustrating the different sa.fety signs.Ac. Talk ab ut the coldr of the various. signs.

,d. Have the children makeininiature signs.

WALK ON LEFT

FACING

TRAFFIC

R)

4

..' (
.

0 ,

SLOW
SPEED



41. Have th
A

o

O

ar

cuss and become familiar with some (6)
the folidi,virig "Sign's for Life.."

`
"

WATCH FOR

SIOVIRPCKS

I

WAT H
YOUR

STEP

0

SIGNS
FOR
LIFE

4a.

EMERGENCY

EXIT
1J

R

o
. .

,Have the class view and discuss the film, "Debbie Safety Lesso
Debbie, a Kindergartener and her older brother eiie plify care

O

14,,YHELTER

STOP

PEDESTRIANS

BICYCLES

MOTOR-DRIVEN

CYCLES

PROHIBITED

o

safety procedures in the L'ornmimity. (
58 ,

. 62

" (1)(2)(3)
(4)(5)(0,
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43. Allow the chi\dren to construct a,play street on a table. -

. .
. ,.. -. .7

c'Make figures from cardboard paper and attach to
wood blocks. \. , .

Use play-cars, truck,- and people.
Depict sore do's ar d don'ts of safety.

,.44. Talk with'the children ab ut the use of emergency vehicles such
as the ambulance and fire\end police vehicles with flashing lights. (6)

(6)

45. Give the children the oppqrthriity to review pedestrian safety by ,

asking the following questions: 4

a. WHY DO WE CROSS STREETS ONLY AT CORNERS?

' The motorist does not expect pedestrians to cross midblock
and often cannot see them as they start because:of stoppe
parked vehicles. Crossing corners diagonally takes_ longer

n.a d-is rrii.ich more dangerous: :,

b.. WHY DO.:WE NEED TO LOOK AND, BE SURE THERE IS A
BREAK IN TRAFFIC AND THE WAY IS CLEAR BEFORE WE
CROSS?,

Even at intersections, the motorist does not expect a pedes-
trian to dart out suddenly from the curb: If there is a signal,
the driver expects uSstoobey it. Also, the driver has many -

things to watch for at interectiOns.

c. WHY DO WE WALK, NOT RUN, STRAIGHT ACROSS-STREETS-r;
. . .

If we .walk, we are not apt stumble. An'approa,ching
-
driver '

can judge better what he should do. He is hot expecting anyone -
to dart-out. It takes.him soilab distance to stop the ear-and it_
takes each of us some distance also. .. ' ..1;,,,,,,

d. WHY DO WE KEEP OUT FROM B
NEVER RUN BETWELN TIMM?

WEEN PARKED CARS AND

. F, . . ..,... rIt kes quite'a distanceirto stop a vehicle, evenil ii'<is not going
'las 'If s. person steps outf\rOni between parked-cars, the driver

. . .often cannot See hirsi il,he is rightupon,him. , .,
4 .

6. ..' *

..111

59
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a

WHY DO WE OBEY POLICE OFFICERS AND-CROSSING
GUARDS?

-They are oryour,protection, and drivers expect us to obey
them.

f. WHY DO WE CROSS :THE STREET ONLY.ON THE PROPER
SIGNAL?

Drivers depend upon us to follow the rules. Look out'for
vehicles making turns. Signalized intersections are for ybur
safety. Walk the extra distance if necessary, to take advantage
of their protection.

WILY DO WE PLAY AWAY FROM TRAFFIC ?'

.Streets are for vehicles. Playing in the street, including
"hitching on" vehicles, is one of the largest causes of child
accidentS.

. WHY DO WE WALK ON THE LEFT SIDE OF THE HIGHWAYS, -

FACING, TRAFFIC, WHERE :THERE IS 'NO SIDEWALK?

We are'then facing approaching vehicles and can knOw when it
is necessary.to step aside, as when vehicles pass-on narrow
roadways.

i. WHY DO WE CARRY OR WEAR SOMETHING WHITE AT NIGHT
TO HELP DRIVERS SEE US?

A person can be seen from. a greater-distance.

STREETS?

DO WE .NEED TO BE- DOUBLY ALERT ON SLIPPERY
STREETS?'

When streets are wet, a person may slip or his umbrella may
hide a 4e'hicle from his view. Vehicles may skid, and it takes
a greater distance to stow them than on dry pavemeiit. Rain
makes it harder for the driver to see.

46. Talk about so e of the wa4 the 'comMunity is helping to safeguard (6)
t-. . people in traffi

,

Y'
.v

'' 60
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REVIEW

What Have.You Learned?'

4

1: Explain to the class the safest route for jou to and froin school,.0 t

2. An'swer` the following questions with "Yes!' or "No."'
,, . ,.

a. Cross only at corners an keep to the right in the ,
crosswalk.

b. Cross only with a new yellow light.
.c. Look one way before, crossing. ,

d. Never cross or enter the-roadw<ri
.

om between parked cars.
e. Where there are no. sidewalk, walk on the left side of the-

roadway, facing traffic.
f. At night wear something white or carry a light.
g. Wait on the curb for cars to pass. .
h. Walk through the alley oh the way to school.

. , .

schooli. Pet a stray dog and take him to with you. 0
j. Get out of the car on the side away from the street.
k.. 'Be.friendly and accept a ride from a- Aranger:

, , c

3. tMatch,,the signs with the words. Place the-letter *the Correct,
picture. 7

STOP

,4 'a., Highway RR crossin ahead

b., SChoql, slow down
ti

ce Come to a full. stop

61
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SCHOOL BUS SAFETY MULES

Learning. ONectives

a

1. Stay-in the seat.'

2. Speak softly and to neighbors only.

3. Keep hands, and arms inside the bus.

4. Face the front 'Of the bus,

5. Refrain from. throwing objects.
Cs^,1,

6. Keep the bus neat andt lean,.

Follow the directions of the teacher and the "bus .dri.NMr.

ested Learning Activities

1. Have' the pupils deVe -pules for 'safe school bus riding. (1)(2)(3)
Chart the standards.' ustrate the rules. Example: (4)(5')(6)

(74
LeaVe home early enough to apiive at your
Bus Stop on time.

Wait for your bus in-a safe plate
well off the roadway.

c. Enter your bus in an orderly'manner, and take
your seat.

0

d. Follow the instructions of your school bus driver.

e. Remain in your seat while your bus is in motion.
5 f. Help.to keep your bus clean.

g. Remain quiet.

h. Be courteous to yor. school tius driver, and to fellow
passehgert.

62
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i.
-

"Be alert for traffic when leaving the bus.
. -

4. 3.

4.

"

"

dive children the op ortunities to makeposters'illustating good
condUct or! the bus.

Permit the pupils to write poems,. stories, and slogans' about
safety.

Give the pupils opportunities to learn poems. Examples.

(1)(2)(3)(4)
(5)(6)(7)

(1)(2)(3)(4)
(V6)(7)

(1)(2)(3)(4)
(5)(6)(7)

r.

I Like Rides

I like rides .

Ilang-t-r.ides,:_shOrt rides,
Slow ride s, faif rides, 4

Rides on the train,
Rides'an a_pIane,
Rides on a boat or a bui,_
Rides on a wagon or big horse,
Rides in a camper, for sleeping.

I like rides
Just any kind ,rldei.

Auto,'

Chug! Chug! "Chug!
Honk! . IlIonk! Honk!
Who wants a ride?'
t! I! I!
Jurrip iii !
Aviay we go!
.Chug! Chug! Chug!
Hohk! 'Oonk! Honk!

Unknown

ti

Auto, Auto

Auto, auto
May I have 'a ride?
Yes, sir, yes, sir,
Step right inside.
, -

POur in the water,
Turn on the gasoline,
And,chug, chug away wk, go
Throughout the country green.

Lucy Sprague,Mitchell
7/

5. Have the children derhonstrate the pr
off the bus.

e r way of getting on and

,,
Allow the pupils to make a-bus big large cardboaTa boxes.
Haye the pupils demonstrate. a/hopl bus, safety rules. a

63

-67
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'`7: Have the pup s ke-slogans which co Zld be placed in the bus.-;-Example,: . ;

ace + e ront
+aq in Your sea ,..

8. Ask the children to talk about proper conduct on school jcitineys.
. ,,a. , Use good procedure's for riding on the, bus. 'b. . Obey the direciions" of the teacher. ,

c. Follow directiOns and plans of guide at the destination."
d. Observe-all safety mcautions. ' .,

e. Talk quietly. .

f. Listen to the ,guideS.

...(1)(12,)(3)(4)
: (5),(6)(7)

.9. Discusi1"With the ,class how and why bus accidents occur. 0. (1)(2)(5)(4)''
(5)(6)(7) ,a. Passengers are, struck by doors while entering or leaviAg

the bus. ....
, ..b: The velticle stopsskiddefily. ,

. ,
--,---.......

c. Children are clowning or, misbehaving.
cf. People-,are cdreFess. - .

e. - People do notuse saletylaelti.
o..2 -- -,

I

10. Have the pupils role p 'I* drafinatize Ways accidents

11. Talk with they class ,about school bus &livers.

--a., Is he'a goo.d driver?
b. Is he kind and good-natured? .,

,i c. Is he well trained? ., ;
d. Does he know how'to handle an emergency?,,
e. How doyoil-liecomei,a bus driver? ,

t_ ; ,,t, : ''' ' c.-.:\--- ',
Have the pupils discuss proper conduct on local arid public

, . (1)(2)(3)(4) f

, .

transportations - ---' ,. (5)(60) I

.
. ,

a. Ask the boys and girls how many of diem, use public -

transportation? .

b. Where do the boys and girls go 'on the hus? . ,
c. Does the bus driver follow the same frulet as a.school

I

iiiay occur.. 11)(21(3)(0
(5)(6)(7)

(1)(2)(1)(4)
: (5)(6)(7)'

6° 4

d.
bus driver? . 4 . \

Why do they haye to pay on the public bus and not on a
school: bus'?
Are ttir,iutes for behavior the same?' . !

I.

1
,

664a.

.
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./

REVIEW '0

.

What Have You Learned?

What are thtee rules for safe school bus riding?'.. .,
(Orally give the answers)

,
,-.

2. Answer "Yes" or "No" to the following questions.
,72. , r .

a. Do you leave home.early-eno ,to arrive at y-our.bds
.stop on time? ,,,b. Do you wait for the bus in a 'safe place?

c. Do you keep off the,- street as youivai for the bus? , ,

d. , Do yo'u enter th9 bui in:viNrderly mann'er,,,,.9
-----4e. Do you-help, to keep the.;buS clean?. a

.1. Are yoU courteous to your s''hool'bus driver?, ,
,g. Do. yoUgo one by orie as you get off and on the,bus? -

h. Are you a 'good' citizen on public tranisPortation?
i. Dpes the b,ui driver follow the same rules as a school:2

ebus driver? _ .

"

-

$
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41.

t

SA. PE 'f.Y.,-9NA BICYCLE

Ride 'with' the traffic.
. ,

'Irst hand, signals.
-

3: Use light reflector. and white clothing at night..
,

a,rning Objectives '

,
sa.

1.

4

r.

Wall bicycle acrosstbe street.

careful` of pedestrians-.
P

r
.

n .

Suggested 'Learning Activities

. .

1.. Lead pupils in discussions and other activities.whith will promote (1)(2)(3)
bicycle safety. . .

"'

X

'Have the class v iew and disciSs. ihe' film' "You Can't Stop,

on'a Dime:"
-...

policeman
- .. .1) A and one elementary school class conduct

a le-sson on stopping distance vf pe-destiran, moving
bicycle, Mid an autorrcibjle.

-
21, Pedestrian safety ruleS are also emphasized.. , _ .

. . ... ,... -1, '-:-
b. Have the pupils develop a chart on Sate Rules to Follow.

,

.'t xamplci: ' ..- '
`'

4 .

4 1

Ke;e:p tztt bicycle in gOod, mechanical condition (tires,
Chain,Thrake s,,etc. ) >

.
94, .2) Obey-all traffic rules and signs always givo probef-.st ,

Jo
t .. . .hand signals. '.'

. ...

.
- , 3,) Walk'your 'bike across, busy intersections.

... , \,.\.- ,
, . .4.

- .
4) Always"ride with thetraffic as close as -possible to

the right, side of the pad.. ....1.-

,
.

5) Be suri 'the 'r oadway-is clear before entering.
. .

,,- , 6.6 ;. ... ,.. ' a N
I

. a. ,

(4)(5).

err



1/4

/

6) Always ride single, file and watch for openilig
.car doors.

1..1.
4444

-
, Most'bicycles. are built to carry one person .6-ii- YOU!

', and lone..
'*,,

-
8) If -you must ride-yourjrike at night be sure your head-

. light and rear refer are in good working orde.-
- -.\ ' ',->,c

..,
9) Select the safest route to your destination and use' it.

Avoid busy streets and-intersectionS.

-

c.

d:

e.

f:

10r, Yield -right of way*to pedeitrian's.

Make a bulletin board ckisplif bicycle safety rules.

Use...tempera and paint a picture to illustrate one (Y.f the rults
relating to bicycle safety riding to arid from school:

Learn to sing a bicycle safetysong.

.71-4-rn a bicycle poem. Example8:
-

-

A Bicycle Built for One
(fro the tune cif" A-Bicycle Built -or
Two") ,

Jerry, Jerry,
When,you go riding, :son,
Don't you carry
Boys on your bike for fun:
Your vision is cramped and clouded
When handlebars are croWded,'
go-see that-you
Don't ride two
On a bicycle built for one,,,

-4

,

`617

71.

'IDiffeent Bicycles

When I ride my bicycle
Iped;.1 and pedal --
Knees up, knnle s

-.Knees up, knees down.
1/4

But when the boy next door
Rides his;
It's whizz-'
A chuck a chuck-

And away.
'He'z gone
With his.
Kneeds steady - straight
to one place
Because-
lifs bicycle has
A motor fastened on.

Dolothy Baruch,

,r.
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1:`

ti

-Bo,X with a, Bike

oy checks over his'±- carefully as he his lines,
e he tests brakeS,, exami es tires, stands off and -

es' up handlebars, etc. At the end he rides off
eerily. )

g.

Brakes'? *-

' Just right, Ida- every use.
Chain?

Not right, yet-riot too foose.
'Tires?

0. K. Correct for air.
'Pedal treads? ,

In god repatr.'=
Handleb:ar

Theyi're straight and tight.
Grips on.handlebars?

Quite right:
, Light? Reflector?

Working fine,
Saddle.?

Firm and right in: line.
P p,? ,,And tools?

. there. Heigh-ho!
Everything is set . . .

Letts Go.
4

Aileen' Fisher

Give. children an opportunity to practice and learn the proper
kand signals.

left turn Right turn

-% 68-

Stop or Sli!,w

7 2' t
tbs.
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7 I 4

Haire the pupils' becOme familiar with the traffic signs a
bicyclist should undeibtand.

Octagon-shaped (eight
sided)signs always

mean Stop -

' % "/ 4

Triangle signs always
means yield- Right -Of -Ways

Diamond-shaped signs .
are always warning signs

Round signs alwaysmeans
Railroad Crossing

.:i. Show the following pictuies and have the class,point out t:
the safe things being done on the.bicycle.



j. invite lolde.n:Pupils-to tell about places where bicycles must
be parke'd at scho61, and the reasons for rule's relating to-
bicyble safety.

k. Discuss with the clags the different ,types of bicycles.
,

. .(S.
1. Conduct 'Bicycle Safety Week campaign in the, school. Invite

the.local,police; department to participate in the campaignby
inspecting and registering bicycles.

1) Talk with the class about bicycle Care.
Check these parts:

,

RAKES
Do you 'stop, evenly ?

CHAIN
Gheck for

O

aimagedilinks, snug fit; clean and lubricate.

WHEELS
Elirrinate.wobble; tighten wheenuts, oil bearings;
broken spokes. . ,

.
T'IRES

Check air pressure, remove imbedded nailt, glass,
metal, etc. 2

.

SI'ROCKEtS
Keep 'clean and greased, check for wobble. ir

PEDikLS
Lubricate 3.0 tighten bearings. Replace worn threads.

FRONT LIGHT
Must be visible for 500 feet.

70

74

J



REAR REFLECTOR
Must be visible for 300 feet.

SADDLE
Adjust to body and tighten.

HANDLE BARS ,

7 Adjust to body.
in fork:.

HANDLE GRIPS

07

'Tighten anci keep stem well down

, Replace worn grips Cement them :on tightly,,

') Allow pupils to fill in the form for Bicycle Registration.

LIC. N9 22412

J.,

;
,oe

FtE $1. 00
Form 9.25

Los Angeles Police Department
BICYGLE.R.EGISTRATIONb.

MAKE
ft,.

-PREVIOUS LICENSE NO. -,(Ci y-Yr.)
r, .

REGISTERED OWNER (Last name first)

ADDRESS , CITY-

1::1-19IF ' BIRTH. DATE

SC.,11001- . ' CITY ...

-

LEIG-A:L' OWNER

ISSUE' BY . DIV ON
... I. ..

, DATE ISSU,E 11
4

PURCHASED FROM , .
. - l

4

-.
.,

SIGNATURE OFOWNR .

tv. -

CHANGE OF ADDRESS.
.,,

e,,ts
. ,

r

71



Allow, pupils to complete the form for a bicycle
identification card.

IDENTIFICATION RECORD

NAME
41,

....
'

.

,

ADDRESS / :

4

.

PHONE I .
SCHOOL

444

BICYCLE MAKE
Y

\ ,

FRAME-NO.

LICENSE NO\ .

C

5

--Los Angeles Police Department
BICYCLE IDENTIFICATION CARD

NAME OF ,REGISTERED OWNER

ADDRESS ,
1970-1-2-3-4
MAKE PF ISICYCLE

f

Registration expires December 31, 1974. 'provides
by Los Angeles iltirticipal Code Section 2601.

LICENSE NO.

IF FOUND PLEASE GIVE TO ANY POLICE ,OFFICER-

- .76
72

T
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t'

4), Have pupils becothe amiliar with the "Bic clistl

BICYCLIST'S ODE
,

. ,;
I appreciate the privily operating, my

bicycle on the streets 'of this community, and I
, pledge to _do j.11 in.rny poWer to live up to this

re spons ibil"
4%

I will be a safe rider, an& will do my best
to obey all traffic laws-e,nd rules of safe cycling,
because' I realize my parents are responsible'
for my behavior on a. bicycle..

.0

5)- Discuss with the class laws regardinebicycles.

LICENSES - Sect, 26, 01 L. A. M. C., (Ordinance No. 77, 000)
(Chapter 2, .Article 6 - Blercles and Vehicles)

I will try to reflect credit upon my yarents,
school, and community for their ex res,sion of
trust and confidence in my ability as a-bicycle
rider.

SIGNED

`IF

Code."

Policy onlyi (NO LAW) not to require a license
on bike s under` 20 inches.

RIDING; ON SIDEWALKS Sec, 5'615 L. A. M. C. Not allowed
on sidewalk. Policy only to allow young-child-
ren to ride bn sidewalk at financial risk of
parents in case of an accident. However, law
says NO ONE ALLOWED ON SIDEWALKS ON A
BIKE. '

BICYCLE RACKS IN FRONT OF STORES, ET AL-- Sec. 8084
L. A. M. C. Must obtain authority- from Policy,
Commission and post $20, 000 liability bold, also
letter frdm owner of property, etc. Have them
talk to Officer-in-Charge of Bicycle Unit re this.

73 .
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,

- Sec.. 21201 V:C. When riding after dusk aria
before sunup, all bicycles must have light on
front visible for 300'. ALSO a reflector on the
rear: The reflector, when in the .lights of a
vehicle, must relfect fo` a distance of at least .
300'.

TRAFFIC LAWS - Sec. Z'1050 V. C. All traffic laws which
apply to vehicle alsO apply to bicycles and,
bitrycle riders, e rules of the road.

HORNS OR SIRENS - Sec. 27'0227002 V. C. No vehicle
shall be'equipped with nor shall any person use

/ upon a vehicle ,ari57. "siren except as permitted in
this subdivision., Any authorizeld-emenency
vehicle may be quipped with a siren... but such
a: siren shall not be` used except when such vehicle
is operated in.response" to an emergency
the\driver` of such vehicle shall sound said siren
When. necessary to warrr'pedestrians and other
drivers of the approach thereof.

,
°RIDING MOTORCYCLES AND BICYCLES ,- Sec. 80. 27

L.A. M. C. A person operating a motor cycle or-
bicycle shall not ride other than upon the per-
manent and regular seat attached thereto, nor
carry-. any other person upon such motorcycle or

bicycle other than upon a firmly'attached seat to
the rear of the bicycle other than as above
authorized.

.11.1,./.../MI..,........1Mg

m, Ask the children to match the pictures with the slogans.

I 't

WALK AGROSS-
HEAVY TRAFFIC
INTERSECTIONS

DON'T CARRY
RIDERS
This ip a, quick way
to wreck your bike.



NEVER,'H1TCH A
RIDE ON A
CAR' OR
°TRUCK

H
Groups shou 'fd\
ride in single file.

KEEP SAFE DISTANCE-FROM
PARKED CARS /

MAKE TURNS
FROM THE
PROPE

75

79

ALL
T/RA /IC
STGN S
Red and Green lights.
One-Way streets.
Stop signs.

KNOW THE RULES
OF THE ROAD
Give proper- arm, signals.'
It will Delp keep the t,
iei\derg on yOlux hike.



\

AAMAYS BE ALERT
Kelp, your eyes and mind
on the road.

ALWAYS BE COURTEOUS'
Courtesy to others
means safety
to all.

KEEP YOUR BIKE IN
GOOD CONDITION
White light on front.

;Red signal on rear.

ti

.

n. piscuss with the class rules fori,skillful and safe cycling.
1;amtscoin. aiiswer`Ye's or, No to the questiliff.4,

f ,

Do I ride in'a safe place and keep off busy streets until
I an ride well?
Do 'I, obey allArag4-004igns?
Do I have a bell, horn, or other warning device?,
Do I have,. a red tail light or red reflector?
Do I give proper arm'signals befoile turning?

,(Do I-ride on the sidewalk?
// Do I give pedeStrians tlie"right of way?.

DO I slow down al corners and watch carefUlly?
Do I ride by myself on my bicycle?
Do I tie packages or bools to the handle bars?
Do I carry packages or books An wrack or bask

. .



no I c,oast into streets fromldriveways?
Am I alert when riding past parked' cars'?
Do I hitch on to a moving vehicle?
Do I use both hands to guide my bicycle?
Do I keep to the right and close to the curb?
DO I ride facing traffic?
Are my handle bars and saddle adjusted to fit me?
Do I' wear white or light-colored clothing at night?.
Do I avoid left turns in heavy traffic?.

o. Complete 'the study on bicycle safety" by asking the children
to answer questions concerning rules for bicycle riders.

1) Why do we obey traffic signals?

TraffiCsignaks-re installed for protection of everyone.
We must !mice boulevard stops and wait our turn, along
with others,

2) .Why do we uSe correct hand sitnals?

Persons and.tiafficaround us will know by-bur hand
nals what we intend to do and the direction we wish to

turn.

3) Why do we ride one on'a bicycle?

A passenger may interfere with the .safe riding of the
bicycle, such as losing onevs.balance; catching`a heel
dr trouser leg in the spokestaf the wheel; or blocking
the view of the rider.

\`' ,
4) Why isriding on the sidewalk against the law?

5

4

1.

The outstanding danger in riding on the sideW alk is that
the bicycle may hit someone, or interfere with his right;

'ay. (Car" do not drive. on sidewalks. Neither do

. .

5) Why do we ride in the 'street?
PJ

All bicycles move with, the traffic, as near ds,pos,sible to
the right-hand curb. 'Riding two bicycles abreaSt is
dangerous. Always bide angle file.

, 0

77
.

.



6) Why should bicycles,be licensed and iegikered?

Of the bicycles ioet or stolen; the police iecover;and
average of eight out of ten IF they arelicensed and re-
gistered with the department. 7 '

7) e Why are lights required for night riding?

We should be certain that we are seen b'y dr,ivers at,night.
We should wear sdmething white or nett in color and

,,,have a white light on' the front of the bicycle which must
be seen by ldrivers' from a distance of 300 to 500 feet. *.A.

red light or reflector,' should be mounted on the rear of a
bicyCle. Lights must be turned on and working from 30
minutes after sunset. until 30 minutes before sunrise.

8) Why do we safety-check our bicycles?

We ehould keep our bicycles mechanically -,sound to make
sure that accidents are not caused by failure of the brakes
or dther parts of the 'bicycle.

4
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REVIEW

What Have V'ou Learned?

'
,

1. Answer the folloWing:staternents'by putting-and X in the True or Falseb .

1. White is a
t75,

dark.
color to wear riding after

2. You Should-ride at leas,t 3 feet away;from
parked carsr.

3. It's ,safe to-carry a. passenger so Long as
he ride.son the carrier behind the- driver.

-4. Ybu Signal for a lefi-turn by holding your
left hand -.out straight.

.5. Hand signals sf&z. drivers are the lame
asotfor auto driver N;

YOu should always ride our bike with the.
traffic.

. , Your bike's headlights should b- visible
\from' 500. feet away.

8. A illekbike driver doesn't need to wa
his :Bike 'through heavy traffic.'

TRUE FALSE

and signal for a right hand t is-
ur right a'rm tr.a.ig-srto the

10. ybu s ould
1" ht. f

t.. y
J y

&14

1 y
F4 ..1Ges

1

y

"
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4

2. Match the piclures with the safety slogans.

'a. Walk it across.'

. , Ride single file.

c. Light up at night.

'Showoffs aren't 'smart.

$

\ .

3

a.

4;N.: "
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1.

,,SAFETY HELPERS

Learning Objectives

Become farniliar---with the work of the policeman.

Become familiar with the work of the crossing guard.

Suggested Learning Activities

Have the pupils discuss and plan'actiVities to,learn more about the t (1)policeman.

a. Learn poems' about the policeman.

--
I'm the Police Cop Man, I Am

the police cop man, -I am, I am.
Cars can't go 'till I say they cans..
I stand. in the middle of the street,

I do.
And tell them to go when I want

them to.
Whizzing taxis and automobile;
Trotting horses and clattering wheels,
And r`umblIng,, grumbling huge big

trucks
And even the lazy old trolly car
;Can't go very far

When up goes my hand
and

"Traffic stop", Says the traffic cop.
Then many little children's ,feet
Go hippity across the street.

Margaret Morrison

"

rif

81
br

5

Example

My Policeman.'

He is always standing.there_
Ai the 5oiner of the Square; -
He is very big and fine
And his silver. buttons shine.

0

All the carts and taxis do
Everything he tells them to,
And the little errand boys
When they pass .him make no noise.

Though I seem so very small
I am -not afraid at all;
He and I are friends, you see,
And he always smiles at me.

O

Once I wasn't very good .-
gather near to here he stood,
But he never said-a word
Though I'm sure,he must havelheard.

,Nurse, has policeman too .

(Her's ha's brown eye, mind' has bine),
Her's is sometimes on.a. horse,
But I like mine best of-course.

Phyllis McGinley

raP'
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11.

Poems About Policemen

P's the proud policeman
N. *.

with buttons polished neat.
'He's pleased to put his hand up

When you want':to cross the street.
By daylight he protects you;

He protectsyouthrough_the dark.'
And 14 points the way politely

To the playground or the park.

Phyllis McGinley

b.

b. Learn s. song.

The Policeman

He never used to notice me
When I went by, and stared at him.
And then he sniiIed especially,
And now he say4, "Hello there,- Jim."

If he becomes a friend of, mine,
And I learn all I ought to kriow
Perhaps-he'll let me turn the.
And make the people Stop! and G./*11.

e. Marjorie Seymour Watts

To the tune of "I've Been 4vorking oh the Railroad"

r

C

ti

You'must be your ownpolicmaTn,

Uge safety all the

Cars that may be coming towar'd"you,

Cannot' stop on a dime, .

. There are signals there to help you,

Yellow, green, and red;

You,inust be your own policemail,

Always use3.your head.
t

/ .

c''t Motivate a discussion of policemen by asking
.

I,
1) Do you know who till's man is?
2) :Is he your friend? .

3) does he help you b to school safely?
'45 WhSr.do.,we have,poli men?
'5) Is he' an important erson?
6) Would you like.to e a policeman? Why?
7) What do yOu hav td know in order to become

')What does the .policeman do in your community ?'
a/ .}t

82 I

questions.
.4

a policeman?

86
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d. Illustrate one duty of the policeman. ..
,

e. Talk about the .tools used by..the,policemari to protect'
.0 Citizens: _......--____-

f. Develop a reading chart on the ways-a policemanhelps
..us.

g. .Play the game Lost Child.

1.) One person is the policeman.
2) To get home the lost child must

be able to tell the policeman his
name, address, and'telephone
number:

3) Alternate the policeman.'

2. Have the pupils talk about and conduct activities. concerning tlfZ***'' (2)
school safety patrol.

a. Discuss the safety patrol boy or girl as the policeman's
-helper. -,, . -.

_b. < Write an experience chart on the duties of the safety
patrol pupil. .

._c. Learn how one becomes a safety patrol boy or girl.
d. -Allow pupils to fill in an application blank for membership

- ,'in the - Safety Patrol Club. ..
,--

.

Name

ri''
Safety'Patrol Club

Date .Addre s s
(street)

(City) (State) (Zip),

Room Age

.-----

e. Discuss how does the safety.-patrolman's duties differ from
the 'duties of the. policeman -?

3. Allow the pupils, to talk about and conduct activitie-icon6rning the (2)
school crossing guard.

- .
a.

.
Com e the duties of the crossing guard, 'safety patrol,
and polic an: - .-,

.83rA.
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-
b. Develop a list of courtesies to be shown to a crossing

guard.
c. Develop a skit which demonstrates, how the crossing

guard ma* help keep the children safe from injury.,
d. Draw pictures illustrating how the crossing guard aids-

bogs and girls.
e. Talk about the requirements in order for one to beepme

a crossing guard.

4. Ask children toillustrate the safety helpers.

a. Explain their duties.
b. Tell something about the requirements,to` become a safety.

helper. , -;
c., Tell how the safety helpers assist people in the community.
d. Make talks in other classrooms about safety helpers. '
e.

. 2)

Put their drawings up on the bulletin board.
1

.8-8

4
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REVIEW

What Have You Learned?

1. Each of the following sentences is either true or false. fter each
senten-.:e, you will see the words true and false. If a se erice is true,
circle the word true. If a sentence is false, circle the ord false.
o _

a. -The policeman is pleased to put his hand up when ou True False
want to cross the street.

b. The policeman protects' y.bu.- both day and night.

c.

d.

e.

f,

True False
3 !

You and the ppliceman are:friends. True Falie
4

The policeman sometimes has to risk his life' True False
'protect us.

'[

The policeman helps you to go to and from school
safely.

True False

Someday I may become a policeman. True False

1

2. Pl4ce the number of each .sentence under the correct heading or
headings.

1

q

,

Poficeman Safety Patrol 'Crossing Guard.

. ,

...., .
.

.
. . ... .

. I

. ,
.

.

-

4

' ,_,.....- 4

0

.

*

1 .

.r



1. This perSon works for the community or'city.
2. Bill belongs to the Safety Club.
3. This person is usually a lady. ,

`4. 171-iiii only works when children are going to and from schQol.
5. fficer.Jones wears a uniform T k'i carries to protect

.-Us.
. .,

6. A good citizen at school may become one.
7. This person is'our friend;
8. lye are hblped 3. cross the Street by iour friends.

\ , 9. His main job is to protect citizens from danger.
.;'-10. This person does-not receive pay but likes cto do his job:
f11, Mrs. Smith carries a stop- sign. - -

12. Jose wears ari arm band -arid white strapt5,, - ,
13. 1 Sometimes he rides a motorcycle or rides in a'helicopteT. ,.
14. We must shOw respect for' this person.

A

o

L.1

A
A

*s

'86
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SECTION III:

UNDERSTANDING AND PRACT1C14G
SAFETY' HABITS AT SCHO

x

9. ,

,e.

- SAFETY PRACTICES IN THE C1 SSROOM

SAFETY PRACTICES ON THE Pl. YGROUND
-

SAFETY PRACTICES IN OTHER PARTS' OF THE SCHOOL
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SAFETY PRACTIC IN THE CLASSROOM

Learning Objectives

1. Know the tra ffic patterns.

2. Learn the proper use of tools, equipment, and supplies.

3.. Learn the procedures for emergency drills.
0

4. Know the bell signals.

cs .4
:,...:...,_

. .
Suggested Learning Acticities

1. Discuss with the children and have thei practice the traffic patterns (1)
to be used in the classroom.

a. Drills ..,

b. Work activities.
Ci 1 Changing g,r_oups .

1 d. :DisMissals',-
. \

e. Procedures for lining up and passing.

2. Talk about the mearririg of the word Accident. (1)(2)(3)(4)

a.. Discuss' how .accidents may .happen the classroorri.and
on the piayground.

b., Ma ' a liSt of safety practices which may prevent some
accidents.

vi) Walk down stairs.
c '''..) it properly in the chair.,

,3) ,Use; a. step, _stool or ladde?to reach books.
,

4) Hang your clothes properly.
'5) Tie your shoelaces.,t.

.;;;,, . :() Clean' up spilled p.myt.. 4?
,.

. . , /3. Have the class develop a list df class rules. 'Example:.4. . .

J,



/ - Our Rule s

1. We work
2. We take turns,-
3. We put` thing s- away.'
4. We help each c4h.et.
5. We obey =school, rules.
6. We are polite.

111110 4. Allow the children to select daily or Weekly helpers. Keep. a-9hart, 41)(2)
of their duties. ,"

1

a. -Place childien'S na e/on-a wheel arid move the arrow /
everyday. The chil for that day, is responsible for all
the classroom duties. -or

b. Select monitors and have each one perform a particular
duty.



Our Helpers

Flag

.,Boy's Line Leader

Girl's Line Leader

Waste basket

Ball

Library

s

Animals

a Chalkboard

i? Messenger / .

rt

C

5. Have pup look at pictIali:es;:and find the thi
accide s. 1

,;,
, \

Allen

a e,

Donna

Mike

Jimm

Tim

Marie

Ja

A

, ,
'Russell

,

a,

.s that cpuld cause (1)(,X3)
C

0

;
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V

Have the class practice safe ways of walking as a group in School. (1)(8)(4)

a. Review and talk about some of the reasons why walking
safely in the School building, classr6om, and playground,..,,,,

is important. .
(

b.
..

-Practice liniiig--UPTor-recess, passing to thei3i play area
', and Lining up in. the -assembly area.

. , J

7. Give the children the opportunity tb dernonitrate and practice the (2),
safe'v:r-ay of passing pencils, scissors, sharp and pointed objects.:

r,
. ,

I8.r Give children the opportunity to demonstrate and practice the safe
way 'of 'carrying chairs to the reading group and to centers.

9. Have a committee inspect the'classroom and Molt for hazards. (2),
,.Examples:

a. Desks too close
b., Paper not piled neatly
c. Oily rags in closets
d. ,Not enough. space between aisles
e. Flammable paper in closetS

Top missing from can of varnish
g. Water on the floor
I. Books; paper, and pencils on the floor

10. Ask 'the pupils to elect a comMittee to plan the removal of, dapgerous 2)
objects and hazards from the classroom.

;.

11. Allow the `children to make a ROOlyl'SAFETY BOOK

.

a.
`.

Collect pictures; poems, nes torie s.
Paste them in the .book.
Read the Stories,and Poem's to the

o Ctass.
e

d. `Share the`, book with other' rooms.

r

041
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,

. .

12.1 Have the children liStenp and explain carefully all bell si fiats. (3)explain.
, . . . .

,a Recess, lunch,. dismissal
b. Earthquake and emergendy droVdrills

., ,c Take cover drill
.

,, . . ....

d. Fire drip. !,

,
13. Gondlict,witli the' ciass the various types of dyills,,using a class- ,,(3).

t 0 OM O..'

,... ,7' 41 .14. 2-,-,,Ii., ..-44,16112.141en'ioractice the proper procedureb for emergency (4)r*X l'' 'C. 'ii.; 1:.: ''..4
I Pa , 4,

42, -

b, .r rii op.,,, At*: 'f'''''
Fill0,4,..:1)

erpergLcy drop drills

15. DisVuss with the class,what to do,if there is a fire or emerge c (4)
drill,when the Pupil is out of the room. or the cafeteria, ba
,room, or tibrary..

4 t
16. Ask the children to make posters to illustrate the proper prodedures

for a fire Chart the various titles of posters. Examples:
fa

a. Walk, do not run.'
b. Stay with t.be'othei;:s.
c.
d.

e.

Keep quiet.- ''''
.,

Pass quiktIcr".and quickly to( aiSigiaed
Listen to' 'directions from the teaclie

. ,

4

(4)

-9

.

N
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REVIEW

What Have You Learned?

Point out a. hazard in the classroorn and tell how to correct the
hazard. (The teacher will purposely set up various hazards
throughout the rT3rn,

Here are *some pictures. Tell how you.viould correct the hazards
yoasee.

r

.

3. If there, were a fire drill, dernonstrate what you would do to get ottt
94of the building. .

g7

'
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REVIEW

What Have You Learned?

Point out a. hazard in the classroom and tell how to correct the
hazard. (The teacher will purposely set up various hazards
throughout the rcrrn.

Here are some pictures. Tell how you would correct the hazards
you see.

.
..-;

3. If there, were a fire drill, demonstrate what'you would do to get out
94

rts

of the building. .
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SAFETY PRACTICES.ON THE PLAYGROUND

Learning Objectives

1. Play in assigned area.

2. Use playground equipment properly,

3. ,1;.Ac; game rules.

Suggested Learning Activities

4 ti

1. Ha'e the boys and girls make posters illustrating factors which make (1)

a place safeltr unsafe for pl?.y.
o

,)

2. Ask the class to elect'a'CLEANUP COMMITTEE to remove dangerous (1)

objects from, assigned play areas.

a. Conduct "Litter Bag Clean Up Day."
b. Make litter bads for class and for family car.

3. I-ter the class view the filmstrip,"Safety at Play!'" (1) ( 2) (3)

-1. Take. the 'pupils on t walk to the play areas to examine the space (1)(2)(3)
and equipment. : .

/
-a. Discuss uselof the dquip ment.

. "
b. Discuss rubs for safe play. r

i
t.

I. I .

5. Have the .childrei role-play the safe way to play with younger (1)(2)(3)

.childw. / : .
i

6, Teach the boys and girls poems about pia/ and some of the games. (1)(Z)(3,
... Exarriples:

Bounce The Bail

Bolince the ball, bounce the ball)
Throw the ball to 'rile,
Catch the ball, bounce th ball,
Bounce it one, two, thr

M. Pearl Lloyd
95



'I My Day

.Rain or shine,
The day is mine.
Now, what shall I do
With my day?

If 11 think,t
And think;
And think,
And .hen
I'll play,
And play,
And play,

Barbara Young

a

Binpe Skipping

Turn the rope,
A Turn the rope,

One, two, three;

Skip the rope,
p the rope,

Turn the rope for

Swing the rope,
Swing the rope,
Eight, nine, ten;

3

Twirl the rope,
Twirl tir re?pe,
Over the rope 'again,

, Ruth La'rgct

p

1st Group

All

Skipping Rope

A hoppity skip and jump for me
And a hoppity skip for you.
Hoppity skip and hoppity jump.
The jolliest fun to do.

Over, under;
Over, under;
Hoppity, you and me.

2nd Group . It's hoppity skig:_and hoppity jump-;
It's hoppity slip we,go.
A hoppity, skip and hoppity jump,
Like a rollicking ranchero.

All

Skipping

Over,
Over, under;
Hoppity skip, heigh ho!

Flora Schrack

If you can skip
Oh the, tip of your toes,
I'll give you a ribbon'
To tie into bows
Skip! skip!
For everyone knows:
It's easy to skip
On the tip of your toes.

Ruth Large

Swings

Ont swing,
And two swings;
And three swings,
And four swings,

,And now, it's time
SID

96:
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Have the children practice going to and from game areas (1)

Fave pu ilsmake posters to illustrate safe ways to use play-
ground equipment.

Give pupils the opportunity to demonstrate the safe ways of
using playground equipment.

10. Ask the pupils to develop chart stories about using equipment
safe ly, .

.

A.

11. Pert-nit the children to paint pictures of thernStives playing on a
. .favorite .piece of equipment.

t N
. .

12. Develop With the class a list of courtesies in playing togethe'r,-
Discuss what we mean by cooperation ...

13." Talk with theicla'ss about such things as:

a. Dangers of rough. play. .,

b. A play bully and how he encourages unsafe practices at
play.

c. A stray animal coming into the play area or on the...-,
playground. \

Q

...ii*
t A stranger coming into the pl'-.9.--ase,a.d

';''
1 4 . Have the class develop a skit showing an accident or injury

occuring during play. Ask the children to demonstrate' the ',/-
i.

necessary action needed to help the injulted-peson.

15. Talk with the class about terms such as area, unsafe, safe,
precaution, and rules.

12)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)(3)

(1)(2)(3)

(1)(2)(3)

(1)(2)3)

. , .
16. Let the pupils demonstrate and practice how to store play equip- (2)

..

.---, ment. . .
4.

1.7. Di§-cuss with the class specific play situations., Examples: r (2)(3)

aa. How to drop a bat
b.0 Safe play-with ropes *

c. Tagging a person
d. Running after a ball

i e. How to .swing on the ring's.
9 1:.

..

,P,osition of 'kicking fobt in the circle
g. Lining up for the use 'of the tetherballa

4t.
J Ir.,

,
4

, O.
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18. Have the class chart rules for the daily games. Review the rules (2)(3)
before going out to recess and physical education.

a. Talc with the class about why rules are necessary.
b. Compare rules of the various games.

19. Have the class draw up a list of qualities for a good leader. (3)

a. Discuss the importance of setting a good example for
younger children.

b. Role-play to show how pupils are helped by those in
authotity,.such as the umpires, captains, and play-
ground leaders.

c. Talk about accepting group decisions.

20. Have the, pupils answer "Yes" or "No" to the following statements. (1)(2)(3)

1.

I .

I
I follow all school-,rules and standar/cis

Yes No

2. I play only in my game area.
3. I am a good sport. -.

4. I walk across the yard and avoid running unless I
am in a game.

5._, I obey the yard teacher.

6. I wait for my turn. .

.

7. I seta good example for others.
8. I line up to take a drink at the fotYnta.i.n.

_

9. I do not ride my bicycle on the playground.
....

10. .

,I keep my hands to myself. ,

11.
.I stop playing whew the recess bell rigs. ,

12. 'IYollow the rules of thegafne,=---- ... -.4

13. I a..o wxijpg except in a game. I avoid climbing
except on game apparatus. ./7---,

14. Aftev recess I go o m roon'without
ililg-4441,,,the way. .

-..' . - 1

,101
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REVIEW

What Have You Learned?

Answer' "True" or "False" to the questicins.

I roust follow school rules and standards.

b. 1-play in any game area-

,c. I am a good sport.
fr

d. Iiun across-the yard. -

e. I walk oily in the game area,
.

f. I only obey the yard teacher.

g. I wait for my turn.

h. I push to take a drink at the fountain. A

i. I keep my hands to-myself..

I stop playing when the recess bell rings.

k. I like to play with my own rules.

qt.

1. I try to set a good example for younge-B children.

2. Draw a picture showing the proper use of one ''piece of playground
equipment.

102
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SAFETY PRACTICES IN OTHER PARTS OF SCHOOL

-Learning Objectives

1. Learn Appibpriate behavior for using other. school facilities.

2. Avoid accidents.

Suggested Learning Activities

1. Discusa with.the class the, importance of good safe habits. On school
premises.

a.
b.
c.

-d.
e.
f.

g
.-- - ls'

a 2. Take the slass on a tour of the 'school building. -Talk about the safety (1)(2)
ruleS- and fregulations which may be unique to, the school

Rest room.
Drinking fStuntain
Hallways and Stairs
Offices
Lunch benches
Cafeteria
Library.

(1)(2)

3. Teach the pupils the song, "Racing Down the Hall."

ti

'Racing Down The Hall

a body meet a body s
R ingdown the hall,
If a body,bump.a body,
Therewill be a file.
Every lassie, very ladthe
1(iluibe full of care
Qr someon-ei.s-going to crack his head
And have a bump.t&,wear1

,

100, ,
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. , . ,
4. Let the childrendevelop standards foriiall conciuct.- \
5. Allow children to role-play scenes of accident hazards in

scaool nails.

1) Running
2) Playing tag
3) Opening and closing doors
4) Teasing

_5) Watkih-gOri-wrong side of hall
c

6. Discuss with the boys and girls why it is important to know (1)(2)
. the right way of using stairs.

'(1)(2)

a. Demonstrate the proper way ofwalking up and
down stairs.

b. Formulate a list of standards with the class.

Allow the pupils to paint murals for the school corridors and (1)(2)
library regarding proper safety habits.

8. Motivate the boys and girls to write experience stories. M(2)

9. Ask the children to make a map of the school printing out the (1)(2)
areas where pedestrian traffic flow is the hea

es,

a. Discuss why the problem exists,
b. Discuss hoW to remedy the problem.
c. Discuss individual re sponsibility'' for safe' behavior.
d. Discus s' citizenship standards.

101 .°

104 4
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10, Have the class learn games for after school play. Thlk about
the points of safety which should be practiced while playing ga,mes.

) i

,a. Talk about suitable places for prayirig4certairi indoor '
and outdoor games. . z .,

b. Discuss the dangers of playing tag in the street.
., c. Tallea. bout the danger of playing in unfamiliar areas.

: .

(1)(2)

Permit the boys
\and

girls to chart ways to avoid accidents. Example: (1)(2)

Learn to Avoid Accidents

1, Walk at all' times,.
2. Avoid chasing' others.
3. Refrain from lifting and carrying other's

gietand heavy objects.
4. Use, tools and equipment properly.
5. Refrain from standing on chairs.
6. Refrain from plihing in line.

, -

7. Avoichtripping and teasing others.
8. Walk in center of halls.
9. . Pass to tbe right.

12. Have the`children

1.

2.
3.
4.

answer "Yes" or "NO" to the following standards,
'

School, SafetY. Standards
Yes

(1)(2)

Na
- I keep quiefin halls.

I go io the' room without wasting time.
I help to keep the line straight and quiet.
I keep my distance at the drinking fountain.''

5. .- I stay on one side of the stairs, -
- 6. `I go up stairs one step at a time. '.?

7. I use 'hand rails for safety.
8. I obey monitor
9. I leave the table and lunch area clean.

10. I wait quietly until excused.' ,

,11.- I speak in a low 'voice.,
12. I walk around game areas when.going to lUnch.,'.

'13. I walk my bicycle out of_the gate. .
i4. I walk out proper 8oQrs and gateg..

105:
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REVIEW

-What Have You Learned? I

, , 3 .3

Ahswer True Or' False. You are setting a good example when you:
., .fr True False

1.

2.

Push in line while waiting for a drink.

Walk up the stairs.

4 3. Clean Lip around 'the lunch beriches.

4. Run to the play area.
Y

5. Push `the door closed.
* o

.by Race down the long clear hall.'

7. Tease )illy and Ken in the all.
.,/

8.. Run into-the street after the ball without looking.

.

.- Run, between parked cars.

10. Throw paper on the bathroom floor.

11. Usea baSeball bat to chase sonleorfe.

12. Stand on chairs to reach books. .

13. .-Obeythe captains, umpires, and moni rs.

14. Ride the bicycle across the playground

15.. Keep feet under the deskP"

A

106'
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POINT OF VIEW
HEALTH

Health is one of the primary ,goals of education. Health education will help

childrgn develop a way of living which will achieve` effective; happy., and

mature behaVior. There, is a need for much emphasis on health instruction .

with mentally retarded children. It pay be necessary for the school program
to provide the essential health practices which have been neglected by the

home. The program identifies the needs and interests or the. pupils and
meets these needs and, through speciJicvhealth legsono, incidental

. ..,

flamingo, and integration with other subjects. Although the primary
responsibility for the health of the children,rests, with the parents, it
is necessary for home, school; and- comMunity health and, welfare agencies to,.

:work together if-each pupil is to achieve.and maintain his maximum potential

in health. It should be pointed out tbat school health education reinforces
and supplements the efforts of the home. Goodt,clagsrOM instruction may be

able to exert a positiVe influence.inthe deveiopMentof health habits "`and

praCtices that will aid the educable mentally retarded -and the family

. toward a more healthful living.

1 Throughout the school, health program the teacher will provide opportunities
for children to gain an understandingron ,.....--

. . #r

Cleanliness and grooming
, .

Nuterition

Emotional healtii
,'

,N,
....

7-

\

...
Growth and development .

\ ,

Prevention and control of disease
.Community, and consumer health :

.\- Drug education
,-- 11,4q!

...-------

The educableMentally retarded must be helped to see that the health concepts
which are learned in the classroom have broad application to daily living .

outside of.the classroom. '

r
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4

DEVELOPING DESIRABLE
PERSONAL HEALTH, PRACTICES

0
PERSONAL CLEANLINESS

GOOD GROOMING

bENTAL CARE

CARE OF THE EARS, EYES, AND NOSE

107
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PERSONAL CLEANLINESS

Learning Objectives

1.' Know when to'wash and bathe.

2. Le rn proper washing and bathing hab4ts.

Learn the -importance of proper-drying.

sted.Lealz,A6tivities

1. Discuss with the class the eed r washing and bathing. (1)

a. After getting up.'

b. Before eating or handling food-

c. After work or pliy
d.---,gfter using the bathrOom

e. .Before going to bed ,
,

2. Have pupils tell how their pets keep clean. Read to the class stories

about haw other animals, keep clean.. Ask a child to brin a.pet to/

-school and to demonstrete how he sops it neat and clean. (1)

.3. Have pupils develop a perional cleanliness c list for daily use in they(

6 classroom. The teacher should check the list a oKlsel pupils who may

have probletv
A (1)

. 4
Examples:

My haiis combed.
r7

My face is clean
I washed:ty face and nails.
My clothes are heat and clean.
My, shoes are clean.

4. Provide opportunities for,. pupils to wash hands after play, before

. eating lunch, and after using the bathroom.
. -

. 0...i

5. Allow pupils to cut out% ount, and label pictuges of people washing
.

thpuselves. , - A.i.,,

..4, ,t.

Make a mobile of papei hands,, soap; water; and towel. Balance the

mobile on a coat hanger. This will help pupils to identify the
toilet articles needed for washing and'bathing.

i

7. Make an exhibit of-items used in keeping self clean, such as -soap.,
towels, hair brushet, wash clothes,,tooth brushei, and nai file,

Label the items,
..a. Invite classes to view-the exhibit.
lb. Arrange for the pupils to give demonstrations and to talk to the

visitozs.

109
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8. Discuss, how washing before bedtime helps prevent the spread of germs
and helpS one_to have a restful sleep,

9. Have the pupils compile a perional cleanliness dictionary of words
pertaining to cleanliness and appearance.

10. Arrange-far the school nurse to come to talk to the class-about
personal cleanliness: Have the pupils write A class invitation.

0

11. Have pupils/demonstrate washing hands using water only and _then
using soap and water. Compare, which is dirtier? Whose hands are
cleanest?

12. Have pupils mike posters illustrating good habits of personal
cleanliness.

13. Ask children to recognize and name toilet articles, such as

a.. Toothpaste
b. Toothbrush
c. Soap
d, Nail file
e. Comb
f. Washcloth
g. Towel

14. Allow' children to dramatize or pantomime morning routine. Pictures
may be used to motivate the children.

15.. Have the children put a picture story concerning morning routine in
'sequence. Ekamples:

0

A

...."..
WWI

ini

(1) ',.2)

r:
(1)(2)

(1)(2)(3

(1). (21
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16. Read the poem, "Iyoke.pp This Morning", to the classHave the
pupils coMipare their morning rodtine with that of the poem. .--- -- .(1)(

--- -..,

I Woke Up This. Morning.

I woke up this morning
At quarter past.seven.
I kicked up the- covers'

-And stuck odt my toe.
And elier's**.then
(that's-a.:..quarter past seven)

They haven't aaid anything
Other than "No."
They haven't said anything:
Other than "Please, dear,
Don't do what you're doing,"
Or "Lower your voice."
Whatever I've done
And however I've chosen,
I've done the wrong thing
And' IIve made the wrong choice,

I didn't-wash t4e11

And I didn't.say thank you.
I didn't shake hands
And I didn't say please.
I.didn't say sorry.
Wpenpassi1g the candy
I_banged the_box into
Miss'Wite1sonls knees.
I didn't say gorily.

1 didn't stand straighter.
I didn't speak louder
When askedwhat I'd said.
Well, I said
That tomorrow
At quarter past seven
They can
Conie in and get me.

I'm Staying In Bed.

Karla Kuskin.

17.' Read to the Class the finger play "Keeping Healthy!'
(1)(2)(3)'



C

Keeping Healthy ,

Here is my little wash cloth,
Here is, my bar of soap.
This is the way I-wash my face-,

Until it's clean, f hope.
This is the way I brush my teeth,

:Until they are so white.
I drink my milk, and eat my,cereal
So when at school I feel just right.
Here is.Johnny, ready for bed,.
Down on the pillow he lays his head.--,,
He pulls up the-covers over him tight,.
This is the way he sleeps all"night..,

Morning'comes, the sun is bright,
Back with a kick the covers fly.
He jumps up and,getsdressede
And goes" to school td play with the,res.

Allow children to participate in finger plays.

19. Teach the children
Examples.

Since

(1) (2)(3)

songs, poems, and riddles about:personal cleanlides. (1)(2)(3)

- ,

A .5'

Sinc must -take a bath'
I'M g that my -nose

Isn't long like` the inc!

That an elephant:grows,
haven't a neck

Like.a.spotted giraffe,
Or an ostrich's neck. .

Or e HALF,
And "I'm m d, as to legs;
',at I ha nl y two

_;Igstead of the number

,: that centipedes do.:

- .

'Aileen Pisher
,

Saturday Morning'

Please let's stop
At_the lbarbersHop
And cut my hair
Fdr a lolfipop.

Myra Livingston

-Any Way You Put It

:Food and sleep and work and play
dre a must for every day:

Steep and work and play and food-,
keep our strength` and pep renewed

Wori and play and food and sleep
make us want to laugh and leag.'

Play and food and' sleep and work
show where health and vigoitlurk.

They're,a must. for every day
food and sleep bpd work. and play.

It TIcktes

tiiklis:

-when I brush I I

my teeth.
0 Mcit on top','

Blt underneith.-
Myra Livingston

112
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Naughty Soap Song

Just *hen I'm feady,to
Start "on my ears,

That it the time that my
Soap disappeart.

It iumps from tni, fingers-and

Slithers and slides
Down'to the end of the
Tub, where It hides.

And acts in a most diso-'

Bedient Way
4nd that my soap's

Growing.
Thinner each day:

Dor thy Aldis

Mulberry Bush

Here we go 'round the mulbeiry bush,
The mulberry bush the mulberry -bush;
Here we go round the mulberry bush,
So early in the morning.

'This is
This is
This is
This is

the way we wash our face--
dhe way we comb our hair-
the way-we brush our teeth- -

the way we blow our nose---

',Children move in circle im first
stanza, then stand' and imitate

the activity suggested by'the ,

words in the following stanzas.

`"tr

A

-\

See, I Can Do It

See,,I cando it all myself
With my Own little brush!
The tooth paste foams inside my mouth?
.Thefsucet waters rush.

In and out and,underneath
And,roubd and round and round:
First I do my upstairs teeth
And then I do my down,

'he part I like the best of it
Is at the end, though, when I spit.

Dorothy Aid is-

0

113',

".113

After A -Bath

a

After my bath_

I try, try, try
to wipe myielf
till I'm dry, dry, dry.-

Hands to wipe -

and fingers and toes
and two wet'legs
and a shiny nose.

jUit think how much
less time I'd take
if I were -a dog

and could-shake, shake, shake.

Aileen Fisher
d

Dirt

Dirt is
For
For
For
And
For
For
For'

For
and
and

For
BUT

fine:
gardens and roads,
worms and toads,
puppy to dig-
maybe for pig-
cats
rats.'

night-flying bats,
Jambs .

clams
even for dams,
slugs and snaillp,

Unaer my nails,
Not mine!

Doris Hamait'

r.



Perfect Answhrs

1st: What should we brush that rhymes with wreath?
ALL: Teeth!
2nd: What should we wash that rhythes with vases?
ALL Faces!.

3rd: What should we use
AL1: Lots of soap!

-4th: What should we
buckles?

-ALL: Hands and knuckles!

that rhymes with knots/Of rope?

scrub that rhymes wit /bands and

5th: What should we drink that rhymes with silk?
ALL:., Milk!

6th: What'should we chew that,rhymes with ballad?
ALL: Salad!

Wth: What_should'we eat that rhymes with feet and legs?
0.4,: Meat and eggs!

' 8th: What should we shun that rhymes with high and
handy?

ALL: Pie and candy!'

9th:

ALL:
10th:

ALL:
11th:

ALL:
12th:

..

What do we need that
Sun!
What shoulewe watch
Mannervs!

What should wee et that
sheep?
Sleep; sleeps sleep!
What should we have tha
rabbits?
,Heilthy habits!

rhymes with fun?

that rhymes with planners?

rhymes with sheep, sheep,

t rhymes with stealthy

Puppy And Me

A puppy digs and gets his paws
As'dirty as can be,

I clean my nails and wash my hands
Till they both shine-just see!

I like telopk My very best,
BUt not a bit cares he;

.:Cause a puppy's just a puppy,
But me -well, I am me!

I look into the mirror and.
My face rooks batic..at me;.

When it Is clean and smiling
It's a sight I like to-see.

But when I see some du'it or dirt
That comes from work and play

My face can!t smile; so,r just run
. :11;; wash the dirt. away.

' DorisHamner
114
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Fingers

The ft-netsare so sleepy.
It is time to go to bed.
Come little baby fingers-5-

.And tuckInyOUr little head.
Ring finger creep in slowly,
And next one that's tall and straight.
Come pointer finger hurry,
We never must be late.
-The bed is plenty wide enough
For little mister thumb.

Hands

Hands, hands, hands,
We all have hands.

Yellow people, white people, and
black people,

All have hands.
Hands, hands, hands,
Strong hands, weak hands,.
Big hands, little hands,
Hands,, hands, hands.

. .

(i)(2)(3)20. Talk about ways to keep clean when traveling and when on vacation.

21. Give children the oppotunity to pantomine showing the proper ways to
wash and bathe. (2)

22. Have pupils draw a picture of tools used to provide proper care for
the nails, hair, and skin., , (2)

Discuss taking a warm or cold shower or bath. Talk about the best

time for each. Emphasize the need fbr regular bathing.

23. Demonstrate the use of soap and water in washing hands, face, neck, and
.behind ears. (2).

'24. Discuss the importance of leaving the bathroom clean and orderly.

4'025. Discuss how to be clean when the taking of a.daily shower or bath.
is not possible. Talk about how most animals practice some form
of personal cleanness. Compare the various 'animals and ho,.: they

- keep them'selves clean.

26. Plan a bulletin board with the pupils and emphasize body care and
cleanliness habits:- Illustrate the bulletin board with pictures
drawn by the pupils.

1

ty

(2)

(2)

(2)(3)

27. Read stories to the pupil's with a theme of body care and clzeanliness.
_ Allow the pupils to illustrate the stories. 4 (2)(3)

28. List on a chart and then illustrate ways the pupils can prevent germs
.from getting into their bodies.

. .

.

(2)(3)

29: Have the pupils' make a list of things they do each morning that helps
them feel. and look olean,and neat. (2)(3)

.
Ns

,30. Have pupils talk ably4. the causes of body odors and what can be
done-about-the odorin

31. Discuss the use of a clean wash cloth and a clean towel.
...

32. Talkeaout the reasons to dry, thoroughly face,, hands, behind ears,
and, between toes.

"I

-115

11 '5
,

4

(3)

1 tool ri.to,44 4e



33. Discuss the effects of improper dry g upon hands and toes.

34. Have pupils develop a list of instructions for the proper washing

and drying of hands ane face. Post the instructions near the sink.

(3)

(3 Y

35. Demonstrate and practice drying hands and face using paper towels. 3)

Ask the pupils to tell the class how to take care Of chapped lips

or skin. , '* ,(3)

37. Have the pupils list'On the chalkboard the things they do each
morning and. each evening to improve their personal cleanliness.

38. Allow pupils to use the classroom mirror to check their personal,
.appearance.

-(W2)(3)

(1) (2) (3)
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REVIEW

What Have You LearnedZ) .

r.. I. Ehc the follPwing sentences is'true or false. If the sentence is true
rcle the word true. If the sentence is false, circle the word false.

a. Before eating we usually wash our lihnds. True False.

b. After using the bathroom we'do not have to wash our hands.. True :,False

c. We leave the bathroom clean and orderly. True 'False

d. 'It is not necessary to dry our toes thoroughly. True False

42. Show the class the proper way to wash hands and face.

'3. fill in the blanks with the right words from the word list.

a. In keepiirg clean we use a to brush our teeth.
towel

b. We use and to wash and bathe. toothbrush'

nail file
c. We use a to dry our body. soap

water
hair brush

4. Mhtch the piCture with the correct name.

soap

toothbrush

washclothe

hand

)

117
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',GOOD GROOMING

Learning Objectives

As

-1. Learn the proper.care for-hair and scalp.

2. Realize that,care should be given to the nails.

3.. Understand how to care for own clothing:

4. Know the-proper use of tissue of handkerchief,

Suggested Learning Activities

1. Demonstrate the 'proper techniques for combing and brushing the hair.° (1)

Emphasize the importance of brushing daily with a clean can& Help
children realize tle importancW'of using their otin comb and,brush.

2. Discuss the,values of combing and brushing to the health of the hair
. and the scalp. Ask children to wash their hair frequently. (1),

-3. Show children how to wash their comb and hair brush. . (1),'

.Have the children draw a picture of a,comb and brush and write a

slogan 'for ,the picture. ':

.7. . , - .
,

r , . .

4. Give ,pupi the.OWortunity to write and exper'iince, story elbOut the
.,

' use of comb. Example: . . - .. (1)
... s is a comb; .

.

You se it every morning. .
.

,

s.
You'use it often to keep your hair neat.

,,,,, - You keep it clean. .37-, J4
,..,..

You only-use your own.
..
,

,5. Talk about 66 fact that hair, like
o
skin, mpstbe washed regularly

with -warm water aqd soap to be healthy, and - 'clean.
.1' 1 (1)+i..

6. Have children make a leather holder

.

, .
si a paper holdeefor their

.

. personal comb. . . a)v

. . ,
.

7. Talk about_the importance of the harber and-the beauty shop. Discuss
going to the barber shop or the beauty shop. Have children relate .

their experiences. - .

# ...\
'.(1)

.

8. Ask:mpils to tell the class about some of the television commericals
they have been about good hair grooming.

.";.

) " (1)

.
.9.. Organize.a Good Grooming Corner in the classroom. In the corner include

: shoe shining equipment, soark; paper towels, personal' comb, and hairbrush.
vlHave pulills'-label the items. "Help the pupils determine the'costs of the --

various items, Allow them to bring in ads from the'local newspaper. (1)(2)(4)

.4
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10. Ask the pupils how they would wash and dry their hair. Compare'the

' 'washing and-drying of a boy's hair from that of a girl's. (1)

11. Establish a classroom drUg store. Display good *grooming aide. Have pupils _

use play money to buy items from the store. (1)(2)(4)

12:fave pupils the oppbrtunity-to draw pfctures concerning good grooming
activities which:emphasize how hair, nails, and clothing improve one's

(appearance., (1)(2)(3)(4)

13.. Allow-children to tell the class what they do to look, clean and neat. (1)(2)'(3)(4)

14, Talk about the functions of the fingernails and the toenails. (2)

15. Demonstrate 'the Pipper way to clean and trim the nails. Show pupils how
to use a nail file, clippers, and orange sticks. Have pupils practice

nail care. Differentiate between, care pi fingernails and care bf toenails. (2)

16: Make a poster illustrating the proper care of 'the nails.. (2)

17. Ask the children to bring to class a manicure set if they have pne at
homei,Demonstrate the uieof the tools, , . (2)

18. Make a,hart Ecrywhich gives directions for the care of thefingerhails
.

. . ,.

'

and toenails. , x
. (2)

%
,, f

9. Chart a list of words which sound like nail. (pail;, bail, fail, mail, raii,tail) (2)

i

20. .Talk.about'the reasons people bite their nails. Discuss the harmEil

effects of nail biting. (2)

'
, ,/-

-=
21. Demonstratefsnd have pupils practice the proper way to fold and place

,/".
- ,

22% Discuss with the class the proper care for clothei at homeand at
school, r

..

, .
(3)

-. .

'23. Have children practice Placing clothes on hangers in the classroom.

.. Allow the children-to make labels to place above the hangers.. (3).
. .

4, 24: Talk about the importance of changing clothes. frequently. Teach
concepts of time, such as daily, often, frequently, weekly, and Monthly.

Make a chart listingitems of clothing and how frequently- they should be

changed. . (3)
.

,

.. .
.

25. Teach children to lace and tie shoes.
,

. . .

26. Demonstrate and have children-practice how to polish and care

for shoed. , (3)

clothing' on hangers. (3)

(3)

119
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27. Have the pupili make wooden shoe boxes for shoe shining materials.

Review the'concepts of inch and foot. Provide time for children to

shine shoes. , q s.

(3)

.4
.

28. Have pupils tell how they help with the washing and
,

ironing of clothes
_

at home. (3)
. °, -

29.' Discuss costs of cleaning clothes compared with cost of repfacement. (3)
4

30. Help pupils_plan,a puppet shoW about choosing and caring for clOthes. (3)

3l. .Encourage children to collect samples of clothing fabrics. Soak

pieces, in water to. find out whichdry the quickest. .

.

(3)

/

. '

.

- ,,,

32. Compare the diff types of Clothing Materials, such cotton,

wool, and nylon. .

, (3)

33.' Teach Children how to use the tissue or handkerchief. , (4)

a. Have children ,cover they nose when blowing, coughing, or

sneezing. °

b. Talk with the children albOut the proper 0.Spdsal of used tissues.

c. Discuss the importance of using a tissue or handkerchief.'

pretlent the spreadihg of germs. ,:' .,

d. Discuss the importance of carrying a clean hankerchief.

34: Have pupils develop anexperience story about the use of a tissue. (4)

. Example: 1

This is it,tissue. PO.

You use it when you cough.
You use it when, you sneeze.
You use, it when yOu'biow your nose.

It stops'germs fronispreading.

3 : Compare the costa of tissues cand handkerchief. .(4)

36. Give pupils thp oppOrtunity to dramatize situations, such as "The

Way We Clean otii° Fi rnails," The Way We Use the Handkerchief or Tissue,"
-

"Tile Way Wa Use a Comb.." P
(1`)(2)(3)1

37. ,Allow pupils to decorate boxes in which theymay keep good grooming' aids,
.(1X2)(3)1such as,a comb, a nail file, tissues, and.hair brush.

, 120'
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38. Have pup41,s become familiar with good grooming words. Examples: (1)(2)(3)(4)

bathe dry nails shoes

brush face, J. neat shower

clean hair' rinse tissue

clothes hands scalp toes

comb handkerchief shampoo towel

wash

39. Show the pupils a series of pictures, and have them orally tell the
answer to the question. Exemples:

Picture
washing hands
brushing teeth
going to bed

.

/

121

12.1

question
1. When do we do:this?
2. When do we do this?
3. How much sleep do we

Q

(1'1(11 (3) (4)

4fr

need?-
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REVIEW

whet Have You Lear ed?

1. Tell three thingi that you do o improve the health of your hair and scalp.

2. Show the class how y clip and clean your fingernails.

3. Go to the clothes'kloset and show the class how you hang your sweater or

_
.

4. ,'Nell two reasons why you would use.a tissue or handkerchief.
' 4

5. Tell the class what you do with a used.tissue
0

I-

O

V

t

"4.

122
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1. Care for the teeth.

2, Know some of the causes of tooth decay.

3, Know the importance of regular visits to the dentist.

, Suggested Learning Activities

4

NN DENTAL CARE

Learning Objectives

1. Discusshow to take proper care of teeth. .

a. Teach pupils to'use a toothbrush property. Have pupils learn the proper

methods.-of brushing teeth. Use model of teeth to show proper method of

brushing. The school nurse may have extra toothbrushes which may be

given to each pupil.

A

4

(1)

1. Brush your teeth theyay they
grow Down from the top, up'

from the bottam.

2. Brush in a half-circie, from
_guns to teeth, starting with
bristles on gums and-moving

to biting edge.

3. Brush the biting and chewing
edges as if you were scrubbing

them

b. 'lake a cardboard7toodel of the teeth. Demonstrate the correct way to

brush,teeth.t Emphasize that a toothbiush.is to 'be used hy-only one

person. Discuss proper cleaning and storing of toothbrul*

c. Demonstrate the use of'dental floss to remove particles-ftnukbetween teeth.

Tilk about the importance-of taking good care of baby teeth. Baby teeth

---ho14-,places for -the permanent teeth and then theAna.kteeth can grow in,

strong and stra t. A baby has enly'20 teeth; grown-up lias.32!,Peeth:1.'i,

Use the occasio of shedding a first tooth to discuss-the importince%af

the new permanent teeth.

4
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.

e. Make, **display and, talk about articles' needed for dental care.

h

f. , Hive pupils bring. in empty toothpa to boxes for 'classroom display.
Allow them to discuss which one t y like best'and why.

g. Discuss'how,to care for teeth if no toothbrUih, toothpaste or
todth powder is available. Talk abut the importance of drinking water
after eating. =List foods which help to clean teeth such as celery, .

apples, and carrots. :

h. List ways to care for the guiis.
i. Have pupils drawpictures to illustrate todth care.

. . 'J ,..._

2. Have pupils tell when they brush teeth. Decide what are.the best times.-(1)(2)
,

a. Upon arising
,- ,

b. After eating
c. Before going to. bed -

J.,
,

3. Allow pupils to make individual home charts. to keep a record of the times-
teeth are brushed. .

(1)(2)
.

.
-4

4. Provide opportunities for pupils to collect and display pictures of people
who 'have attractive smiles. Discuss how dirty, poorly arranged, and
missing teeth affett appearance .4 (1)

"5. Have the class maka-a scrapbook includihg drawings, pictures, and
stories on the proper care of the Eeeth. -( -1)-(4)

6. Conduct a contest in the room to 'see who has thc) best smile. Invite
the school nurse or the school adMinistrator to be the judge of the
"Most Appealing Smile Conteit." Take pictures of the children and
mount on the bulletin board. (1)

7. Arrange abulletin board display of foods which build strong teeth
such as milk, fruits, greed vegetables, cereals, eggs, an meats-. (0 (2)

8. Have pupils collect and mount pictures of foodsr..that build good teeth. (.I)(2)

FOOD PROVIDES ENERGY
AND BUILDS A STRONG HEALTHY BODY

BREADCEREAL

S

-,,MEAT, POULTRY, FISH, EGGS

a FRUIT, *VEGETABLES

a 12

MILK, CHEESE..

t 4,
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9. 'Make a dentifrice, using two parts of baking soda and, one (1) part

o salt and a drop or two.of Peppermint.,.wintergreen.or cinnamon.

Compare with tooth paste.
(1)(2) .4

10. Encourage pupils to-select adequate foods for snack time. (1)(2)

11. Help pupils keep a record ,t5f all foods eaten for a week. Check the

record to determine the adequacy'of.the diet. (1)(2)

12. Have pupils make a movie on tooth.care. Dram a series of pictures on

the care of teeth. Paste the picture on a 'long strip of paper

which can be run through two slots in a shoe box. ' (1)(2)

13-. Teach the children the song:"Brushine'Up" to the, tune of 1011!'

Susanna."
(1),

ArtishIn U

(To the'tune of "Oh! Susanna." This may be done by

a group of c 'ldren holding varioUs"kinds of brushes as they sing)

I.

I.stait out in the morning
With a nailbrush iny Sand,

I end up in the evening
With my toothbrush in command.

I use a hairbrush on my hair,-,

A shoebrush on my shoes,

All day I'M finding, declare,

Another brush to use.

GROUP: Oh; you brushes, Of every shape and size,

I think you were invented so I'd get:some exercise',

'A toothb h- should 'go up and down,

A nailbrush back and forth, ,

A clothesbrush any-which-way
And a shoebrush.s4hth and north.

N.\\ A hairbrush should be stiff and dry,

A hairbrush wet and strong.

It seems there is a brush to ply

With zest'the whole day long.

GROUT:-0ii, you brushes, etc,

14. Plan 4 N,Iletin board "display showing good dental habits. 1' (1) (2,Z(3)

" -

15. Give ctlildren.:the opporgtunity to maie"up'slogans about,, how to hie---4---
±

.... . .,- 4.
gooll,dezital Ilqsl,i.S. "t , -

--:.--(-1- 2)(3)

,. . . ' I., .I, .
:. V, ' ,:. . 6 e ... - -,.

r
..

16. AO,c children. to make A booklet "Teeth Helpers" using-picturei of ,..

Viligh, toothpaste, dentigt, and so'forth. ' -

4
.

.... .4.... . . ..., . *.
4

4

0.1'.W.adUss.wIiii-tht children the proper ogre of the toothbrush. cbai-t , 1
.

, ! the:Bei of instructions. Talk about: the electric toothhruSk and its care. (1)
g 4,

4
i .125 ,,,,. > ,

,,
-,

. . -

(1)(?)t3)

, 4.
..... ... .0

, WkSi
.i. 4.

1
2 0. ,

....,,,
,...

.

...
.

..

.

.. ... .
.. , .

,
.,

., ..,
..,.....

'1/4.
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A
-Toothbrush Care

'g Use yoUr own toothbrush: '

Rinse after eachuse.
Shake the% toothbrudh as dry as you can.

.

Place the toothbrugh in ahortier.lolth the brush'up..
Leave it out where ai4 and.light can dry it.
Never; use anyoneielseo toothbi-ush.

18. :Talk about and display a variety of toothbrushes.

19. Talk about the dangers of injUries to the teeth.
a. Discuss possible damage to teeth when biting hard

substances, such as candy, ice, nut shells, and pencils!
b. Have children tell about careless actions which-may result

in damage .to the teeth.

at

(1) Throtaillf stones,'

(2) Boxing
.0) Taking dares.

c. list proper procedures for safe use of the'drinking-fountain:'-

-'d: _Review.with the class the safe practices and rules in playch4 and
watching'games.

---4.

e. -Discuss the importance of
t-

frOnt teeth to be used'for biting and
..

the side teeth to be used for chewing:

. .

20: Hav'e pupils become familiar with the-word cavity. jalkab'out some of
the causes of. tooth decay-1 .

..,

..

21). Allow the children to write a story;-"My,Friend the Dentist" or
"A Visit to the Dentist."

. , (3)
,

.. 4 o* 4 ''
22.' Invite.the'school nurse and school dentist to 'the classroom to -t-%"...

.

explain to the class the importance of regular viets to the
$ dentist. .Emphasize a visit every six mouths or as often as -the"

dentist suggests i,t.-Tlie dentist can locate and corr,ct-sniall problemi
befor& they become /Arge-onee. The dentist will. clettn_teeth indlTill -,

cavities. . .
(3)

,

23'. Devise a puzzle and give the pupils the opportunity to'fill in-the
blank parts of the puzzle and the sentences.

.
'4-- --__

.-`,.. - i . -,,v.. ... ...
. , . .

... , . "\--. 5 ....-.s...- . ,. --.
45 4 ......,
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Choose the-correc.yord to complete .

the four 'sentences.

,
&,

& ii,food . candy

,dentist , brush

teeat .

4
. .

-- ---_,--;--

c- 1. §eeYOir often.

2. -Ybur dentist s care of 'your

3. You your teeth after eating;.

-..

4. Eat hea1thfu1'
v

m,414 . .4 44w +
O

every day.

o

0

24. VIrite a class letter to the Amdriben Dental -Association, 222 test
Superior Street, Chicago, Illinois asking for free posters on teeth

P"
1t'64. ;

ti

care.
.

(1)(2)(3)

a

L

Zb

127 :

127.
I.

;

4

..

0
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.* What Have You Learned?
..

\ .-s, I

:
REVIEW

-

1.. Why aze healthy teeth and gums important to your general health?

2. Show the class by using the model .the prdper way to brush9our teeth?

1. 3. Why ie it Important to take good care of your baby teeth?

4. Tett. the class when you brush your teeth?

5. Why should you avold ,eattng many sweets?

.*6. List at least five foods Which'he'lp 'build str6ng teeth.

-S

<

a

. What happens when a cavity is not filled promptly? ,

-, ,

'3'8. Tell the class the four reminders for hea4hy,teeth. jl.luatrate the,
four reminders. * -.

- . .-

.
, 0

tts

..

.
'

`

c
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CARE OF ARS, EYES, AND NOSE

Learning Objectives

1. Be familiar with factors which may injure the ear.

2. Leara-good habits of eye care.

>
,

3. Learn good habits of nose care.

Suggested Learning Activities

1.- Have children list things ihey:can learn through the sense of hearing. (1)

2. Discuss factors which may' inju're the ear. Examples: {1)

a. Blowing into the ear.

---h. 'Prolangea.and loud noises.

c. Picking ears with pointed objects.

d. Blow to the ear.

e. Infecttons.

3 Make a chart listing health rules for 'the care of the ears. Use,ad

'gar model.

a. Use a soft cloth.
b. Use warm, soapy water:
c. Dry thoroughly.
d. , Take care of an earache as soon as possible.

.4. Have pupils close eyes and identify sound's: Stress the importance
. (1)

of good hearing. Examples:

a. Musial Instruments. , .

b. -Pupil's' voices

c. Inside noises rot

(1)

d. Outside noised

5. Talk about sounds like ".

. 6. Talk about the value of ears and how they help people. Talk 4bout

the reasons why it is helpful to have two ears.

- ,

/b
a., Warn you of danger

41:,.... H 1p ,you enjoy 'life

c.' yott leat'n '
t.

'' ----0i. ..

d. Make it possible for x6u -to tal with others.
; ..,

7. Ppint out to the'pupils that wax protects' the 'inner ear from dirt. (1)

and insects.

V.

C.
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8. Discuss why glasses and hearing aids are provided and why they must (1)
be worn.

9. Ask the school nurse to arrange for a vision or h test fOr the (1)
pupils.

.4,

10. Make, pictures of objects that may injure th eyes such as pencils,
scissors, rubber bands. Talk about these pictures with OR class.

11. Have pupils list and discuss good habits of eye care.

We Take Care of Our Eyes

Proper lighting for reading, working, and viewing

television
Regular pye examination

Proper removal of foreign objects from the eye, .

Proper'care of eye glasses
Care in-throwing objects,

(2)

(2)

`12. Demonsqgte the proper position for reading and doing homework. The
light should fall over your left shoulder when you read, and write.
(Opposite when left handed) ,Try to aVdid shadows on your.paper. (2)

.13. Ask the children to list rules for watching television. . (2)

'14. Lead pupils into a discussion of how'eyes.help them. 7xamples: (2)

a: They help to keep you safe.
b. Theyhelil you kno ,things.
c. They help you hay fun.
d. . They help- you lea II.

e ,

e. They help you make things.

15. Encourage diAlission of "Colors I Like To See, "Shapes I L'ke To iee," (2)
"A,Beautiful- Thing I Saw," and The Beautiful Things I Saw on The Way to '
School."

16. Talk about the importance'of seeking.adult aid in removing forei:i (2)
objects from the eye.

17. Demonstrate the correct Way,to carry objects, such,as scissors;
pencils, and tools. or

18. Discuss eye infections, such as "pink eye" and sty. (2)

J19. Lill way to protect, the eyes in play and work. Discuss with the (2)

pu dl's how the eye is.PrOtected'b'y eyebrows, eyela ies, eyelids and
tears.

130



20. Ask children not to rub eyes with dirty hands, rowels, or hand-
kerchief.

. .

-

(2)

'21. Teach pupils the proper care of glasses. Emphasize the importance (2)

of wearing glasses when needed. Stress the need for caution when
playing with those who wear glasses. Talk about the reasons glasses
are worn.

22. Compare an eye examination with a hestpg test or a dental checkup. (2)

Talk with the class about the importance of a.yearly eye examination.

23. Ask children to cut pictures from magazines showing people using their (1)(2)

eyes and/or ears-in work or\play.

*4. Ask the children to answer"Xes" or "NO"'to the following questions.
Discuss the questions and answers after the quiz.

a. Do you carry objects with pointed ends with the point down?
b. Do you use sporting equipment carefully?
c. Do you avoid dangelous"plaYwith BB inns, darts, or sl:dngshOts1
d. Are.you careful not to throw sand, sticks, dirt,, or stones at

anyonle?

e. ' Do yousstay away from all fireworks except-those you watch at a
public show?

f. Areyou careful to use spray cans so that the'contents do nor
_get into'someone's eyesI\

-:-Are you careful not tokleave shatp-pointed pencils, scissors,
or knives,where young child n can reach them ?'

h. Are you'careful to follow rul s and directions when playing in
.team games?

i. Are you careful when playing-wit boys and girls who wear glasses?

25. Play the game "Pin the Tin.. the Do
of good. vision.

26. k, Have pupils llarn good habits of nose care: .

Discuss the portance (2)
. .

. a. Proper lethod of
b.' Proper use of issue or handket-Chief.

Show how to blow nose p

a. Holes-cleant4dkerchief.ortissueover
both of the nosErifs

b. . Blow gently.
c. Leave both.nostrilq open as you

d. Be Careful hot to blow too hatd.

2B. ' Discuss ,lie'clangers of:

; *F. a, Probing.into-thedose.with finger.
b. Putting, foreign objeert-Into the nose.
c. Heavy blow on the nose.

,:-

(3)''



f'4- 29.

.

1

Discussihe purpose of the nose.

. . ,.

a: Admits air for use in the lungs .

b. Parts ofmose clean the air before it gets into the
- lungs ,-

,,Lik

4A
c.

l'Warms.the air '
''

, 0

d. Smglls odors - "

't, ,

e. Warns one of danger (gas, smoke, spoiled food)'
f. -Helps'one enloi,pleasant smells

30. Talk about the'valueof the sense of smell.

31., Have pupils list the things they can learn about the environment
from th' sense of smell,

8

32. 4, Teach children What t a se of a nose bleed.

Stand or situp a forward slightly.

b. Do not lie down. --

Be-quiet. Talking or laughing may cause more bleeding.

ttb your thumb and forefinger, hold yeurnostrils-tightly
'closed.---and breathe through your mouth.
Do nof-blow.your nose or;Wipe it.

a
P --

a tG

-

terr
I
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/ ea4s e
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4

;

t
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REVIEW .

What Have You Learned?

1. 'Write the letter of each sentence below which indicates a good
health rule that you should follow. -

Pick your ears with a pointed object.
Use a soft cloth with warm, soapy water to.Wash the ears.
Go to the doctor for a regular eye,eximination.
When reading have a shadow fall over your left shoulder:
Sit in a comiorthble,position wherreadinand have the
light fall over your left shoulder if you.are right handed.
Rub your eyes with a dirty towel to remove foreign'Objects.
-Wear your glasses when needed.
Protect your nose when playing rough games.
,Blow your nose hard when you want to get it clean.
Hold a clean tissue or-handkerchief over both of the nostrils

ro

a.

b.

c.

'd.'d.

e.

and blow gently.. .

.

k. --,:-Carry objects with pointed ends with the points down.
...

. k

2. Check the things that you do to take ci*e of your eyes and ears.

a. ' If I have glasSes, I wear them:

If I get something in my eye, I do not ihb it.

c. I read irr a good light.
o

d. rI am careful not to get pointed or sharp things

eyes

e. I am careful

f. I am- careful

face.

I have- my

`I'do,not

w.

j.

near my

not to get sprays'Inmy eyes.

not to get

1 N.
I Wash my

soap in mylvy6 when I wash my

4 e

eyes- checked regularly by ,the doctor'.

ut pointed things in my ears.',

,

ears carefully Kith eq.ean washcloth,,
-

.-

i try nbt to get water in myeari.

k. I,do not let anyone-shout.into my ears.

1.

If I hal.i

I. haft thy

a hearing aid, I Ilse it. 4

heirihg checked,regukarly Wthe do46r:
133
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SECTION V:-

APPLYING BASIC- ERNCIPLES
OF NUTRITION, IN DAILY

a

4 a

C

4 4

,1

4

a

.1

FOOD NEEDS OF THE BODY

.BALANCE MEALS r

GOODS GOOD HABITS IN EATING AND DRINKING -

TABLE MANNERS

`.-
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M

I

.
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,
'FOOD NEEDS OF 'THE BODY

Learning Objectives

,
1 . tecope familiar with'the basic food/groups.

2. Know the importince of eattng'a varietia.foods and trying new

Suggested' Learning Activities

st,

-1. Bring fruits and vegetableA so that the pupils
'smell them, Have the children learn the names
truits and_vegetables.' Allbw the children to

----f r ui Es and vegetables'.

foods.

may see, feel,, touch, and
, colors, and -shapes of the
tell the class about their

cly
,

2. :Have a grab bag of fruit. Allow each pupil codentify and
v

he obtained from the bag.

Ail6W children to plant vegetable

4, Allow' the pupils to cut out piptures of food and make a mobile.-
.1

_

-5. Discus's the foods needed for building strong muscles, teeth, and bones.
-Examples:

a., Milk and milk prOducts--

fi Fish. .

d.. 4nd-poultry,

e. _Green vegetables
e'f. Fruit And fruit juices
g. Bread and,'Eereils

/
3. seeds and grow their own plants.

eat the fruit

(1),

(1)

(1)

(1)

7.

-

?: 66 Talk'Abow. foods that furnfih heat an
-'

. otatoes , ,",
c. PeagiAncribtans "

, d. Fruits
.%

'' '

_-
e. Candies; and 1.caked ,

s ---s? I. - Nuta`, ''' '
'.1. . ,i / - .

.
g: Butter and 'fats Z..

.,
.4

"---. I

7. _.,;Disci foods tlyat protect health And kOep.,the bOd7
.--7,-___,-

. 4 Exampleslt, -

ti.C;

ergyi Examples:
,

4

Leafy greep.vegetables-

b. 'Tomatoes.,

4

$ ;
,

running smoothly., (1),

44[

4

(1)

-\



4

c. Carrot
d. 4raits

s
- and fruit juices

f,. 'Eggs

g. ,Water

6.

8. Talk, about foods that help inthe waste.

.
a. Raw fruits

b. Dried- fruits

c. Vegetables containing fibrous materials
d. ;Squids

9. Ask tt_xe-b-oris and girls to collect, cut out,

..,undei-- _the basic food groups.

mount,

Examples: -(1)

and lable pictures

(I)

v I
Build strong muscle's,

teeth, bones '

-. -

Furnish- heat

and energy
.

Protect heatlh ,
4

and keep body
running

Help in the

elimination-
. of waste

-.

------

.

- ---e-

,

4

.

e

--.

.

.

li

.

.

_ ,

.
.

.

.

,

,

00°'

.

'

.

.

---

'

.

'.

.

.

x
.

.

le

10. Provide opportu4tie for pupils etso list Various foods under other

categories, s as meats, fruits-vegetables, bread- dereaIs, and milk, -X1)

11. Talk out the reasons people need food/ Examples:

a..

b.
c.

d.

To Stay warm
To grow-
To replace
To breathe

e. To play
f.. To think
g. a To-,furnish energy

h.' To repair or replace
i. To help body wo&

damaged-tells

'12g Give children
Examples:

,s.

.

r

openly
4,.

excises to' learn the pkoper

, 4
,Z

(1-)

13 6-

.

names ofy,arious 'foods.
4 . (1).

atz oe ;,

n.
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a. We get thi§ from a'pig. ..-
.

b, Thtsvegetable grows in the ground.
c.. I Ake to have this ' . ", in.the morning. .

11. --Billy had a glass of. ', with his toast.
'i.- Aphelia had on, on her bread.

.

-
.

i.3. Teach names _of t4tvarious foods by showing pictures. Have childrehl
. , .

identify the food by lookingat the picture. . ._(1)

14.. Diip10 pictures of different foods and have the pupils matchictures
to the-labels Of the basic food groups. . 7 -/(1)

.

, , .

15..
.1

Allow the children to make a picture dictionary of foods-in the basic .

I' 0

.
.

food groups. .

_.
(1) .

. .

,Plan a,bulletin board
bring pictures and

Ask children to bring
PompareAthem.

display of the basic food groups. Have children . ,

place under the proper titles. - ". (1)

in samples of cereals in order to taste and

(1)

18. Teach to the boys and girls the poem Morning Toast. (1)

I
Horning Toast

My toast has such a nice crunchable sound -
. As 1.0ite my piece that's a11" buttered and browned.,

Though thy egg is pure silver and gold in my dish,

And.mY or(ange juice aiiecood quiteall, one could wish,
Still,.I know that at breakfast the thingI like most
ls'by buttered, brown, munchable,'crunchable toast:

19. Have th<pupils'make a-.book using food pictures... Let the pupili

label the piptures using the proper names of the various 'foods. (l),

.

.

. . .

20, Arrange aibulletin board showing the various animals and plants 'that

. supply food. for people. Xalkabout the food obtained from' the.a#mali

and plants. Place the foods in the four basic food groups. SO" a

- .. 0 4

. . * .
1.

.

21. Allow the Tupi is .to make a. poster .which 'tliey can take home and place .in .

"', ------...a. oorrhOme showing the' four basic food groups.' , - (1). .

22. Have the nhildren keep,a record of all the foods they have eaten during
-) the week. Compare- the results with the pictures of foods mounted'at,

.

home or in%the clastroom to see-Whether,:they'have eaten a variety of

. foods fromthe basic food groups'. (1) .

, . ,

1 ,
. .

,
. . ,

. . .

23: Ask the pupiis.tobring in empty containers, wrappers, cans, and bo?Ces

of the food groups and arrange them for display in the classroom. :(1)

-, 0 4 ,
, .

,

...:
1

. .

24. Arrahge aclassroom supermarket selling items needed in'the basic food

groups. HaV'e the children use laymohey to buy and salt foods. En- .

courage children to:buy.pods from each basic fpod group.
- (0(2) %.

,

.

00.

:
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1
$.

A

. ,, t.. -,S .
L.. .

25. Procrid oppoi.tun iti,:es, for the pupils fo, dtaw ,piCiures of and- to discuss. A .the foods they.-best. . . . . ,
..$ ._, .. : (1)

.,. ,.. ..- .

26.. prepare a btaletin board -'display slacwing a well balanced-breakfas
lunch, or dinner. Example:, . . _

A

2 7 . Construct a .."Mr. Breakfast" out of 'constr uction or, drawing paper...
Example:-

.

J

r 1
30. ,-Help, the:chkidren make models of different foods using clay a d paints.

Arrange an Athil4t of the four food groups. Allow the childr to tell
'' about the Mode1s, . 4 (1)

Hat -Bowl of cereal'
Body Bcrtile of milk
Harids ,Fruite, eggs, becon, bread
Arms Bananas
,egs. Bacon 'strips .

_

Ir

(1)

--,, 1 . ' A ..
, . . i . $

. ,.
28:1elp children make-large paintings of fruits Or vegetable on paper' bags.

Cut holes for the head ancrarmi. Have -chil,4renT.gear tile bags wale they,
ten what they like about the,fruit or:vegetable.1 (1) .., .

29. Ask the children to list the fresh fruits and,vegetables tliit can be
prchased. at the neighborhood supermirket

. ''' ° r.
t 2 -

1*. Plan.Nrith the pupas a qrtiple breakfast. Talk ab
...: following, the direcEiorts when preparing foods. P

.. an experienc -story about the Making of breakfast. Ta out the
--"*.ceptirivied i measui?nilhe_ foods, 'sucks as the teaspoon and cup.

. Demonstrate he concepts. $ .
-, , 146 "

,. ., . .. ..

:;%-,- ..... .

, , .... _... -1.8 8 ..`
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.1 .
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rtance of
is write
con-
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.. .
as' foods

...,,

.340 :Talk about unfamiliar foods, such from the' different countries,, .
. or..different parts, of America.- Make, a chaKt showing foods and the lands

, 1. . -1..,
)..

' ,_ . ,..s.,...

, . .

V. Encourage the pupils to repor,t on a meal which was. prepared at home.. ,.
.-,.

Find out whether, the meal included, foo:50#cct, the baii.c food groups . (1)
k,

.

33. /ask the pupils tdiarite Itory. about a boy' or giikmho.woaldleat only
those foods-, liked best. Point *.out theNttnPortance of eating-foods-from-

the basib food eoups. Talk. about -trying different kindb of fbods. (1)(2)

in which they originated.
)

.:,
, ,- (1)(2)

. _ ,

35, Have the pupils keep a 'list, of few foods eat n at home or at school.11(1)_:-.::-.=
' .

, .

.
.

Name of food -

...

Food group
\...,,....-i '

What food does- fors -tar'

,

. .

. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

_,,

36. hvtte the school ,nurse or cafeteria manager lo talk to the 'class about

eating avariet Of new _foods and tryingneW foOds.
-

,- (1).(2) .
..._

'Arrange for the class to have an "International. Food Day." 4sk the* Pupils.
to ,bring to the crass a picture,, illustration, or the actual food,th'at they
would like -to try.. Discuss the foods. Carry- the_ project one step-further. .

and_ ask parents of different 'ethnic backgrounds to prepare one-dish for-ihe --
pupils to sample. . (11(2)-,

38..' Ask the pupils to identify the charadterisitcs of a given food. (0(2)

Example,:

Ask the pupils to list_ 4 characteristics of a frozen pea. The pupils play

iespond wit4 the following: . ..

, =
a. Green-

b.' Small

c. Round
d. Very cold
e. Vegetable
f. Can be found in a .small piper -carton

. -

g. ' Grow: in a pod

h. grosron a vine
',

39: Asks the pupils to select a menu considered' to bet weIl balanced
of foods written .dit the chalkboard. 'Example:

. .

, .).-"a 1

139
t.

eof'

,

r

list
(1)(2)
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4

Select a menu that`yce cotsi er; to be
S

-a well - balanced
.

.

e :

Orahge-spda
c. BO-logua-

d. Apple
e, to-oiiiei- s ,.

,- :f. Sandwich bread- --.,

-,
,../ . ..t . .

k the pupils' to choose one food from each- of the four fo'od groups.,

, . s

t.

.

-;

Example-1,

:

-..; a, 14.1.1k

Ij b. Bologna
. c. Apple

d. Sandwich. bread

N. r

-;

, .

40
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TT.

'44.

.7

,IEviEr ...
.

r, . -

.- What. Have yOu Learned? ,

, , ..

- -, -
.s. -... ,. 4,l. Arrange the\l.zorizfs in each grOup to makea good 'healtti.:rule,

.........:.-- ; . . - .5s 40
4

4 4
4 variety Xa t foo da- a of _day 'each. . ' _

.

-s

C

_ ....-
b. ',mine -of Drink cups ,f-our 'three to day a. ..

, -- , .

5. .... -Place T after the'Sentence if it is.,. True. ,P.lace T after _the sentence if'
.it is :False :` - .

4 .....
%

..
1

. ;a.- FOOL' is the _fuel Which futliis hes heat' and energy for the body. o
,

'- - ". .," . -, ' 1

- 4 :
you'b. _The more active .youAre, .1.1e.pio're fo9d, you wi-11 need for ener,ky.

- r- f i". 1

.*

-,. c. Food 'help,s_youto.be 3,76.1 and s-trong. .

4.

C
. d. or mare foods from each food grOup daily,

c . . ,
.

, ...
e. Eat only the fOods you -like, at snack time. -

.. ..-- ,
.

3. Talk:al:tout the- totribasic food' groups. ell. the class at, least one
foga, under/ each group.

1 1 `
..

47.

s.

ry

;

:

,.

1

I.

*.

'
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BAIANCED HEALS

Learning' Objective's

1

.

Learn,the value of aft 'adequate breakfaSt.

'2. Be able to choose.nutritio us foods for snacki_and b

3. Be able to plan a well-bilanced. lunch and dinner.

Suggested LearnineActivi.ties

1. Read poems about food to the clads. Examples;

There was an old woman
Who lived in a shoe.
She .had so many children:

But she knew What to do.
She fed, them milk, fruit,

And vegetable greens,.

So they mere the test;children
'You 'have ever

:Anonycious

Oodle, doodle,-hdmpty dnmptx:'
I'm white and smooth and never lumpy.
Drinking me'keeps you in trim.
Drink me well cause I'm filled-to the brim.

Strong bones and teeth iswhat.i give.,
-Drinking me makes you really live!

My vitamins make skin smooth as silk.
You should know me,,
I'm M. Milk.

(1). (2) (3)

Iggildy, piggildy, wiggildy,dool

I'm Mr. Carrot, How do you,d01'
I'm lean and crisp.
I come in a bunch.
Eat me and see that I'm so good

*munch.

I'm good for teeth.
I'make them c
I make 'th exercise.
That's w I do.

I'M good or eyes to see things, too:
Anonymous.'

Anonymous

2.. -Talk about the meaningof a, Well-balaficed meal. Emphasize that a welly
balanced meal means getting the right amounts of each of the foods from '

..: the basic fbod groups. : -..(1)(2)(3)
. .

.

3. Talk about the reasons bojs and girls need a good breakfast. ExaMpie: (1)-

a. Provide energy for morning activities
b.,,Smile more easily.

c. Tp be more friendly
d. . TO work and play
e. To feel good

.

4..°Hav the children tell the class what they
' illustiate the breakfast and dictate a few sentences about the illustration.(1)

had for breakfast. Children may

1.44
;.

_

r
--

t
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5. Provide pupils with- the opportunity to slake a-list of foods that Are

good. for breakfast. Allow the pupils to choose from the list, foods

to make a.good breakfast.

6. Talk about suggestions- for a nutritious breakfast. .Eiamples: - 4.(1).

a. Jdice
Cereal
Milk

. Cocoa
Toast
Egg

Bacon

Ham sandwich c. Peanut butter sandwi4h

Fruit Vegei4hle soup ,fg

Milk Milk

"

d.' Jam on toast,

Fruit °'

Egg nog

7. Have children plan a breakfast that they would like to eat. Emphasize

the importance of using foods from the basic food grodps. (1)

8. Allow pupils tcc plan a dramatization using puppets about a by or girl

who overslept and did not have time or breakfast. (1)

p. Plan a simple breakfast and invite the children to have breakfast at

school. Ask.children to observe the proper table eating manners Have

the children set the table properly, (1)

10. Give children the opportunity to make puppets from construction paper and
tongue bloc's.. The puppet heads may be about 12 inches high with rhymes

written on the backs. Examples:

At.

Celery: "Im Madam Celery
So much fun to eat
Serye me ,at your Snack-time
Then you'll want no sweet."

Apple: "I'm Mr. Apple
A juicy, swooshy bite
tat.me every day
'To keep your teeth just right."

Orange: "rim Madam Orange
The sunshine color you see
I protect you. from illness'

Beciuse I,give you vitamin C."
t -

Milk:, "I'm yournice,. sweet milk ,

I'll make bones and teeth grow
strong.

Drink and drink and drink
some more'

Then you'll be healthy. your

whole life long."

(1) (2) (3)

a

1

L.)

7,

Carrot:. "I'm Mrs. C4rrot
So much fun to eat.

I go crunch, crunch, crUnch;
crunch

Between7your strong) whiEe''teeth.".

145

143



11. Have the children plan and prepare a simple breakfast. Allow them to
invite their pirents.' (1)'

12. Help oWdren plan simple menus/for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Ask the
pupils to read the menus to the class and to discuss whether or not the
meals are nutritious and well-balanced. Mellusmay be place in a scrap-
book. Emphasize the dangers of eating too much of the same food. '(1)(3)

13. Discuss bow the following' conditions would cause meals to be different.(1)(3)
Examples:

a. If you live on,a farm
b. If it is winter

If you have a,vegetable gardent in yoUr.back yard
d. If you live near the ocean
e. If you,live a great distance away from 'theshopping center.

14. Encourage pupils to drAw pictures of food, cut the pictures an paste them
on a large sheet of paper in order to show foods needed for a good-break-
-fast, lunch, and dinner.

P

Compile pictures of foods for different holidays. Cut the illustiations
from magazines.

/16. Have pupils collect pictures of food and mount them ,under the proper
category.

(1))3)

Balanced Meals and Snacks

( )

(1) (2) (3)

Breakfast Lunch
.

Dinner
.

Snack
.

Tgge,
lEig
, .

.

.44111e
AP.iND

1.--......WI..

!
NIMINIIIIIP'

.

.4
N414110e

fetr.,

'77
ogu,_

435,41
IVO

Ni-fli

4-

.

- .

P
iAIS sito'.1.4

.111, A 1
.

.

.

ail .141:'Tr I",
.11111

D3
.>4163;:i

co-rrAG
CHEESE

...,
ss

17. Provide opportunities for pdpils to write experience stories based on meals.
ENamples: a (l)(2)(3)

a. The Breakfast 1 Mssed
b. My ,Snack-Problem ,

c. We Ate at McDouald's
d., Arturo, Dads, and,IRid Lunch at Taco Bell.

146.
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.

18. Tompare,the food eaten by children with that of adults. Discuss the ,

reasons for the differences. Talk about the amounts eaten.
, (1)(3)-:

19. Provide opportunities for pupi -1 to read-menus from a restaurant, news-
paper, or magazine.- Allow pupils to discuss receipes from a 'teceipe
,book or from magazines. (1)(3)

20. Help pupils plan a day's menu for thd family. Have them select' food

lot the meals from the basid foodgroups: x alp

. 21. Take the children to the-pafeteria to see how a well-balanC-0 breakfalst
and lunch are prepared. Have the class discuss and illustrAte the visit. (1)(3)

.

2/2}. Have the children practite selecting a hallnced meal fioM:smple picture
.`' me-wi or written menus shown to them. (1)(2)(3)

, I '. . .
,

.

..
.

.
.

. .

23. Talk bout the importance of
.

the drinking of milk and Ovate?' rather than
c -, . (1)(2)(3)

.

J

24. Compare ana discuss foods eaten by different.ethrlic grOdPs. Provide

opportunities for children to share a favorite food with members of the

\' ;(1)(2)(3).,

.
, '.

:class. ',-

, . .

.
, .

25. Ask,the pupils.to.write a story about a favorite food andwhy it is zood
for them. (1)(2)(3)

''',
,,,

.

26., Ask the childret tomake a list of foods that would bey especially good''
for snacks and between meals. TO.k about the coats and nutritional value

of snacks. Allow pupils to tell -about some of the foods eaten for snacks,

during the weeR. Examples: '
.

(t)

. . . .:,
%.

Nutritious Snacks '*

1

X*

a. Meat sandwich
Milk

b. Apple slices ti

Wedges of 'cheese

c. Hot dog
Milk shake %'

d. Banana ,

Milk ,

4 e. Carrot sticks ,

,

-.
. <

Celery,

*
:/. Raisins .

,

tsN,- u' ), ,

.

, . .' . ',..,.,

27. Provide the,b,pportunity for pupils to make a ftuit drink, such as lemonade,

and use ii as a snack.' (2)- ..,

.
28.Provide opportunities' for Pupils to plan and prepare a menu for room

: parties. . (2)
.

, \

.

.
. ,

29'. Ask pupils,to compare lunches eaten at homewieh.those eaten at school. , 4

Talk about sack lunches and hot lunches.. Compare them. '. '.. (3) 7/,
,,.., . , -

; 2.

. 147.
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3p. Andy pupils to illustratfe'a well-balanced lunch and dinner; (3.)

31. Talk about the fffiportanCe of fish,in'promoting goOd general health. (3

.. .
.

. .

,

32. Have children dramatize a dinner out in a favorite restaurant. Children

play read the menu, order the meal, and iractiCe proper table manners.

Have children discuss the nutritiousvalue of the meal.selected. (3)
. , .,.

.

33. Discuss axioms with the children. Examples: .

.(1) (2)(3) ,

. ,

. . ,.

, ,
. .

'a, An .apple' a day keeps
.

the doctdr 4way.. .
.

r
.

b. Earlyto bed,ear.ly to rise, makes' a man,healthy,,,wealthy, and wise.

c. An bunce,of preventioil is worth a pound of cures .

,

148
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REVIEW

What Have You Learned? 4

1. Look at the pictures. Which is a good,,br`eakfasti Tell the class. the
reasons for your selection.

/

2. Look at the piCtures. Which is a good lunch? Tell the class the reasons

for your selection. -

.3. What should you eat when you come-home frork,school? Look at the pictures'.

,4 Select the right snack.,

149
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.

4. List thelOods you would serve for a well-balanced dinner.

44
M

I

, s 5, On Youe.paPer write the letters of good health r!.4es-t6 ioll
.

ow.

,.

a. Be caFeful to choose'nutcitiOus foods for 'snacks. ,s

.

b.' Eata good, nourishing breakfast in the mornings ,

c.To.ensure having a well-balanced diet; eat a wide variety of foods.
d, Drink at least'two bottles of coke every day.

,e, tat sweets-before.a meal. . -, ' .
(

.'

,
f. ,Eat foodkfrom-the,basic food groups'at'each meal., ,'

4
A A n '

; .e

6. Check the foods_listed below that ydu think would be good to eat between. , -

meals.. -
. , I - ,

e

4

an apple milk cookies
,A

candy,

'- a soft drink, .,cake _____potat6 chips, orange juice
...-. .

,p a hot dog . banana
,

7. ,Check what you"thinkis the best Choice in each Of the situations given
below.

a. . Eating a bun. and, coffee for breakfast.,
Eating bacon,.eggs, toast, fruit, and milk for breakfast.

,

,
.

'. "'
,,

b. Eating a, hamburger and a soft drink' at the drugstore.
Having a hamburger;'corn, lima'beans, and milk at home.,

o

. : g
, c. Eating a big piece. of.c.,ake in,the aft4rnoOtt.

Drinking a glass of orange iti.ce or milk in the afternoon.

'f k,
d.' `Drinkingimilk.for dinner. ,

Drinking/soft drinks fdi dinner. '4' '

t c

e, 'Eating a bag, of ,potato chips andAtandy ber for lunch. .

Eating,,apeanut butter sandWich,"soupe and' milkldr lunch.
f:

150
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t I

0

r

f,, .Eating.theat, vegetables, rolls,, and milk for dinner.
Eating five dolls and a piece of meat for dinner.

''some' food I'havt never had before.

Nevertasting any.new-foodt.

,

-8. Circle the correct'ansWeri'

a. Boys, and girls.shoulddKink:

1) Pop (Soda)
?) Milk
.3) Tea

0

b. One of the best foOds to eat between meals

Candy
2) An apple
WA piece of cake

149
151
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GOOD HABITS IN EATING SAND DRINKING

4; 1.

Learning- Obj ec tiv es

1; Eat and drink ;lowly.

2: Understand the.: impor tance' of cheWing food:thotroughly,
_ .

3. Avoid ,eating rich or sweet foods.

MA

n

Suggested Learning Activities
,

1. Have children discuss the yalUes of eating and drinkingslowly:
, .

(1)

. , . , ,

a. Discuss When to take a drink at meal time. . .
,

b. Talk about the proper. type of ,drink to take with meals..,
c. Talk about the reasons people rush while, eating. v. .

, , .

2. Discuss gl)ocl teeth fq chewing, talking, and personal appearance; .4' _(2)

'4
3. Have a-, "Chewing Party's using' apples and carrot strips to fin(' Which

teeth'are used in biting, tearing, and c,hew.ing.:, (2)

e.

, 4!- .. fi

A., Talk,with the Mass about the reasons fot.tooth aches And tooth decay' (3)
.

-.,5. Prepare a tasting patty to show the wide variety' of fruits and raw

vegetables.
D

h h

1
%

.(1)h.

. k

t

o

-

150
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REVIEW

'
What Have You learned?..

1.., Tell ane'reason why you eat and drink slowly.

O

.

Tell the class why it is important to chew food thoroughly.

3. Lis or tellifhe dangers of rich or

I

V

ga> ,
g,

sweet fpoAs .t9, the teeth And body.

O

10..

.
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TABLE MANNERS'

Learning Objectives.
,

,

1. Set up the table for,breakfast, lunch, or

2. Discuss proper table manners.

dinner.

.

3. Become familiar with social courtesies

- .

J

Suggested Learning

t

at parties.

A4tiAtieS ti

r . .

Teach the children how to 'properly set the table. Have the bays and girls'.

make a diagram to show a place properly set for breakfast, lunch; and .

, dinner.
-,

=2. Have the children practice proper table
.

A., Proper way td_ hold and use eating utensils.

b. Proper way_ to Pas;'food.

r "c. Use of the napkin ..

Z. Excuse self atei completing meal'

.

-3. -Dah-e-parents toa-pupilprepared breakfast at
.-can:praptice.table settingand table manners.

4, Talk With the class about social courtesies at a party. -Allow tfie childien
to plan ,the Christmas, Valentine and year end .patties. Atk the, childrin to '

act as hosts and, serve the. food.

5. Have' the boys acid, girip practice in
trtrodubin&friends, and proper way

manners. (2)

J

whi"Ch time the children

(1)(2)(.3)'

the'classrOOM greeting' each other,

to eave a party. . (3)

I

0
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'

-.

REYIEH .

What Have You Learned?,

1. Set the table for lunch.

2. Sit down at the table and demonstrate the following::

c
a. Placing of the napkin
b. 'Passing the food
c. Using the utensil5
d. ExcUSing self after eating

Introduce your friend to the teackere

.

C
.

4

. r

.

155
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SECTION VI:

DEVELOPING BASIC PRACTICES
FOR THE PREVENTION

AND CONTROL OF DISEASE

CLEANtINESS AND EATING HABITS

CAUSES AND CONTROL OF ILLNESS

SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES

7
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CLEANLINESS AND .EATING HABITS-

, / . . , , ,
,

,
,

.... .

Learni'ng Objectives' ,

.

' '...,.- -,

- -

, -
O. -4

. 1. Understand the 'relationship Of cleanliness to eating haits,.. ,

.
---,

,. - , . ..,

. 2. Understand the relationship of cleanliness to diteasi prevention. .-

.

Suggested Learning Activities

. ,

_ , r

1'. Talk about:the importance ofwashinjvhands prOperly,befor0 meals. . (1)(2)

Provide opportunitites for pupils to wash hands before snacks and " ,
lunch. PhIpils will begin to understand that cleanliness is related'

' c.,,,,:.
to health and disease prevention: .

.
.,

f

-
.

,
2.' nasizethe dangers of the spread of disease Caused b', placing 0.)(2).

.
, .

fingers anti othet Objects in the mouth. 4
-..

, .

3. Point out /1.10W disease germs are spread by exchanging partially eaten (l)(2)*"

_ . . '
,. ..

4. Have pupils tell how foods are- stored and protected at home:- -4., ,(1)(2).
,

.

,.. -
,

e -.,,. -

a. Discdss
.

how leftovers are stored. .
..

.

4

iA

fdod:

b.'. ,Talk about the .variety. of places dry foods-May beatored-, - '--- -----------,--

c.
- ,

Talk abOut;the importance of avoiding thC:eating of spoiled

foods
.,,.. , , _

...
.

d. Discuss how :foods are preserved.,.such ,as, refrigeratedi.dried,1
.

.canned,
.

smoked,. :
. .

., ' .

- ..

X
. .-

, -
. .. L 1..a

5. Make a list' of foods.which-should be kept In the refrigerator. "411(2)
...

.
.- ,,.

.

.,
. ,

..- ,. . .

.
.

a. .Compare what'hapipens td meat that is not refrigerate '
.:,

..

. . ...

i .. ,

:with meat -that has been refrigerated. Zte,ahot dog-or
a,

- -hamburger: Place one half in hg'refrigeraior and one-- ,

half in -the closet. Compare the'differences.in one ,Or
,

two days. :- . %
b. Observe 'hat happens-,to-dairy products, such as)millk.cheese,"

or butter, that are left.unteXrigerated. . ,

. , c. Compare what-happens to foodi that are 'leXt uncOvered with -
.

fopds that are'prtitected by a covering in the -refrigerator-.

-d.-. Talk 4130lIc how to recognize foods that are spoiled-=odor,

, taste, appearance, 4
..

e. Observe foods in a superMarketthat are
,
kept in certain-

refrigerated sections or comPartments.,
. '

6.' irDiscuss the safeguards.pactced at homein order to food clean ,(1)(2)
,

, ,

keep

print
. .

print to the' preparation of food for 'eating.

, .-,. ;

159 : .-
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a. Clean hands.
b. ,Wash foods.

.0 a

t

. -

Have the pupil ,list-the,fooas that'should be washed before eating. .(1)(2)

8.' ProVide opportunities 6r childrento draw pictures of various (1)(2)
'wa§s to. clean food. -

Uging a colander
Using-a: brush,

c. Under running water
d. In pan of water
e. Peeling

9. Discuss the dangers of purchasing food from vendors on the stre

10P. ,Talk about some of the dangers of using common drinking cups or
glasses and utensils.

11. Teach pupils to correctly 'use the drinking foUntain. Read the poem W(2).
"Drinking Fountain" to the class.

Drinkidg Pountain's

qhen I climb up.-
to get'a,drink,

It doesw'rwork
The way .you'd think.

I turn it_up.
The wafer goes

And hits the right

Upon the nose.

I turmit down
To make it Small

And.-donsi get' any

Drink at all.
v.

;

Marchette Chute

ft 1

,- . . - ,
--,... .

, ... .

,- 12 talk aboutrproper care in the use of public rest rooms. -' (1)(2):.--
Efliphasize the importance,of washing hands after using rest room .:

. .., ,
facilities. ..--

e . ' 4'

13. Provide opportunities for pupils to leafn how tp wash disher,and (l)(2)

utensils.
..

.
. .

. . - ,,,,

A." Take pupils to the cafeteria and point out the habits of cleanliness 41(2)
being.practicedby the-cooks in the preparation And fethe setving
of the food. . . ,-

.,

.160
4
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REVIEW

What Have You)Learned/

1. From the list bervseiect the health rules that you will follow.

a Wash your hands before you eit,,whether'they need it or not.

b. Do not eat food that tastes bad or smell's bad.

c. After eating a part of an apple, you may give the other half

to your siter.

d. Wash raw fruits and vegetables before eating.

Give three precautions in preparing food for eating.

3. :tell the class three ways you can tell that a foOd.is spoiled.

e

a ,

157
161
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CAUSES AND CONTROL' OF ILLNESS

Learning\ Objectives

learn how gerbs get into the body.

. 2. Take precautions against the common cold.

3. Stay home. when ill.,

4. Avoid handling unfamiliar substances.

5. Be aware of precautions With regard to food and water.

Suggested Learning Activities
1.

"1. Discuss that germs get into the body through the mouth, nose; throat, (1),

or breaks in the skin. Talk about the word "germ." Point out, the
relationship between dirt and germs.

'.2. Read the poem "Health" to the class. Have the pupils dramatize the (1)(2)

poem. (3)(4)

--`,

Health

Miss Polly had a dolly
that was sick, sick, sick,

She called for the doctor
to come quick, quicks quick.

The doctor came with
his coat And his hat,

And 'rapped at the door

,with a rap, tap,, tap.

He looked at the dolly .

and he shook ,his heAd,

And he said, "Mist Polly,
pdt her straight to bed."

Then he wrote on a Raper
for some pills, pills, pills.

I'll,be back in the morning
with my bill, bill, bill..

162
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1.

'

3. Talk about the ways to fight germs. 'Exiimples: ' (11(2) (3),

(4) (55

a. Be careful anddon't get hurt.
b. Wash .cuts with soap and clean water.
c:' Stay away from people who have colds and other sicknesses.
d. Keep from being chilled.
e. Go to the doctor to receive the proper,shots and,vaccines.
J. Keep body'Clean.
g. Wash raw foods.
h. Don't' eat spoiled-foods.

i. ^Get plenty of sleep and rest.
j. Keep fingers and oljects out of
k. Wash hands before meals.

1. Do not exchange food.,
m. Get plenty of fresh air.
n. Do not use the same glass or silverware.

the mouth.

4. DeMonstrate and.practice the proper:methods 'for the care of cuts,
and bruises.

a.

'b.

c.

Wash with clean water.
Apply antiseptic.
Apply bandage if decessary.

, ,

5. Have the pupils make a chart showing ways one can keep, germs from
getting into the body. Children may wish tb talk about the VacCi-
n.nions and shots that they Have had, such*as smallpox, polio, `flu,
measles, tetanus, and whooping cough.

o (, ,

6.f Allow the pupils to make a list
practibe when.gettifig up in the
evening.

.

AP
7: Provice opportunitiei'for the children

, health habits and thayays of fighting

of good
morning

ti

t,

.

health'habits that they
and wheegoing tolAd'in the

to draw posters...showing good,

germs.

Teach pupils tcr recognize and know the uses of the following Words:

a. /Band-aid

b. Iodine'

dv. Peroxide
d. Mercurochrome.

Al6ohol

Help children realize the contributions made by Americans to the
preVention aid control of disease. Examples:

Dz. Jonas Salk
Dr. Albert Sabin

159
(4- 163.
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.1

11.

12.

Point out to the class precautions that can be taken against the
common cold. ;Examples:

a. Avoid spitting.
p. Avoid use of common utensils.
c. Dress properly for inclement weather.
d. Dispose of used tissues.

,e. Have' plenty of rest:

f. Drink juices. '

1

(2)

.1 - .

Talk about the sYmptoms of a common cold, such as coughing, sneezing, (2),

running nose, hoarseness, and fever.
..

. ,

Discuss the importance of regular sleeping habits. 'Read poems to the (2).

class. Play softmusic while the children are resting. EXamples:

My Resting Time

When it is my,Festing time
I sit'so very still.
I close my eyes,'I rest my head

I think a quiet hill.

MY Quiet Time

I've been outdoors a-playing
I'm tired as tired can be

$

I'll test my, head
close. my eyes

So, that 1,cannot see
-My feet are-still
My hands I fi;ld,.
I'll do the,things that I
For this is my quiet time

,The Little Music Box

,am told,

I've a-little inusic box
I like to'turn the key.
FQr when I do the music plays
So softly back to me: ('

I like to sq,so:Veiy stall
And listen-to it play.
It tinkles music forus to hear_,

In a very soft-sweet way,

,

SH SE SR:SR SH SH 611 SH SH

' Be aa'quiet'as can be,

For everyone is resti

46 youcaft.Plain y see.
The musiC:,softy plays attune

And we'wilk all swakerosoon;
SH-SH SH SH. SH SH dH-SH SE SH!

e

4.`

Going To Bed

thrf always told'to hurry up -7

; Which I'd be glad to do,
hf there were not so many things

ThaOteed attending to.

But first I have to'find my towel
Which fell behind the rack,

And when a pillowi thrown at one

I have to throw it back.

.

And then I haVe to.get the things.
I need .in bed with met.

Like-marbles and my birthday train
And Pete the chimpanzee.t!e

it7

I have to 'see my Polliwog
]s safely in its- pam,

And stand a minute !on my head
To be-quite sure I can-

I have to bounce upon 4,y bed

To see if it will sink,
And then when I am coVerad up.'

I find I need a drink'.i,

'16/4
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Close Your Eyes;

Close your eyes. head drops down_
ia.Ce is smooth; not a crown .

Roll ,to, left, head:is a ball'

Roll'to right, now sit tal).

Lift your chir4 look at', me

Deep,: deep hreattl', one, two, three

hands:410,Ap
Make, believe you just had a nap

Now you're nested ftom your play
Time to work again,today.',

I went into a circus town
Apd met a funny Bunny Clown,:

He Winked his eye, he shook his head,
"This ts splended;exercise,"'he said.

He shook his head, he shook his feet,
He wobbled,.bobbled, down the street;
He moved his jaw both up 'and down
This funny little Bunny Clown.

He played that he was a lazy man'
And then sat down like a Raggedy Ann.
His head fell down and his arcs fell, too,
And he went to sleep for an hour or two.

Unknown

The Clock'

All: lack, tock, tick, tack,
Merrily sings the clock.

1st Group: It's time for-work,

2nd Group.':=It'stime'fer play,

All:

/
(

So it sings throughout the

Tick, tock, tick, tock,
Merrily sings, the clock.

.Speech in the Elementary School

(/ Eight' To Seven'

To keep my body at its.best
Eleven hours I must rest.

4 To bed at eight And up at seven
Will surely count up to eleven.

day.

Unknown

Two, Little Hands

,TWo little hands'-go' clap,? clap, clap.

, Two-littlefiet-go tap, tap,tap.
perybedxstaqd up from your chair.
EACh little arm reach high in the aii.

two little hands go thump, thump, thu*,-
TWo little feet go jump, jump, jump
Each little body'turns round and round.
,Each little' child sits quietly down.

le

165

Speech in the Elementary School,

The Stretching Game

Link your thymbs-':C
Raise your -arms
Straight up and past your ears,:
Stretch and pull;
Pull and stretch;
,Try to touch the sky.
Pull and stretch;
Stretch andpull;
Pull ---pult
Drop your ,arms,,now:sigh.

Frances., C.` Hunter'

Rag Doll

r'm a -.limp rag doll.

I have no bones.'
My-feet are 'still.

My arms'are
My head is limp.
My back is limp. ,

My head rests on Ty desk.
And now my arms hahg at my sides.
Nowl.am a' little (girl, bey)again.

head comes'up.
My back comes up.
Now I am ready to listen

,A,Sarah T. Barrows
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On Tip Toe

On. tiptoe I stand,
The sk5Lin my hand;
I stretch my arms wide,
The sun-creeps inside;
I hug the warm sqq
Then drop it and run.

0

Speech in the Elementary School

/

13. Provide opportunities for puPils to,make
indicate bedtime. 1-

.
L

. I
,

,

14. Have the pupils draw up a'list of things that they Can do to get

enough sleep. EXample::
-..,

^!.

Kitty Cat

Kitty-cat urry,
Kitty-cat purry,
S-t-r-e4 trc-h-i-trg in the sun;

Kitty-cat furry,
'Kitty-cat purry,
R=e-s-t-i-n-g in the nun;

- .

(Say in whisper)
Kitty -cat` furry,

Kitty-cat purry,
Sleeping.in the sun.

. MoriOnH.:Falker

paper Plate clocks to,

a. I go to bed at the same time every night.

b. I get up at the same time every morning: ,
c. c.I sleepjrop eight to ten hours every night.

I put on comfortable clothes. before I'go to bed.

e. I keep my bed.clgan.
I.Have'enough covers for my-bed:

g. do not dritiva lot of water before 1,4g to bed.

h. I have fresh air in my bedroOm.

p

(2)

v

15 Develop alist of quiet activities for children tii use for indoor play. (2),
Have the Children rft4ea poster showing'things they condo when they",
have a cold.' Discuss the value of'test during periods.of illness. ..

Talk abbUt kis of activities pupils can enjoy when' ecuperating, such
ias books, gmet, Puzzles- ,,

k '
\ ,. i,

, ..

'16. Have pupils participate,in finger plays to stress proper rest and sleep. (1)(2)
Examples:, C

.
Lv

.
.

s,

(3)(5)

Grandmother
,(Finger Play)

These are'grandmother's'glasses,
(Make circle with thumbs and,iorefingers
and hold to eyes).

.This is grandmotheris tap,
,(Place hands upon head).

. This is the way she fold's her hands

. (Fold hands.)

-

And lays them,in her lap.
Out folded hands into .lap.)

Speech in-the Elementary Schop1J66

;

'462

Let's Play.Rag Doll

'Let's,play tag doll. '
Don't lake a sound..
Fling youF arms and bodies,
Loosely around.. ,

Fling'ydur:hands!
Fling your feet!
Let your head go free!

.''Be the'raggediest rag doll
''You ever did see.

7

'

0.
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Rest and Listen

ILl'ike to ,rest and listen.

Let,Ine listen while'I rest.

My eyes are ,closed 'so I can'''t see.

I'll listen while you count for me.
whisper, count to ten ;...

, NoW liSten while I test again.

Tithe for us to, take 4 *Test.

.'.-LoCk the door up tight (lock lips).

Pull the lititle window shades (close eyes)
We'll, play that it is night.,

. A 7 y i l
i

y
4

*17. Allow pupils to act out' or draw pittures about sleep 'and rest. Use (2)

pictures, such as beds, bed clothes, clock, washing hands, and brush- '

-'"ing teeth.
, < ,

.. .
,

f8. Ask the children to keep a sleep chart for one week. This-chart ,will (2) , .

include the time of going to, bed and the number of hours of sleep. .

.

. 10: ^ Dscups with the class questions, such as (2) .

N . 7

% 4

a, What 'happens when we sleep? .

b.. What time did You get up this morning? , .

c. Did you sleep well?'
a. Do you feel rested?
e. What time did you go(to. be last night? ,.

"'

.
f. How do boys and 'girls 1ehave when they have not had enough rest?

, .

2b. Talk about', the best conditions for 'sleeping, such as air , Wed, and (2)

room itself. .
-

,.-4

N s

. 21. Uave the pupils illustrate and write a caption under each
7

illustration (2) ,

- for ways to prevent and cure colds/ .

,

,

AIA
iii

111 iliiiile.
1.1kusi..

"" ...
*CC
OPM411.........
JUICE

illi111111111It\ ilia '31111111.

ilillililalill
/fill Illialliv
'''"Iill

,

_ Was

. ..

--11.-loomm.

Drink plnty 'of liquids
ovr a cough
or a senz Ke*p. yoursOf dry

it
% .
..,;:;

"...

liggir

.

(/ /
/ r /

I ki I

imergorr4MW

0 0 mom gass.
WM

go
se

711 1 1 l mos: whomwhomulna.0 amino um milmmnsall
So.' a' physician, if

your tmperatur Huts Stay,in
...

bed 1

-=----_^....,--,,--,
Wash befdre-ftating

1 6 7

\

.
r

4.
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'

22. Provide opportunities for pupils to draw posters to place the school (2)
. or at home emphasizing-precautions,to be taken against common colds.

23. Conduct a style show so that children may demonstrate suitable cloth- (2)

ing for various activities and weather conditions. Children may make
and wear, signs, such as "Suitable for Rail'," Or ''Suitable for Hot
Days."

24. ,Allow pupils to cut out and mount pictures ofclothing suitable for (2) ,

hot,rainy,'foggy, smoggy, and c44 weather.

25. 'Read to the class poems. Children may. wish to dramatize the poems. .(2)

Group:
\

The short poems may be learned and, recited by the children before the
class. Examples: . .

Dressing

It,woul,d be easier, of course;

to dress like, any Cow pr horse:
...

Boys:

Girls:

Group:

.,

Rain
.

, No zipping-up or zipping-down
Or 'changing clothes to go to town.

No snapping -on or hooking -in,:

oritchy collars at your thin.

No put ting-on or taking-off°
obundling-up to stop a cough

It would be easier, of course,-
but then who'd be a cow. or horse/

-Drops of Rain

Splash, splash, splash,
Hear the little drops of rain,
Splash, splash, splash,

' They're splashing on the wi'n'dow pane.

M.K.

1.0 .r

1. 6 4.

168

, Summer rain
is- soft and cool,

so I go-barefoot
in a pool.

But winter rain
is cold, and pours,

so I must watch it
from indoors. °

1. . 0

D.

Myra Cdhn JAVingstom

d

' \
No Drip Of Rain

It rained on Anne,
it rattled on Fan,
it rained on Arabella,
but --

4 «
it did not.rain
dp nary Jane-- -
She had a huge umbrella.

. Ivy 0. Eastwiok

Rain

. .

The rain is raining all around, '

It fallsum-field and tree,.
, It rains'oe the umbrellas' here,

And on ,the Ships at sea. .
.

-

Robert,Lotiiiev,

. (,

O



ea
It Is Raining

.
It is-&"ng

.
'Where would yciu -13.ke: to be. in 6.1e rain?'

,

i,
,

,
. ..--: Wheie'would you like to be? ,

i I, ..

' .I'd- like td be bna, city_ street, .

v- wheie the rain Domes "down in a driving sheet,,,

where it Wets the -houses,roof 'arid wal-r,

....-- ,, --the wagons .snd, horses and autos and all.

-:'. That ' S' where I'd like to be in the rain,

tha't ' s where I '6 like tdbe.'
;.

'It-is raining. ..

Where would You like to,be in .the -iain
' WheTe would you 1.ike to be?

I'd like to be,in a tall 'tree top,,, ...

the rain tomes dripping, drop, rop, drop,
around on fy side: - -

.
,.,

wh4-e it 'wets tha farmer, the barn, ' e ',pig,

the cows, the chicielis .bbth '1,itcle"a big; 2-

. where it ba,tters and Beats on -a 'Lel 'of .wheat

and makes the lit414-birdi hide._ 1

, - It is-raining: Y
- .:. ' 17.'-,

' . Where would you like tá be.in then -. ,
.

.;

: ? -
Where -Would ypu IV-=to be?" -

-,,,

I'd like to be=an a _ship at sea, lt.

where eVerYtiiing' s, wet as wet can a .

and the waves arerolling high, ,

where sailors are pulling the rap
,-/

singing ':
e - 1

, -, and wind's in,' the rigging and. salt! spray's

-singing, . ..,

and round' us s'ea gulls cry: 4 r

On a dipping skimming ship- ar sea`--

that's wherp- I'd /like, to 'be in the rain;

that's-where i'd like to ;be: - ; .

.e

'imry Sprague

I

O

.44

.

I

:

4 .

.
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26: _ Make 14eather

_- _ ;he ' ind . of we'

-, . indi ate the lc'
,

..--.! ---', day'
,, ..-

chart:and ask the pupils to tuia-the' Arrow to point to
ather it: is each day. Pictures or words pay be used _to
1.11d of weather..,,Diseuss clothing appropriate -for, the

1

4
, 1

"

weather

Cir'St) 11 NY

------,) A \'''''
- %

7.

.

: '

r, A

27. Talk: about tfie weather reports on radio eleyiSionas a- Vide to
daily dieSs.

,

I

r

. . ,
(Show to the children pictures iri whi,ch'people may .get sick. - Under each (2)

picture have the boys and girls yrite the way they think the picture
shOws people. getting'sick. '

,

Z

(2)

(2),

.
.

rwe

fe

. i . .
.

29. _Help children to recognize ane'list -early symptoms' of illnesi: _Discuss (a) (3)_A
, ! why ,p arentsandsteac'her should be told when- the Children-are pot reeling

,j well. .

.. .

- . : . .

Encourage children to stay hoSle Iffisn not feeling.4ql._ Help the pupils (3) ,

J" 0 become 'aware of others When they are ill. .1-

... , .

. , 7,
.

7 , -.

. iDiaccusS" the .reasobs boys and girls should. avoidandfing unfamiliar. , (4)

substances., such as medicines; cleaning agents; rand, insecticides. --%
, - ,

- 3 : Talk about the people who
and insecticidei:

/

.

should handle me'dicirtes, tleaning. agents, (4)

o

170
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. 33.

35.

'.
,

Instruct children what ,to do incase of emergenices resultifig-f:rom
an accident which involved the use of unfamiliar substances.

frotify parents.

Call the doctor.
ChecVs-the Container for%directinns-to.fallow.

Teach children wdrdj and labels, such as

reach of children, Nclify the doctor.
-

Discuss with the children the importance
'the need for" refrigerating foods. -

2

Poison,' Danger, Keep out of

.

of clean-food. Talk about

36. ,Point out the advantages of pure water. Discuss-how water, is made (5)

safe to drink in the community. ,

. :

37. Talk about precautions 6 be taken.in usingieubli44rinking fountain's, "(5)

towels, and toilet facitilies. Examples%

a. Discuss the dangers of dririkcing\dater from uninspected
sources, such as prings% wells., and streams. Stress

the importance of boiling. -water 1:f not certain that the

souroe is pare. '

b. Talk about precautions to-be taken in using water when
.

camping and traveling.

Have pupils identify and read warning signs,. Examples: -(5),

DANGER. 'DO NOT MINK IMPURE WATER - .CLOSED BYORDiER OF HEALTH DEPT.

.

39-.: Have pupils make a dictionary of words and pictures associated with
.disease prevention. _Examples:

.

- 'clear; water , .medicine
bandage_ ill
-antiseptic . rain
'health k. 'cold

5.

clothing-
iodine
resC
doctor

. .

nurse,
_wash '

rest
sleep

,

171
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REVIEW

What -Have You Learned?

S

. Below are sentences.- If the sentence is true,'make a, T after it. If the

sentence is false, make a F after it. : .. ,

.

a. See your_doctor regularly, even if you are not ill.

b., Be sure that you have been".giyen the vaccines that will

protect you against disease.
c. Pay no attention to a cold and play with YOur,friends.
d. Always wash cuts and scratches as'soon as you can. '

e. When you don't feel well go to the medicine cabinet and

take an aspirin.

f. Wear wet clothes until they become dry. .-,

c g. Stay away froth people who are coughing, sneezing, and
.

blowing their. noses.

h. Do not eat' food that tastes bad or Smells'bad.

i. ,Choose clothes that are suited to the weather.

j. While camping, boil the Water if you are,not sure. it is
, Ipure. , ,

2 Match the ,picture with the label. Plate the number of the label on the

right picture.,

a. , SUitable for Rain
b. blange Wet Clothing
c. Stay Homeii6n Ill'
d. Wash Fruits and Vegetables
e. Keep' Clean

f. Wash Cuts, and Bruises

.

\
4 \,

i
.

'-10V
\- V\ ,

1..",

I I1

/AO s' .

131#

;

.-,...,4**
.,4__ )

/mu II

-I- lliliii---- ii.
.

MUSA'

-.-
,

AZ Cs/
v. be.fr'

.... , ..

0 1
,t, , 4111' is,,,

. % .

. Mit----: bp.

_ _ Ailk, 4..... 4s illoStIftei,
- '... 411,44 *.... 1111h.
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-SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES

Learning Obiebtives

1. :Know about health services provided by'the school.

2..-,:elate school health services to those in home and community.

Suggested:Learning.Activities

1. Discuss the duties of the school purse, doctor, and dentist. Talk about 40'

the things done at school to prevent the spread of disease.

2. Tali( about the reasons for thb various health programs conducted in the (1)

school.

a. Health examination

'b. Hearing tests

c. Vision examination

d. Dental examination

e. Immunization program

3. Allow the children to talk about and to express their feelings about .(1)

taking vaccines for polio, and shots for flu, measles, and whooping

cough.

a. Do they hurt?

b. 'Why do we.have them? '

c. What can we do to keep from-getting

frightened?

4. Take the children to the nurse's room to weigh and measure them. Ask (1)

the children to try to remember howtall they are and how much they

weigh. Xake them the .next month and have the children compare anygains

or losses,

i.

5. Point out the_uses of the equipthent in the nurse's office. Ask the (1)

children to draw A picture of their visit to the nurse's office.

6. Ask the school nurse to give a vision test to the pupils in the room. : (1)

,'- Record the information on the health Card.
..'

).,
, . &

0.0
.

,,,%,

,.,-

7 Discuss and chart proper behavior 'rules
i i

mEtuEa (1)

when going to the nurse's office.. A BEW3E

c,.

ta3mEti3
cwilmwe

173
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8. Have the pupils write a.story,about a visit,to the, nurse, doctor, or (1)
dentist.

9. Allourthe children to role play a visit to Ehe.doctor or_dentist.

10. Use dramatic representation to prepare pupi for immunizations.
Discuss ways the children can help'the doctor.

a. Giving correct Iblormation..
b. Holding still.
c. Following directions,:

11. Allow children to make a health chart reminder. 'Example: (1)(2)

I Remember

Make a visit to'the doctor fora checkup reg4arly.

See a dentistst least twice a year e

Have a doctor che'dc,my eyes ilia ears. I jam'

12.. Discuss what should be done when a school health examination shows,
that there is,a physical problem% -Talk about home visits by the -.
nurse to explain to the parents what should b-e-done.

13. Talk about the role of the school health program in helping parents (1)(2)
to keep their children healthy. Discuss the_importance of using
community services and facilities to help correct a problem dis-
covered at school.

170
.4
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REVIEW

What Have You Learned?=

1. three things thA the school nurse;does to help you.

,-

2. Put a circle around the...r_er,b----To-f--thesetteitce-,=thatis-a-gbod

rule tO follow.

a. .Make-a visit to the, doctor for a checkup regularly.

S,-.''' See a dentist a leagt twice a year.
.

.._.

------4_., Eefrightened of the dottor when you,receive g measle ghot-:;----

d. Have a doctor check your eyes and eit!'177----------.

..:

g
175
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SECTION VII:

UNDER NG.PHYSICAL,
MENTAL, MOTIONAL,
AND SOCIAL CHANGES

A PART OF
OPMENT J.

SIGNS OF GROWTH

FACTORS ESSENTIAL TO PROPER GROWTH

FACTORS NECESSARY FOR-A'HEALTH); PERSONALITY
.

172
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At-

.--.RecOgnize

't
SIGNS OF GROWTH ,

-r. Learning Objectives

signS'of growth.

, .

Realize how growth affects size of clothes-and shoes.

Suggested Learning Activities

1. Ask children to bring ip their baby picture and use them-for a bulletin
board.display to show their,growth. Ctildren'mAy wish-to compare a present

day pitture with the baby picture. Have the children find out how much

they weighed at birth and their length. ck. (1)

I weighed _ppuncla and'

latcI was hes long.?

ounces.
P

Today' weigh .pounds.

I am , feet: tall.`'"
. ..

- .

14 .---.

Take he Oildren to.the nurse's othce,Weekly'to weight atie. measure them:
Have th'e pilpils keep ;Wait to show tjgceir growth. (1).

-- .

- . . . . . e

179
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3. Have children place on ,hand or foot on a sheet of paper and draw around

' the hand or foot. Ask the children to write tiheir name and date on the

paper. In a few months repeat the action and,see if they have grown.(1)(2)

4. Provide Opportunities for children to weigh and measure objects in the

room. Develop or review with the children concepts of pound, half pound,

inch, and foot. (1)

5. Talk about the factors that may have an influence on the growth of the
children, such as heredity, illness, sleep, food, rest, and exercise.
Discuss which of, the factors can be ontrolled by the children. . (1)

6. Allow children to list ways they have grown. (1)'

, !

7. Asphildren to find out about foods eaten as a baby and compare those

foods with the meali they now eat. (1)

8. Encourage children to make puppets. Prepare a classroom play about a boy

or girl who wants to be tall'and grown'up. (1)

I want
td be
tall

liN1111111411110_,
sitinsistatelaVA

01 IlLaststeosisr.W,

1/9.. Have the pupils compare themselves with other living things that grow, such

as trees;' animals, and vegetables.
r

. (1)

/A . -..

10. Discuss the importance of sunshine and
.

fresh air to proper growth. lielp,the

pupils ro_dc,c. science experiment, to show the importance of sunshine and

fresh sir. Example: (1)

o.,-?

A., Give one plant sufficient water and place in a well,ventilated, sunny
... ,. ...t.1

..

area. ,

b. Give Ancither plant sufficient water but place ir ill poorly Ventilated,

darkplace.
c., After a weelv, examine both plants and discuss what took'place.

/.

18.0
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11. Encourage children to participatz in playground activities and exercises
that will help them to grow. '..eaen z-.7,:iVities that are fun for the boys

and girls. Examples: / (1)
, ,

a., Jump' and Reach

b. Throw At a lar,:%.

-t. Pushups .

d. Jumping Jack
e. Broad Jumps

12. Demonstrate and practice proper posture for sitting, standing, and', walking.

Talk about the reasons for good posture. Periodically check the posture

of the children. Examples: (1)

a. Stand tall. 'Push the top of the head as high as one can.

b. Stand on both feet. Hold the shoulders back.

c. 'Alen walking, let the arms swing freely. Breathe easily.

d. Sit tall and keep the back against the back of the chair. Keep,both

feet on the floor.
e.. Get rid of unhappy feelin s. Shoulders drop if one is unhappy. Hold

.head high. Things look better that way.

.13. Show pictures illustrating good and poor posture. Discuss the importance Of

.good .posture an health and appearance. Allow pupils who haVe good pbsture

to act as models for others to draw. Have the Children walk to music.(1)

14. Have children make stick figure posters showing correct sitting, standing,
arid walking ,cisitiOns. (1)

'15. Discuss proper posture for viewing television.. (1)

16. Encourage boys and'girls to belett chairs that allow their feet.to rest

flat on the floor. Discuss and demonstratet.ithe importancd of using

'straight hard chair to support the pupil when working at a table br-desk.
Talk about lifting With the strong leg and arm mainly rather than with

the back.' (1)

17. Have children walk carrying a book on their heads after they have assumed

'the'correct posture. -
(1)

Allow the children to play a game called "Indians," by walking on a

straight line.with heads held high. The leader Or chief has the,children

vary their arm, positions while walking, such as out to the side, overhead,
bent at the elbow, in front .of' the,chest, and down to the side. (1)

7, 6

19., Allow the children to check to see if they have godd'posture, 'Let them'

take a long piece of cord.. Tie 'something on one /end to hold it down.
Let sateorte hold the other end just level with the tip of the ear, so

that it can,hang free. Itthe-posture as good, the cord will pass the

middle of the body."' It will fall in' front be the knees'antrankles.' (I)

6
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_i0. Talk about shopping for new clothes and shoes. Point out the fact that
as children grow they need,,to buy larger clothes and shoes: Stress the
importance of proper fitting clothes and shoes. (2)'

21. Have the pupils dramatize going to ,a store to buy new, clothes and slibes. (2)
.

22. Provide opportunities for pUpils to prepare a scrapbook'of magazine'
pictlires dr drawings of. different styles of shoes for various 'hctivities.(2)

23.' Talk about the importance of changing shoes and socks when wet. Discuss

the proper way to cut toenails and the importance of drying feet properly.
Talk about the signs and symptoms of"foot problems and whom to see when
appear.

24. Allow childTen to demonstrate how to shine shoes.

'18Z
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REVIEW

What 'Have* You Learned?

1. List two waysin which" your body'llas grown since you were a baby.

a.

2. Put an"X pi the pictures that will help you grow.

ti

,

3, Put 'an X on the ptc'tUres that show some ways you ate growing.

,
ti

1

6,

163
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1.

.

ACTORS ESSENTIAL TO PROPER GROWTH

Learning Obfeatives

.

Know the importance of proper .ex..ercise.

Realize the importance of rest and sleep.

Understand the importance of proper nutrition:

Suggested Learning 'Activities

4.

4

1. Discuss with the children and ,then, have them illustrate the factors

4

essential to proper growth, such as exercise, rest, sleep, and proper

nutrition.

REST I

(1)(2)(3)

..... , .

2, Talk .about_the value to exergise as a way to build strong banes, muscles,

and help wit? the irwth'pf ;'the body.' ''
---

''(1)

v , 0 . , .

. .

Have the pupils develop and .discdss 'standards, for exercise and sleep. (1) (2)

4. Hell, children to understand that they' have' their own, rate of growth:

''-Chiadi'en in the rootrAay be'the same age, but differ in height, weight-,

'arid what' they are able to-do. 'Compare phildren of the same age as to

weight, and what they..are ablOo
' ,

' . . I-

5. Compare pictures of healthy looking

7b Boys,

and *girl*.

magazines. .Examples. : -

, 0

0 0,', A, '
, 184

, "f.
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Cut Oipictures. from
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,

a. Childfen look well and strong. .

b. lvis fun to feel well,
c. Proper exercise helps to keep boys and girls fit.

>

6. Survey the-pupils to find out the amount of exartise they receive. (1)

4..

Sun.' Mon..- - Tuei;',.Wed,.. Thurs. .-Pri. -Sat.
,

.

Ti Me spent playing at rafess

.

.

.

.

,

. .

.

,..

..:,,
..:.

..._

.___

. .

7/
-

.

,,,,

.

Time spent playing before
schopl and after school 4.

c,.

f
_

- '2'
time spent at physical ed-
ucation . .

.

-t

.

r".. /
P

As

..-

,
a 0'

%

.' r
.4.

Time spent riding bicycle pr,

walking to and fromo
school

,
.

.
, - .

.

. .

1
,%

.

.

%.

.

. ,

-8,

.

---

.

..

.

,.. .t

/I'

O .0

7.' Provide opportUnitits for
.

pupils to make posters sn't:i.wing the importance

of exercisein4daily.44ing`. c (1). /

.

,
.

'8. Have the pupils write andxperience story entrtled, "How-I exercise
each-day."-- '-''' .

. (1)' f;e-:,'
.- . , /

. Teachs,pupils exercises that may be performed at school or.at home. Have

the pupils demonstrate the stunts or activities. Ask the children.to
=-make a scrapbook of-exerciaes`gbod.for developing the body. Provide /

/-
opportuniti for the pupils pp make a poster ahowing diffei4n

. A'activities which helpdevelostrods 604., Examples: ( )

Pushups

`ft

t.

, b.:. Worm walk

4 "

A

A -#

S

" r
1.79,
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Jump the sick

A. circle walk

fix. -Jumping jack-

f. Frog jump
Beanbag balance

. h. Crab walk'
i. ..Rope jumping

S. Dervishitj

k.' Jack knife
1, Maria
m.. Treadmill- turn

n. Bobble

r*- , ;
Airplane

p thi,ahot

Immo, .1'. simm. llama MN* MIN./

# .
lo)p, ono. .

4.

.

c.

f

O

'

,1

- '-

,

.

'

.1

o
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r

Have the children perform creative rhythms and marches as rainy day in-

. ',side activities. (1).

11. fallow the children, to demonstrate the stunts and exercises and tell

which ones develop the arms; legs, and 'back muicles. (1)

12. Ask children to list things they can do now that -tbey couldnot do
Last year (1)

/
"13. Teach children the rules and skills of games -so that they will be more

want. to participate in game activities. emphasize fair play. (1)

14. Help the pupils develoa health.word list including words, such as
muscles, games, exercises, 'stunts, health, body, and strong. (1)

N

Shawthe class pictures of baby animals and talk about the need of

animals for s le ep .

16. Discuss the'reasons boys and, girls need r t and sleep. Examples: (25

a: Develop strong muscles and a healthy body

jkids the.br.ain'
a,

c. Helps the' heart.

d. Helps the bogy fight disease

17: Discuss the word fatigue ,and causes of fatigue.

'15. Have children dramatize 1low.they behave *.. *hen Cired and hovi. they be-

have when rested. -(2)

, ' . .

Ile' Provide opportunities fel pupi4 to draw, display, and talk about
'pictures drawn, or paijated ahowing sleep; work, play, and relaxation

, activities; . , ,
..

, . , (2)

'20. Ask childreli to- suggest ways to rest and relax. List the suggestions

- . on the Soard or chart.' Have the pupids tell the -class kinds of quiet

, aprivities 'gnat ,best 7:1repare ,Pupils -for rest. Example: -

a, ;larv: bitli

b.. Lying Am =

c4 Sii) with hgad on 'desk

d.- listen to music
. ..

e.. - Change of, pace

f. Change from one interest to _another . a

g. Vary physical activi'ti
c ,N

'21.. Arrange for the children to experience quiet activities in the
such. as-- listening, to rods And , and. dzawing. and'Taintintit (2)

, =

(2)

i
c

.,

ep,... .

-

22... Discuss good -roam condtions for sag ,
, (2)

.....
, '.

,... 21. Ask children to tell '11614 the'.:t relaxed during the sEhaol day,. 1.:4p a' check
-. ..

fist and "dote the .favorite 'ciloicl41- , - s-. - (2)
, - .187
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4.

24. Encourage children to
!

list SQUie of the things they do for relaxation
_ and recteation. Provide opportunities for the pupils t6 write a

paragraph, on their favorite way to relax. (2)

25. Talk about how long to watch television and,the kinds of programs to
watch.

(2)

U. Allow the pupils to dramatize the problem of a boy or girl who wishes
to stay up past the proper bedtime to watch a favorite television
program.

(2)

27. Have the pupils make a circle graph including 24 hours, divided into
times of work, play, exercise, sleep, rest, and meal times: Let the
children keep a persOnal record of the number of hours they sleep,
play, relax, and work,, Example: (2)

4

28. Ask.the children questiorth, suel'es "Wliy do we eat ? ", That happeA s when
=a person doesn't eat?"', "IkA4 is' the body, like a. machine?", "How do you,-
feel when you are at your best?" Discus the ques.tiohs and .inswers.(3)

29. Discuss foods necessary for proper growth.' Have,ohildren draw.pictures
of foods imPOrtant to prOper growt1WExamPle: , (3)

Mi rk, .

_ ..

.f ;,.Prange juice
<

.

, Butter

.

.Driad -

.
,.-

;...

,

,,
-. , .. . .

Eggs -.
-

.
.."

. .

Celery

.
_ ,CaYrots - -- ,

,

.-

,
-

...r.

.

4. Appies .

4



30. .Conduct a Food Fair during which boys and-girlsmay )display various
kinds of foods) adequate breakfasts, lunches, dinuers, and snack-time
foods, ;Pupils may invite parents and write a story about the Food

Fair for the school newspaper. (3)

31. Have the children prepare and'serve a nutritious breakfast without having

to use a fire. (3)

32. Invite an interested parent to talk to the pupils about foods which are

good for them.' (a)

33. Give children experiences in choosing a good breakfast, lunch, and

dinner. Use mounted food pictures and allow the pupils to choose the

foods to make a nutritious meal. (3)

34. Discuss the four major fUnctions of food. Allow pupils to draw pictures

to illustrate each one. Example: (3)

a. Produce energy

b. Provide materials for growth

c. Repair, tissues
d. Protect health

35. Ask the pupils to evaluate the, adequacy of the cafeteria tray. lunch. (3)

. 4. .. v .
36. Explain to the class that the amount off food needed by, boys and girls

is related to their personal nutitionalmeeds. Explain ro the children

that they have a personal responsibility to establish pod nutritional
habits. Amount of food will depend upon, 'suth things as sex and -age,,

, size and body type, and amount of daily exercise. .(3)

37. Ask the children to list foods eaten for several days to check for a

,balanced diet. . (3).

)

3'S. Plan meals for a day, making certain to use foods whidh contain needed
vitamins, such as milk, milk products, butter or margerine, eggs, moats,
vegetables, fruits, and bread. Discuss with the class that the cheap:,

est and best ways to obtain vitamins for the body is to eat nutritious

foods. Have the puzils make a. charl showing the different vitamins.

- Talk about the pprpowiS of vitimins..txamples: (3)

. ,
a.:- Help preent .nfection
b. StiMulates appetite

r \ c. 'Promote groFth-
d. ,Help to'huild good teeth, bones, and guns

e. Helpdigest food .

f. Promote health of skin ,

g: 'Help to'maintainInormal-_vision
\

39. Talk about foodi rich'in'minbrils, such as milk, eggs,, orange juice, .

meat,
.

green vegetables , leafy vegetables; bread, cereal, and sea foods, (3)
, .

.
,

..,

40. --Explain to thd class that a calorie .is the unit of measure used in,de-

, termining the usable energy in foods: Help children realize that the

A
. 4 .

a
,
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number of calories needed varies among, individuals and also according
to the individual's activities. Discuss the number or calories
needed daily..

/ (3)

41. "Jiscuss, the relationship of :ron;.; food and overweigfit. Tal'.c about how

eating proTgems may be so Ned. Emphasize the dangers of eating too
much of the same food. (3)

f

'

1
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REVIEt.'"

Uhat nave You Learned?

1. Write next to each picture the word to indicate what you, need to grow.

4

Perform the followingexer

' 4

a. Pushups

h. 'Jumping jac%
c. Dery-Lsh jump_
d. Lariat

ses.

':rite on thspaper-atleast two ways you rest and irelax*.i.

4.. List the foods you would prepat for a nutrftiolis lunch'.

I

y

*# t.

e
1

= 191
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. FACTORS NECESSARY FOR A HEALTHY PERSONALITX',

Learning Ohjectives.,'

r. 4DeVelop'osicv..- attitudes toward oneself and others.

2. pevelop an interest 'in.leisure-time

* ,

3. AccePV others with handicaps.,

4. Be'aWare o: the relationship between, dental health and personal

5. -snow proper social skilli.

6. ,Learn that.cl,ean and.appropriate clothing contribute to-feelings of self
respect.

. .

7. Be aware of individual gro4th differences between boys and girls.

, .

8.- Develop Worthwhile personal goals.
c

9. Prepare .for junior high school.

kk.

, sr.

Suggested Learning Activities.

1. Give pupils ."the opportunity to talk about themselves.and their friends.
'Ask'them to fill in a,orm abdut theirsifriOnds.; Stress the strengths
.of pupils. - (1)

/ 1.

My Friends

Two,people I like very,much.

. .

Things tha.t.I'like bout my friends:
,

., 4

t

k .
",.

My '.friends /ike me..fot 'these. teasons.1
,

.
, ,

1'

A

4 7

*,

4



.

ti

.

2. Have children suggest ways to be helpful to,Eifiends and members of ---:_.----:---

their family. ,-0 . ' , (1)-,

3. Dis,Cuss withthe class how to make friends and howtO be accepted
m

as

memberember of the'group. Examples: --°.
z '''''CD----- ......---*

a. Help the class to develop rules-for working together.

b. , List ways in which friends help each other.

c. Allow the pupils to draw,pictures illustrating ways to'be helpful

,,1).-.to someone.' .

,d..\,Discuss the qualities to ,consider friend and in choosing

---.___,___ \-e friend.
-....,--

-e.-filsr,thouAtful things tfilaNboys and girls.can do for members of0 . -

-----__.'their Isapily and for their 'friends. .

f. Talk aboutI+aits that make.pebple popular.:
,,,,,------

o4. Ask the pupils_o-write r tell a biographical story. Allow the children
--..

to draw a sell portrait. --, (1)

5. Arrange for-the childrento role play a situation in which they are to

meet new people. Stress the importance of making the thew pupil feel
...---

.at'hbve., ' ,,- .,.

.
(1)- .,_

1
.

.

.
.

.
. .

.

6. Plan classroom, sieuations which-emphasiie,courtesy in everyday living.

, Deirelop a courtesy code. Make-up sentences and real life situations in

which words, such as please, thank you, I!,m sorry, and
-

gxeuse me have

to'be used. 4 ..-- (1).' .>

. . , .

7. Provide opportunities for pupils to write thank you notes, invitations,

and letters to pupils who are ill.' , (1)

.-,r , -

8. Read to'the children storiesin whiCh traits, Of honest are emphasized.

Have the boys and girls suggest what
,

Might have happened in the Story

if the trait of honesty was not practiced. Talk about how being .

'(1)truthful affects not only themselves but affects others.

9. *iiovide opportunities for the pupils tb-rola
quire them to adjust eo disapp6intilieiii, such as o

,.,
a piece of their clothing, deftial 133i- e

,......:-.--..:--

quest, -and rejection by'peers. - --,,,,,

-,
., .,- -- - (1)

-- .

, -____ , .

. .
.

10. Discuss the proper attitudes pupils should have toward disappointents. (1)
...

1 y- situations WhIch re='___

tearing

teacher of kpermission re-,,-

11, .Talk'a^bout the fadt that it is sometimes necessary to change plans. ay
\ 7

. ,..

4 12. Allow the chtldten eo tell s he responsibilities that they have ...

at home. GDis4udt the reponsibiaities of a son or daughter to his
.

.- - , .
. . 2_ '..-

.,,.. parents.
r -

. ''' . . .. . _ _ ,,,
1 . A .. --, ,L"--.......4,_..:

0 r o

,13, Give-ehepupils'opportunittes to elect class officers and other class,
_

' -duties.

1

f

or.-

.0



14. ProVide opportunities for the pupils to work in'groups or in ,committees
to learn that sometimes the thinking and cooperative efforts of several
pupils are more effective than the work of-one person. 'Stress that
each member of the group must carry out his responsibilities if a-task
is to be successful. Plan a classroom party as one way to have pupils
share responsibilities andrewards.

15: Discuss ,t Tie meaning of being a leader and a follower. Talk about the
responsibility of each role. Talk about they reasons leadership is
'given to different boys and girls at different times.

16. Demonstrate ways to give and to receive helpful criticism.

(1)

(I)

17. Have the children talk about their fears. Point dut that everyone is
afraid sometimes. Stress that boys and girls; need to be afraid of or
cautious about certain things. Ask the chiliren to make a list of
fears that are common to Many people. Discuss ways' to overcome fears. (1)

18. Allow children, to tell about situations at home and at school-that up-
,set them Have the class offer suggestions of ways to handle the various
situat ns. Stress the importanCe of talking about persbnal problems:,

- and fears with_ an adult. (1)

19. Talk about some of the feelings all people have, such as happiness,
jealousy, anger, sadness, embarrassment. Havethe children list sit-
uations which may give rise to these feelings. Stress that it is
noimal to have.feelings,but that they must be controlled. Show
pictures which express emotions And discuss possible reasons for the
expressed emotions. Have the pupils list things they can do,to "cool
off" when angry. (1)

20. Talk' about the need for control over actions, such as crying easily,
being a bully, temper tantrums, and fighting. Discuss why. .a perso/
is sometimes called a crybaby,or a'bully. Talk about ways to help
someone who is like that. ,

21. Encourage the-children to play a form
.. emotion for the class members to Cues

,

22. Ask the pupils to writestories about
or being_bossy.

,
Kist acceptable ways

(1)

,

of charades and to pantomime'. an

(1,)s.-

being angry, _losing their temper,
of handling angry feelings. (1)

23. Have the pUpils dramatize situations. tfilt-illostrate fairness in playing
games. Use sportsmanship pictures,from magazines-and newspapers to
help motivate and develop a discussion. , ; (1) --.7

, .,

.

24. Pr, ideohild lur,en with the opportunity to create and ilstrate stories.
ab 't being good' sports. . . (4-

.
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25. Talk abollisharincbaterials, supplies,tgois, toys:arid equipment with
others. Provide classroom situations in which pupils praciice taking
turns and sharing. Discuss letting other boys and girls enter into a
game once it has started. (1)

,

26. Talk about the importance of cooperating with people in authOrity, such
as parents, 'teachers, crossing guards, policemen, recreation leaders, ,

and school saZL :ztrol. Discuss how cooperation helps people live
happily with others. ,

'

(1)

, 1 .
,

k27. Talk about being a good citizen. Explain to the class 'the meaning of

respect and obedience. 4
,(1)

23., Show Iiie,elass pictures of people in authority. Ask the pupils to
writp,a chart,stOry,poidling out their responsibilities to these
'people: (1)

;2S. Talk about school rules. liave the pupils 1-,tst rules to follow in order

to be.a good school citizen. (1)
'44

30. DiScuss proper behavior for boys and girls when guests come into the
classroom or when visiting their home. , (1)

31. Point,out to_the-pupils, the concep'ethat since all people make,mistakes,
'they should be willing" to admil-when they are wrong afid.to profit from

their errors. . ' , 1 (1)

32. \Pave the class talkabout qua,litie0 Which are impdrtant in building,
self respect. Talk about fairness, .truthfulness, trustworthiness,' be-

ing a good loser,, being-a-todast,winneT:, coqperation, dependability,
loya4ty, and generosity. ,(1)"

...... .
, ,

, .
.

33.' Ask the pupils to wri e a -paragraph about, a problem that' troubles them.*
,

Discuss why it is wi td seek help when people can not solve a problem
,

_ Make a list at people with whom they could talk over a problem:',
. /

t .
,,CO,

. , , ,

34. Talicabou: the ways children show respect fbr' the feelings 'of ,other '' f

boys'and girls., Eulain'how teasing andihame'calling.could retukt , , '

in hurt feelings and the loss of fraen4s. ,
. (1) .

..,
'4

35. Discuss the differences between tattling and reprting sf..tuationst,6f,
.

.-' :'" ilipoytance. gave the pupilS bake a list of, SitUatians'thatay'eed
. 1.

I to' be' repor tedi.- : 195 -:. '" : n.);!,
.1: !

1

, ...
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6.. Lead the pupt s in a discussion of, '.he value of being able to appreciate

a jo.k. themselves., Talk about the acceptable days, to,enjoy stories
. and happeninc-s that are-funny.: ., . (1)

.' :

37. Dramatize situations that will help' to devel-o, positive =attitudes topard
- .,

oneself and others. 2:xamples: "(1).

Ho'7 to help a new boy or girl adjust

How to" take turns

How td make and keep friends
:Tosi to 'se t t le arauments

:iOw:',.to be a good 'sport,

He; mistakes can help us at: times
Viin I like to do,

,Thinks that maRe Ine/ happy'

Thintt that make me sad
'Thi:ngs that make, other/happy

tp school

r

f.

Ask:it-lie pupils to place in writing good ',.things that they have seen

cl ssmates do during the day. Read the good deeds t6 the class at the

' 'nd -of the school '"day.

3") '-'1.eac the chi.;:c12.'e...`n poems reldting to factors necessary for a healthy ..
. ,

personal;ty. : . I' , (1)
,

i. Smile .

I

A smile is 'a little wedge

;That often keeps. .3's 4ftom t1;ie edge

QE gebting sad, or feeling blue--;
I love to see smile,' don't you?

., 7

Speech in the Elementary- School

iappy

',lien ,-re ,work and play together,
'nti, and friendl-y way--

Taki.shg Curns and.p'haring ythings

,t Then we'll have a happy

f I love- e, sound df kindly- Words--

Jo;*

l)

Joyt is like a mapj.c

I lift i,E'to the s'f,

And ail, the more pefer up,

The fuller. jo:// h ve

-
'Speeh in

Words

e _lementary Schoo).

7'

\ I , ry to mate ..them sing,

6pe,.I never send, one out

To 13e a hurtful thing.
And

1 4

.Speech'in he Elementary School Speech it the Elementary School

S;ur.pr i

A,,surprise for mo4her, ,
,

I'll dake 'it today.

. I know already
the I:fordei she'll say; '

,i7ith a 'happy sound

, Her voice still 'sing,

"Oh, thank you dear;
It's a beautiful , thing," , 19b

% 1 0

Unknown
-1.0b

A

'Politress

0.

Rear is, like. doors, 1'tll49per with eas

7o very, very, keys,
And don't; forget that _tub,* Of these

Are PTI-ank you" Sir," ahtt "if you

.Please."

Speech in the Elementary School'

.,r

*,4



ti

I

t

,

kid .

. % .

,,

. ,.

Thcloll,,f !..:yin
1

4,,

pi.ison: Somehow, not' only for Christmas'
,

. But'all :the long year through, 4

-The joy that-you give, to others

Is the joy that comes Pack to you. .

And the inpre you spend in blessing
The.156or and lonely and sad; ,

fhelnoreof your heart's possessing
.Returns to make you glad. ', .

John Greeoleaf Uhittier,

GroWth

Unison:, Fully, gladlY, do

Tna each passin

c,

4

he' task ,

day may ask;

Do it with your strength and might'

D9 It'quickly:.do.it fight:
DO it so'when coming days
-Bring fresh tasks in larier%ways
Strength of purpbe,'haart, and brawn
With greater skill will oarry'On.' -

Recipe fo.Happiness

If you want to be happy
Then start right away''

Doing one'kindness
Fbr someone each lay.

Scatter, some,tunstAine, I

F9rget, about self

'And pu-t all worries

Away on A shelf.

If you waft tio,b4 happy .

Just begin'to be Tlad,
. "Keep-thinking,of others

And tefuseto be sad:,
And don't wait .'til -tomorrow"-

Bu't start right away

Jus irig one kindness
iirco

-omeone each day.

40. , Read
4
per

'Speech in the Elementary School
.

Mabel WiltarY

.
Level Head'

,

It takes a'level headto wine,
ik level hand, ajevei eye,
,-But sometimes, even whed'you try
'61.e level best, things go. awry.

'You'drop-theballevou miss your
ilip,,acog and queer the game.

Then comes'the'est. 'Don't -make:
,excuse

Doty' t crumple;.-stand up,in your

shoe's. ..

Repember, in a certain aense,
t rakes-a,level headc. loge!

-Speech in the Elementary
$

achobl-

7/

\

amato the childye relating
onality. Example

toifactots,necesaary 'for a healthy

You Tell On Yourself

1

-,'you 'tell
.
what you arZ.by theafilenda you. seek,

,t
By,the very manner in,whichyOu speak,, ,

By the way yOu eM.54y your leal
.

ure time, .,'

By the pse*you make ,of do-Oar-and dime.'

You ,tell whatyou are'bylrthe'thingsYpu,wea
By the spirit lil which your bridens:bear,,. ,

..X the kind'o4chingsat *hiWYOU:laugh,

,.v197 / . , , i
.

./''

. vO

.

191.. ,,,,____ _..,
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By the recordt you 'plAy on the phbnograph. ,

You tell what .you are by the waY, you walk,
By the thing's -in which you delight to talk,
By the ,manner which you bear defeat,

" By so simple a.,thing as haw you eat,
By the books you choose, from the TATell shelf ;
In these ways and more, you tell on yourself,

'.So there's reallrno particle of sense
In any effort at false pretenS'e.

i

Myself

lot:
Speech

I have to live with
I want to be, fit fort

=&pnt to 'be, able, -as e (
Always to took myself eye;

I don't want to *scand silth the setting sun,
And hate' myself for th'es things I've, done.

in the

I don't want to keep on a closet shelf
t of secrets about myself,

And 'fool myse , e_and go,
Intd-thinking* that nobody else, will know
The kfnd'f boy (or girl) , I really' am;
I donlptwant'to dress up myseelt in Islam.

I,.want to go our with mr head erect,
r. wan to deserve all bays' (or. girls') respect :

`,Mit here, in the struggle for fame' and wealth .

t want to be able ,,to like myself.
I 4on't went to look at myself and know
That 1'6 bluster and bluff and empty show.

.

I never, can hide mo,elf, frora me;'
I see what others may never see,;.-

.a ,know what others may never 'know;. ,Inver can fool myitelf, and so,
. What ever ,happeni---,'I vent rto be

Seif-respecitiig and .conspiehtec-iree..,,,,..t

-.1_Speech i the Elemerftar School.

Elementary School

'

./

For Very, Young Philosphers Only.

Begin the day with cleanliness.
Keep your bathroOm immaculate.'

'Before leaving. your room in the
morning, put all discarded
clothing into a dresser, or 'a
closet,.

Dress, yourielf neatly; other'
people canAudge us only by
what they see, until they
know 'us, well; and -their
jUdgments will effect our
progriss and our happiness.

Enter into the life of the
Lamily and the community. witb
good ;cheer ;, inake little Pf
your trouble's, much of your
good foriune.

.

Do not speak while another is.
speaking. Discuss, do not
cjispute: Absprb end ack=
nowledge whatever truth you
*can Lind in- opinions, differ- ,
,ent ;from your own: =

Be cour tediis and considerate to
especially to those, who

. oppose yOut '

Reautee to a miniinum your: Tread-
hearing; and watching

of material intended for
inuatiire" minds:: The, mind is
fOrme'd by -what. it. takes in.
Dohtt be a. wastebasket.

Do -some stuaying every da
old while learn

A _



J

Combine external modesty,,witfi

internal 'pride. Your .

modesty ;4.11 make-it easier

for thine around 'Ou to
47

ternal pride will stir 'you
tear with ou;..your in-3'

to shun meanness and sloth.

4

You will find in the Golden Rule
the simplest and surest
secret pf happiness.

.

Will Durant
.

41. Have he children list acceptable things to ho when alone. (2)

42.4 Encourage children to talk about their favorite toys and how they play
with them. '(2)

43. Allow the-class to talk but intetesting things they. Ao for fun on a
weekend. Have the class talk about the ways families can have fun

7togetler. (2)

.

. 44. Ask the childrdt how they spend tSeir recreationgl time with the family
. at home and outside the home. Have the children tell about celebrations

and parties enjoyed by the family. ',' (2)
. .

Ns.
,

.

45. Teach the children game that can be played ,gt home. Examples: (2)

h

S

a. Checkers'

b. Hangman
c. Tic -tac -toe \ tillt\.
d. aide andeek
e. Kick the can
f. 'Bingo 41461C-4° 0
g: nonopoly . . ... . s -- - - .
h. Scrabble
i. L

I I M N - 1
Chess - M

. . ' I

46.- Make a 8-harewhich ;ail% help the children know some of the quiet
4b

activities in which they may.engage after completing their assigned '
work. ,

O. As the class to suggest a list of gcceptable indoor and outdoor games.
Discuss and demonstrate how'group, games are played. (21

48. Teach the chgAten how to take careof the record player.-' (2)

49. Teach the boys and girls contemporary danCes, folk, abd square dnees. (2)

50, xn--041-eire wails to role-play two .children arguing about-which:program-I
to watch on teii'Vtsion. ,(2) .

r

e.
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....

1. Have the children report on ways to earn money to pay for recreational
. activities. , (2)

. .

-

52. e childfen to list the places in the community wjlere they may spend
their leisure time in meaningful activity, such as the zoo, park, museum.
school playground, and libjary.

*
(2)

.....-

53. Discuss the meaning of the word hobby. (2)
.

N s
.

a. Ask children to talk about their hobby. Allow them to show the class .

aod tell about their particular hob*.
Have the children list-hobbies that help to develop healthy bodies
or minds. ,
Ask children to explore a new hobby, by introducing hobbies, such

.*
.

stamp collecting, rock and shall co\lecting, records, and
p6nants: . ,\ t .

d. Plan a hobby show in which p%Ipils-may vork on as hobby with their

parents. Arrange for an exhibit to be hetd at school. Kaye the

-11
boys and girls write,.and send invitations to the school family and

theii parents.

;4
.

c

54. Read stories to the class aboutopeople. who.have had misfortunes and how
they avetecame their'difficultres. Examples: , (3)

a, 'Helen .Keller
.. 'c f

b. Glen Cunningheth v., i4.
c. ,Franklin D. Roosevelt

1'. ,.

d: Wilma Rudolph.' ,
, ..-

55. Discuss with the class common handicaps:such as wearing glasses, bracels,

and ocher corrective aids. Point out to.the boys aridarls how accepting
the L'orrective lidsreduces some of the problems associated with a
handicap. Talk about the valueof glesses, braces, and so forth. Talk .

about being considerate of those who wear corrective aids. * (3)-

56. Have the children loOtc*at pictures-of people and.to notice the affect
teeth have on their appearance.) Discuss,how decayed, missing, and dirty

teeth affect appearane.. .
*

(4)
.. .

57. Tal bout the imgortance of an attractive smite. Arrange a bulletin--.:-
.

'board display showing boys and girls with appealing smiles: Ask the.'

pupils ,to write a television com
.

ercial oh the importance of in
_

at,tractive smile. . .
''' , *(4).

r., c.

58. Demonstrate for the pupils how the teeth help
.

to produce certain sounds
such4as the f, v, and th.. Provide'oppoilunilties:forpwils_to_ptactice
saying cords which begin with .these sounds. -ffilowthe children to talk
about speech difficulties they expetlen ed when they lost their first-

-, (4).

... I ,-.
;--- 7' . .,.; --:-

-v... -, :
. . ...

'59. Talk about the importance of beirq,_gro t for sCh001, appointments, ,. ' ' .

completing asisignments, and performipg d ties.
...

(5)

!
t I .

ft z- oo ...
,

4 ---'
3.-
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50. --ole to illustrate proper manpere in the cafeteria, playing in the-
yaid, oda school bus, and elfin" at a restaurant. , (5)

51. .teach. the pupils hbw to set a table. Show the pupils how to arran,se

center piece, table decoration's, and arrangemknt of foo'd. Dramatize _a r.
family meal. 'Use play toys to show the proper'place settihz for a
family meal. :::ample: '

t.

5)'

a. Lt the table:
Sa

^r

1) Sit up nice and,sfraight.
2) veep our elbows of the table.

3) Put your nap-;:in in'ydur lap.

1-.) ;,'se your knife to cut yOur,fooa:
5) .Use !our fork to pie: up your food.;.
4: Say Meese" and "Thank you.."'
7) Cher: your food with your mouth close4.
9) :;ever try to talk ,ith your mouth full.

b. :.t the e,nd of a meal:

1) ?ut your silverware on your plate.
2) Put your napkin beside yput plate.

3) Ask to beexcused if y ©u wish to leave the table.

:lave the pupils plan a meal to be ser'ed to theirparents. -Allow them to
set ;.gyp the tables with the proper arrangements. (5)

63. Develoiyith the children a skit orplay shbwing gooa table manners. Ask
,

the children to shot.; how to use a naPkin'and,Serve fond. (5)

. -

. ZUrk with the shildren'a bulletin nlboard display calle4,"Our Manners.Tree." t5)

The maniers tree bullecin board L6 useful when teaching basic courtesies.
It' is deitelopee gradually by addth a new apple each time S new courtesy., -

is taught. 201
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i

i Our :canners Tr-de'

.__

i
,65: Have the children develop a chart in which proper mannerp are ill- 0

ustratedby pictures. .
(5)

N

66. Provide pupils with the opportunity to serve as host or-hostesslor

PTA and Community Advisory Council :eeetinss, clad and other school

4
funCtions. ,

(5)

,

.

2.02
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67. Teach pupils how to make introductions. Examples: (5)

a. If you have a new friend whd doesn't know anyone, say, "I would

like you to meet my friend," and say your friend's name.

b. Instruct the Childrento introduce the girtto the boy.
/ - -

6.. Discuss proper' behavior and conduct when a fziend is visitin.

Examples: (5)

a. Greet each of the suests with a "How do you do and :lease come in."

b. Show them where to pU their'hats and coats.
De sure to serve your friends pit i food and drink before you have

any yourself.
d. Help all your, friends to jOin in ths fun:,

e. Ask your friends what games ,they would like to play.,

- f. Thank your friends for com . --

g. A boy should help a girl; obi ith her coat,

h. Hold the door open for a irl or a grown-up:'

i. Let a girl or grown-U0 g' first.
,..

69. Talk about behavior and proper conduct when visiting a friend. ExaMPle:(5)

a. Say "How do you do?" to your friend and,to his parents.

b. Say "Hello" to anyone else who is preSent.
c. -Be cheerful and 'friendly.

.d. Don "t touch things or play with things until you ask if you may.

e. Say "Please" if/ you want something. \-'

f. Say 4/hank you" if,-you- aregiven-something.--
g. When you leave, tell your friend and youi friend's mother that you had

a nice time..

h. Say "Good-bye" and "Thank you."

70.. Provide opportunities for the pupils to practice social skills using the

"telephone. Example: .(5)

a. When telephoning a friend's house say; '/his is Joshua; May I speak,

with Fidel?"
b. When you answer the telephone in your house, say, "Hello. This is

Irma."
c. Put =the telephone.down gently if you have to call your mother or father

to the phone.
d. If your parents are not at home, say, "May I take a message?" Listen

carefully to the messange, write it down, and tell your parents about

the message when they return hdme.

71. Demonstrate and have the childIen practice good personal grooming habits.

Example: (5)

a. Have the children use the classroom mirror to check their appearance

in the morning.

b. Stress the importance of using deodoranti. Talk aboUt body odors.

c. Allow the girls to talk about and demonstrate the proper use of

Cosmetics.

-d. Teach pupils how to ,use the nail file, emery board,.and nail polish?.

.
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72. Talk about clothing neelby most people. Mal(ea list of the various
articles of clothin4. Have the pupils use the words as weekly spelling
words. .

---;

Examples: _(§)

73. Develop and discuss with the class a list of ways to -care for clothing.

a. Change to play clothes/sfier school::
b. Hang upclothing.

/i.
c,--Plercedirtrt-TEEfie-S 'n a hamper.
d. Charr:e underwear nd socks daily.
e, 'Zeep shoes shined,

f. remove stains.

g.. Brush clothing to be worn.
h. use an apron to profect clothing.,
i. Iron clothing.

Label clothes.
k. Clean and wash clothing,
1. Sort and fold clothing.
m. Store clothing. *

n. Repair.clothing when teats and
holes are small.

74. Provide opportunities for pupils to make
posters to illustrate ways to keep
clothing clean. Talk about ho'i boys and girls feel when wearing clean
clothing. (6)

75. Discuss services'in the community*which'he.lp to keep clothing clean, such
as dry -cleaners -lauridromats, _and. laundries. , (6)

76. Demonstrate and practice the proper procedures for brushing, hanging,
washing, and ironing of clothing. (6.)

. Demonstrate the procedures for washing socks. Talk about the reasons
for washing daily the clothing woin next to the body. Discuss the
importance,of wearing clean underclothing. (6)

78. Allow the children to construct a shoe shine kit. Let he children shines
their shoes. Talk about the importance of polished Shoes,and keeping
laces, ties. (6)

79. Discuss'the fitting of shoes by a stor c e k in the local shoe store or
in the department of a large store. alk about the importance of
proper fitting shoes. (6)

80. Talk about why good othes should not be worn during play and the
types of clothing to be worn for\certain kinds of weather. (6)

\

a. Allow children to use paper dolls to show appropriate clOthing for
school.

. . , -

b. Conduct a fashion show wearing clothing for various occasions
c.. Give the pupils an opportunity t,omake a scrapbook of clothin A,

suitable for various occasions.

204 \
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1i 4Ve. the- pupils Make- puppets ,to-.show neat clothing and unattractive31.
-clothing. -- (6) ,

82: Prov- i-de..opp9ttunities:fo- r pupils to dramatize buying of clothing in a
department Store.- .; --

;Talk about ihe, different kinds' of iniffOriliS such as
nurse*a, community-' helpers; :policemen, and `fi,remen,. -

(6) (7

(6) 4

34, nistuss how, individuals ditfer,physiealfy,. Halio the pupils nialces:a chart
or sraPh ,sticking the di,fferince iri.weightsor heights of various

a. -Have chiLdr_en. observeAhe, haights 'of Clate'Croembers -vitiose ages are tie
e.,san - -:.,

DisCuss individual growth- patterns.'
.7_

c. Talk about a
or tall.

d. Show char is
and dirks.

than. -

Ild list the- advantages and..disadyantagif-s"b"-eing stiort
-',

,
. .---........ ... '.... .

illustrating the,..differen-des in the-growth rate's 'of boys
Point but th at tages ten to twelve. girl's tend to be
'boys, but that boys. catch Up rtater..' .

.-- .. :
.

85. Talk '4bckut the.,,,seneresl physical chaKes which:are asiated with
.

icroWin'-upt.',.. -, - 4%se , 1, . e .;

'',es " s. e s
s. .

,.,. I '.' . .. .

AL. .. Conduct., a sflision about the meaning, of "growini;sup."...
Ss. Stress the fac`-'.that . it is important to accept changes in z,roWing up

as being natural and norm

-

.
86. Provide opportunities for the pupils to role

different places. Examples':

a. At the movies
b. At a sporting event
c. On the beach
d. On a bus

87. Have the boys and girls discuss activities
that they did not, enjoy previously.

205
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t

83. Talk'about the opportunities forboYt and girls to enjoy parties, games,
. "-

and field trips together. (7)

39. Provide opportunities for wholesome boy-girl relationships, through
introductions, rhythms, games, group work,-and role playing. , (7)

: Discuss with the class what is meant by.having worthwhile 'personal
goals. (8)

N

, 91. Have the class make a chart listing important values. Examples: (8)

a. Good 'attitude

b. Proper habit
c. Careful planning
d. Self-control

-e. Honesty
f. Courage

g. Accepting responsibility.
h. Truthfulness

92. Ask the pupils to write a story about malting the most of their life.(8)

93. Have the pupi.ls write a story or talk abodt their personal goals. Let
them list the steps that maybe necessary to achieve their goal: (8).

.

94. Discdss changes in activities from the sixth grade to-junior high school,(
. . . n. . .

a. Discuss'feelings about going to junior'high -school.
bb Havethe pupils plana self check list to ascertain their readiness

for junior high school. Example:

1), I take 'care of my'own-ciothing. ---:,---- - -,.
2) I go to bed and get up without reminders.-

.
: 35 I eat proper foods. '

.
- 4) ''t am dependable:

i 5) I keep myself clean. ..'

65 I am usually prompt.
7) I am courteous and, helpful to others..

o 8). I know how and. when to stddy.
..

.

,- , .

.

c. Ask the pUpilth to prepare a liqt of questions, they may wish-to ask
,

the'Sunior high counselor when he visits-the classroom.

95. Provide children with tke opportunities to talk abOut the term;'
"responsibility." - , I (9)

a.' Talk.about the taking care.of school and personal property.
b. .Discuss carrying through an activity to,eompletion.

' c. Ask the pupils to evaluatetheir work Bch day.
d. Talk about the importance of,putting away materials used in playa

work.

e. Consider reasonable responsitilities they'would_be expepta, to assume
at school and at home.

t
.206 .
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96. -Read a story to the
Stop before, the end

ending.

197. Help pupils to meet with confidence

junior high school.

\
A

class about a boy or girl with a character problem.
of the story and ask the.children to suggest an

new

a. Inform the boyp and girls about the

role playing.

b. Listen to experiences
c. Invite speakers to *he

others.

class.

(9)

situations, such as going to

'(9)

situation ahead of time through

98, Talk about and dcyelop stand'ards for study.

st.vd". ')ramatie the correct ways to study.
0

7

207
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REVIEW

What Have You Learned?

1. Write True for each sentence that is true. Write False for each sentence

that 'is false.

a. There have to be rules so that people can /lire and work

together. ,

/ b. Learning how to,make decisions is an important partof_
gr6Wing up.

P When you show kindness and consideration toward others,
you are beincourteous.'

d. If you. have a problem that makes you unhappy forget it.

e. ,Try to make a new pupil feel at home.,-

f. Evetyone is afraid sometimes.

g. Boys and girls should'never admit when they make a mistake.

2. Put a circle around the correct answer'.

a. ,If we, receive a poor, mark in arithmetic, we should

4) becoMe'very angry with the teacher

try to improve

3) give up "

b. If a T4ind said he didn't like our manners we should

`r 1) tell him he is wrong
'2) think about what he said and see if he is right

3) be angry-and talk to him ag in.

We should choose leaders who are

'1) K poot 'sports

2) 'shots -offs

3) depefidable

d. As team members We should

A

1) 'snake everyone play:our way
,2) cooperate faith the leader
3) get angry

208
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If we make a mistake, we should

1) feel soory for ourselves
2) become angry
3) think about the right thing to do

f. At times everyone-feels angry. We like those who

g

1) lose their temper-

2), hold their temper

3) cry

When a person uses self-control, he

qa

1) does not get angry when the team loses

2) does not have much fun

3) is no liked b, his classmates

h. Boyt and gi is respect themselves, when they

1) put things over on other people
2) . treat other'peopie with respect
3) be little other people

i. Jane came in'to'lunch after playing and sat down at the table.
Before pitting down she should have

i

1) started eating
2) played with the dog
3) washed her hands

During the family mealtime

1) everyone should share in pleasant conversation

-2) boys and should keep quiet

1) quarrels shouldbe discussed

209
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3. Color the correct picture.

a. Color the picture that shows the best way to play.

taldli
MA,... i

SI f
0 0,

d

i! it 1 1

Colo the picture that shows the best way to take care of your
clothes.

i

ittalp

Mille/ I \

l

'

,--

A.d ., 'Id

.
, &

c. Color the picture that shows the best tiling to do when we feel
tired and cross.

Vo
.0.7

----r,

\
, z

000%0

.114,

4. Demonstrate the proper way to set the table for dinner.

5. Demonatrate proper table manners while eating dinner.

210
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6. Introduce your friend to the teacher.

7 List 3 ting you do to care for your clothing.

Llst 5 thinRi you need to'do Abc ready to go to junior high school.

al

A

4 7-
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SECTION VIII:

DEVELOPING AN AWARENESS
OF HEALTH AS IT AFFECTS
THE HOME, THE SCHOOL,
AND THE COMMUNITY

r

THE HOME

THE SCHOOL

THE COMMUNITY

COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES

MEDICINES, DRUGS, ALCOHOL, TOBACCO

213
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THE HOME

Learning Objectives

1. Keep the home neat and clean.

2. Share responsibilities.

Suggested Learning Activities

1. Have pupils talk about some of the things they do to keep the home (1)(2)
neat and clean. Examples:

a.

b.

c.

Keep belongings in place.
Keep yard, walls, and garage clean and orderly.
Maintain sanitary conditions.

1) Disposal of rubbish and garbage
2) Care of pets

2. Discuss how to take care of the various

a. Show pupils how to use the broom,
the mop. _

b. Talk about the things to do after

rooms in.the house.

dusting tloth, and

using the bathroom. Examples.

1) Put the soap in it'proper place.
2) Hang up the towel.
3) *Clean the shower or tub.
4) Clean the sink.
5) Flush the toilet.

3. Allow the pupils to list ways they can help their parents.

a. Have the pupils talk about some of the things parents
do for them.
Talk about the thing's the family dots together.

Talk about ways children can
help to make the hose a happy,
healthy place in which to live.

b.

c.

215
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1. Cut lawn
2. Rake leaves

3. Baby -sit

4. Run errands

5. Wash windows

(1)(2)
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4. Have the pupils plan a schedule of duties and responsibilies for (1)(?).

v- themselves and their brothers and sisters in the home. Example:

4 dtake
4

out

trash
Dry

dishes

Set

table

On call

for errands
Feed

dog

Monday Bob Marta Jane Bob Jane

Tuesday Martha Jane Bob Martha Bob

Wednesday Jane' Bob Martha Jane Martha

Thursday .Bob. Martha Jane , sob Jane

Friday

-.

Martha. Jane Bob- Martha Bob

Saturday Jane Bob Martha
_.

Jane Martha

5. Provide opportunities for pupils to discuss and describe ways they M(2)
help to keep the outside of the he looking neat and clean. Examples:

/
a. Put lids on garbage cans.

:b. Place rubbish in containers.

c. Weep 40alks. ,

d. Rake the yard. '

e,. Pick tip litter.

1) Discuss haw neat and.cleau, yards, walks, and driveways
help to improve the apprearance of the community.
Have the pupils draw a picture of themselves doing an

outside task.

3) Give the pupils an opportunity to plan and carry out an
Anti-Litter Campaign

'biscuss the care 'of pets., List the needs of pets and the ways to care (1)(2)

for them.

a. Read to the class stories about pets.

b. Discuss the reasons why the community controls conditions
under which pets are maintained in the home, such as leashes,
rabies shots, and licenses.

7. Ask the pupils to show how they have matured in,accgriting more (1) (2)-

responsibility. Allow them to list their home responsibilities
at various age levels.

208
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'REVIEW

What Have You earned?

i. List three thins you do ne keep your home neat and clean.

at

2 List two things you do to keep the outside of your home neat and clean.

2.)9.

217.
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THE SCHOOL

:Learning Objectives

t. Understand the need for maintaining a clean school.

2. Share in the responsibilities of keeping the school neat and orderly.

Suggested Learning Activities

1 Help the pupils organize a room sanitation squad to inspect room': (1)(2)

cleanlines.

a. Have the pupils develop a check list and a time schedule
for classroom Glewliness inspection:

b. Allow the children to make a pencil and crayon box for

their desks.

c. Let the children bring in a cigar box to store other
,*loose materials. -

d. Allow the pupils to elect certain responsibilities in
order to help rSaintain-an attractive classroom.

2. Take the pupils on a walkvaround the school yard.

a. Have them list the places-that need to be cleaner.

b. Have them locate and count the receptacles for rubbish

or trash.

c. Allow the boys and girls to point out the danger spots on

the school yard.

d. Develop staaelards for keeping the playground neat and clean.

e. Talk about the, reasons Why the school should be treated as

-carefully as the home.

3. Provide pupils with the opportunity to plan and makea bulletin board .(1)(2)

`display otr school cleanliness.

4. Encourage the children to make bdOklets on,the topic of maintaining (1)(2)

(1) (2) .

a clean school.

5. Have the children practice the proper disposal of food scraps and (1)(2)

placement of used utensils in the cafeteria.

6: Provide opportunities for the pupils to make posters to beautify the (1)(2)

cafeteria.

7. Help the pupils plan a school program emphasizing the importance of (1)(2)

school cleanliness. -

218
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8. Arrange to have the school custodian talk to the pupils on how they (1)(2)

can help to keep the school clean and orderly.

k...

9. Allow the pupils to plan a Clean Up Day. Form a committee and carry (1)(2).

out plans to improve the appearance of the school and school grounds.

7

ts'
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REVIEW

What Have You Learned?

1. Below are some sentences. Place a T after the sentences that are true.
Place an F after the sentences that are not true.

a. In the classroom the teacher should tell the boys and girls.
that the floor is dirty.

b. If there is no hanger for'my coat, I should put the coat on
the floor.

c. The sink should be washed by the custodian and not by the
boys and girls.

d. The classroom should 8'e neat and orderly.
.e. I usually leave my lunch scraps on the tray.

' 2. List two things you do to keep the schoOlyard'neat and orderly.
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THE COMMUNITY

Learning Objectives

1. Help to keep streets, alleys, and sideWalks clean.

2. Understand the importance, of sanitation agencies.

3 Help to keep public and private propetty clean and attractive.

Suggested Learning Activities

'1. Have pupils write and list the things that they can do to keep the (1)(3)

community clean, neat, and attractive.

a. Take thepupils'on a walk to observe the sanitary conditions

in the school neighborhood._
b. Have the pupils talk about the ways they may cooperate.with

trash and garbage collection. ,

c. Discuss the need for the Anti-Litter Laws. ,

.

d. 'Provide opiortunitiei for the pupils to conduce a litterbug

poster contest.
"e. Talk about the.responsibilities of pupils o keep public places

---u,lean and neat, sucj as parks, campgrownds, and picnic areas.

_f. Teach the class to recognize and read signs, such as

g.

2. Talk

1) Keep Offthe Grass
2) Private Driveway

3) Public Property

Have the pupils make litter bags for use in cars.

about the ways the community safeguards public health. (2)

a. ProvidesAlospftal and medical facilities

b. Inspection of food stores and restaurants

c. Inspection of food sources
de Maintains beaches and playgrounds
e. Maintains a safe water supply
f. Controls rodents, fleas, and flies

Maintains a.city sanitation department

1) 'Garbage and'rubbish disposal
2) Street sweepers

'h. Prevents disease spreading
Beautifies city

221
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3. Discuss, the people who help to protect health in the community. (2)

a. Provide opportunities for the pupils to
and, posters about community health help

b. Have the pupils write_stories about the
health workers.

N2 i4

222 ,
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REVIEW

What Have You Learned?

Circle the letter of the Correct answer; Litter should be:

a. thrown in the street
b. put in a litter can
c. thrown out the window of the car

2. There are laws for inspecting all eating places to make sure these places:

a. are clean
b. make money
c. close ea` .ly

3. All restaurants are inspected by the:

a. fire department

b. police department

cf.' health department

c

215
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COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES

Learning Objectives

1. Become familiar with community health services.

2. Know about other community health services.

Suggested Learning Activities

1. Talk about the importance of hospitals, clinics, and nurses in providing (1)
services for the citizens of the community. Emphasize the importance
of knowing who the'family doctor is and his telephone number.

2. Prepare a display of pamphlets and books relating to doctors and nurses. (1)
Have, the boys and girls discuss their importance in the community.,

3. Have the pupils tell about a visit or stay in the hospital.' (1)

4. Teach the pupils the names of the neighborhood hospital and clinics. (1)

5. Allow the children to role-play a telephone conversation with a nurse (1)

giving enough information about an ill member of the family.

6. Talk about career opportunities and requirements in the health field (1)

7. Discuss the functions of other community services, such as

S,

a. Animal shelteri
b. Inspections

c. Sanitation workers

A. Immunization programs

e. United Way

(2)

8. Talk about the difference between voluntary and tax supported health (2)

age6cies. Discuss how the agencies work togetTer for people's health.

a. Have the children make a list of-volunteer health'agencips that
they,and their parents'have helped, such as the March of Dimes,

Heart Rind, Cancer Society.
b. Give pupils the opportunity to prepare a short talk on the

importance of giving to the United Way.

9. Talk about the need for pupils to understand and Cooperate in.community (2)
and school immuniation piograms.

10. Discuss regulations for public eating placei. Talk about standards (2)

boys and girls use in selecting a place to eat.
A

11. Have children make a map of locations of community health services.

'2'24
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REVIEW

What Have /bu Leatndd?

Write the name of your doctor and his telephone number.

Write the name of the hospital which, is closest to your home.

3. Write two sentences about the,importance of giving money or volunteer,

help to the United Way.

3
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MEDICINES, DRUGS, ALCOHOL, TOBACCO

Learnin Ob'e ives

1. Understand the value of drug., medicines, and household chemicals.

2. Learn about.caut;,ons with regard to the use of medicines, drugs,
alcohol,'and tobacco.

3. Be aware of drug labeling and control laws.

4. Know the dangei.s of drug use.

5. Be aware that alcoholic beverages affect human behavior.

6. Know the risks involved in the use of tobacco.

Suggested Learning Activities

1. Have the pupils match the pictures and the words. Allow the pupils to )(2)

tell a story about safe living.
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2. ,Ask the pupils to give examples of food and nonfood substances commonly (1)(2)

found in and around the home. Assoist pupils in identifying those A

which ray be harmful, such as household cleaners, detergents, insec-

tici!des, volatile chemicals, and medicines.

3. Discuss the values of different 'foods from the four food groups in (1)(2)

providing for the body's nutrition needs. Emphasize that some plants
are classified as foods and may be eaten. Talk about plants that are
harMful, such as.the poison hemlock, sumac, castor bean plants, loco

oleander plants, pyracantha, and jimson weed. Explain that some
'Pam Its have proven to be sources of medicines and drugs.

As< the pupils to list some common medicines or drugs which are found (1)(2)

in the .home. Discuss the uses of the common medicines or drugs. Ask
pupils to tell stories that point out haw a drug or medicine was help-
fu..

5. Discuss special circumstances in which medicines and drugs are of (1)(2)

value -to man, such as prevention of disease, relieving pain, and
assisting with surgery.

'6. Emphasize that drugs and medicines have specific uses and that dif- (1)(2)

ferent drugs and medicines- act on different parts of the body.

a. Some drugs are used to relieve pain.
b. Some may be helpful in reducing a fever.

c. Some can make the heart beat faster.

d. Some can produce sleep. .
//'

7. Asklthe pupils to relate incidents in which drugs may be helpful or (1)(2)

harmful. Point out thataspirtn is the-leading cause of poisoning (3)

among small children. Cite examples of some drugs and their proper

uses.

ti

8. Talk about the dangers of experimenting with any substance that has not (1)(2)
been prescribed splcifically for th4use by, the family doctor.

9. Show to the pupils filmstrips concerning drugs, "Drugs and You" and (1) (2)

"Drugs, Helpful -and Harmful." (4)

10. Discuss the information a person should have before taking any (1)(2)

medicine. E)Zamples:

a. Frequency of doses
b. Best time to take the medicine
c. Amount to be taken . -

d. Report to MD effects of the medicine

1I, Emphasize that all drugs can be dangerous and should be used only as (1)(2)(3)

directed and only when given by a parent, a doctor, a dentist, or a (4)

nurse.
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-12, Discuss why it is not a'wise practice for boys or girls to take a (1)(2)(4)

drug or medicine without parent's giving it to him- or to accept any

medicine, pi,l, cigarette, or any other rink mown substance offered

by either a friend or stranger. What should persons do when somebody

offers an_urlknown tutstance?

13. Ask pupils to suggest.reasoas why all old medicines should be discarded (1)(2)(4)

.when they are no longer needed. Talk about ways of discarding old

medicines safely.

Invite the school nurse to talk about-the safe use of drugs and
led:dines.

'5. Ask pupils to write slogans oa drug safety. Have the pupils illus-
trate their slogans by drawing posters.

:6. Allow the pupils to dramatize stories concerning the proper handling (1)(2)(4)

of medicines, drugs, and other dangerous substances which are found
in and around the home.

Discuss the --leaning of the "skull and crossbones" symbol on the labels (2)

of many containers. Compile a list of symbols and words that appear
on the labels of household products to indicate that the contents are
poisonous. Display a variety of bottles that contain drugs obtained

at a drugstore. Teach pupils words found on medicine containers, such
as Keep Out of Reach of Children.

18. Have pupils develop pr2Fedures for the safe use and storage of potentially (2)
dangerous substances, including hOusehold cleansers and sprays as well

as. drugs and medicines. Discuss reasons why these substancei should be 47

kept out of the reach of small children. . .

19. Have the pupils play the game"Cleaning out the Kitchen Cupboard." The (2)

pupils will match words and pictures and then tell whether the articles

go on the low shelf or on the high shelf.

fEre
Cleaning Out the Kitciien Cupboard - A Game

Match Words and4Pictures

Mother said, "I must clean out the kitchen

cupboard. I will put cans and bottles which

are, safe high up where baby cannot reach

them. I will leave safe things in the cupboard

so that I can reach them 1.Aien I need them."

Mother locked in the cupboard.; These are the

things sha found there. *Can you show where

cam, r Mother ya-the kitchen things? On the high

shelf or on the low shelf?

two_x.a.n.t_of cleanser

on box of dtrent
228
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20. provide opportunities. for the pupils to write stories,about poison (1.)(2)

prevention: Write' 'a list of wordi on the board and 'explain to.thp
class their mea4dg as related to poison prevention, ;Have the
children complete a story using all nine words in,the list selected
by them, The children may read their stories to the class. Example:,

;

CLUES.

Each-of fhese lists contains 9 words which you know4
well.' They are dlues 4o a story about an 'ACcidept.

f.

Na

-\_that.armast-happens.; Can you be a story detecti've
.,'\ ,. .. .

.

., end .discover frOm thest words clues to what happened
,. ,

4 0 ,
0

.
.. , e Tell.' the', story using all; of the wordi in the list:°

. ,
..

grandMdther yabY, :>------ ..gather , jirl '.

visit .. '7,' -silk' , sholVe---,i__: "kitellen

pocketbook , ,' doctor i floor, _

open c . '..medicine ', dirty, floor

aspirit) ' °mother . ,' moth4r . cupboard
."baby '' phone . cleanser- Aye

chew brother baby .'

.

taste
,

poison reach open. cry

telephone

C

taste 114 -sick e save
,/

a

,-

,

_ .,.. ,

4,

(If writingakills, are,44 sufficient for thta'ac-
'.

trvi.ty,thildren may take urns tTyilyg.to t41.1 a
:'

/stortsilig all, cifithe'Words.-. Such a stooty fray be.°

n.

-dictated .indwitttenon the hoard by the teacher )
,

I A ,5

c2.1. Have the pupilsfilist5 mayls,in Which they can..set ft good example to

yoUnger boys- and girls in#"heIti topreve:nt poisontng acdidents.:-

Younger;ctildre'n may d.tctate'to the te.$ wilo may list OeM on the'
... bolaci0Oard Use the Dist as part of A reading 4cavity.,:txami4e:

e
i .

' , :InebteginLiing theip thoughts -in otdeCto cattry-ott
, -

'

.
this assignment, .children Might ponsi'derameaswhere

(

, e

poisoning may occur; am the kitchiint the bathroom or

3

(i)
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J the yard. They might wish to organize their thoughts

around activities, such as playing, eating, cleaning

ind gardening. Such a list may be.taken home to

parents for their information; distributed to other L

, classrooms after a talk on poison Prevention; sub-

mitted for publication in the school paper, or

developed into a poster and placed on bulletin board ,

in a corridor used by all children in the school.
,

22. Point out that, for safety purposes, federal drug laws place drugs into (3)

two main groups.

a. 'Prescription drugs--Those drugs which are considered
- unsafe-for use except under the supervision of a medical

doctor or dentist. Such drugs must be orderedor pre-
scribed by a licensed' medical doctor or dentist especially"
for the person whose name appears on the label of the con-

tainer. The drugs must be prepared by a licensed pharma-

cist on the basis of the doctor'.s specificatiOns. They

cannot be purchased without a written order from a doctor.
The label of every prescription drug contains the follow-

ing information:

The name of the pharmacy that prepared the drug
The directions for .taking the-drug
The name of the person for whom the drug is
intended
The name of the doctor or dentist who wrote the
;prescription
The amount or dose to be taken

b. Nonprescrip on drugs - -Those drugs which are considered
safe for uSe most'adults if takenatcording to the
directions that pear on the;label of the container.
They may be purch sed without a written'order from a.
doctor or dentist

23. Arrange a bUlletin board display showiA.,newspaper and magazine articles (4)'.
concerning drug abuse.

24. Point out that the terta"drug abuse" refers to situations in which drugs (4)
are used improperly to escape' reality, or to change the way a person
normally feels or behaves.: 'Usually the drugs are illegally obtained.
Point out that drugs can change; the structure or function of the body -
rind /or change moods and behavior. Different drugs act on different
parts of the body.
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25. Guide children. through a discussion to leayn that some drugs, called (4)

narcotics, are harmluluhen used without a doctor's prescription be-
cause they affect the nervous system of the biain which controls
thinking and acting and are habit forming.

26. Read to the class newspaper.and magazine articles about drug abuse. (4) .

Allow the children to ask questions about the articles.

27.'- Have pupils list the steps they can take to protect themselves, - (4)

family, and community from the dangers of drug abuse. Examples:

a. Medicines should be kept in a safe place and out of
the retch of small children.

b. All medicines should be discarded when they-ire no
longer needed.

c. Prescri.ption medicines should be used, only by the-
.Persaefor whom they are intended.

d. All medicines, including over-the-counter drugs, can
be dangerous and should be used only as directed.

e. T4o or more 'medicines should never he taken at the
same time unless directed by a physician.

f , Never accept Medicines, pills, cigarettes, or any other
suspicious substance offered either by a friend or a

v stranger.

28. Have the pulAis find out and list some of the training rules of athletes.(4)(5)
List reasons why pupils would be wise never to start smoking or drink- (6)

ing alcoholic beverages.

29. Discuss and deolonstrate the uses of alcohol. Examples: (5)

a. Fuel-burns in alcohol lamps
b. Solvent-remo es shellac from brushes
c. Cleansing age -cleanses skin before vaccinations

and immunizations
d. Disinfectant-sterlilizet instruments

30. Allow children to discuss the harmful effects of drinking alcoholic (5)

beverages. Examples:

a. Weakens resistance to disease
b. ,Retards recovery from serious' illness
c. Interferes with good nutrition
'd. Causes harm to brain, stomach, liver, heart, and kidneys
e. Affects person's judgment, vision, hearing, and coordination

31.. Discuss the possible effects of smoking at an early age. Help the boYs (5)(6)

and girls tb understand the reasons for laws preventing the sale of
alcoholic beverages and tobacco to children.

223.u
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32: Discuss with the pupils facts related to use of tobacco. (6)

a. Tobacco interferes with cell growth.

b., Tobacco may make people nervous and disagreeable.

.c. Tobacco interferes with attention and learning.'

d. Tobacco may take away a person's appetite.

e. tobacco affects coughs and shortness of breath.

a
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2. here are'7 sentences about poison prevention. Some ofthem are true
and some are false. '4In the box beside any sentence which is true,..

write "Yes". In the box beside arty sentence which is false, write

1. We should al4itys ask a grown -up before we taste

anything we findl.n a can or bottle-that is new

to us.

2. If a. bottle, can, or box has a poison label on.,

it, we should let it alone.

Ifthere is no poison label on a bottle, it is

safe for us to taste what is inside.

4. Some pills taste like candy. Does'this mean

that they are candy and safe to eat?

5. Cans of food and cans of cleaner should be kept

in different places for safety.

6. We should stay out of the way when a grown-up

is using a spray.

7. It is wise to leave cans of lye, bleach, spray,

or cleaner alone.

3. Circle the sentences that are true.

a. Some drugs are used to relieve pain.
b. Boys and girls should accept pills from a stranger.
c, You should take medicine only when given by an adult.
d. All medicines should be discarded when they are on longer needed.'
e. All medicines can be dangerous and should be used only as directed.
f. Drinking a lot of alcholic beverages can cause damage to your brain.

Bc Boys and girls should begin to smoke when they are 14 years old.

,.?
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION SKILLS
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POINT OF VIEW
PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Special methods of'insfruction in physical education are needed to aggist

educable mentally retarded children to obqin maximum physical devefooment.

Although educable mentally retarded boys and girls exhibit lower ability in

academic and social areas than other children, they deviate legs when it

comes to motor, ability. An assessment of-individual abilities and neAdo io

of utmost importance in planning a Physical education program for retArded

children. -hese boys and girls vary in their physical development. 'omP

children need a program which stresses motor and coordination exercise
and skills, other EMR chil, need to strengthen.their,dexterity and

genatal body usage, eye-ha 'ation, and muscle coordination.

Emotional health and better 'adjustment will be aided through:the de-

velopment of an organized ph al education program. Careful organization

on the part of the teacher is needed. Retarded children need to have An

understanding of the activity, some basic skills, and the desire to want to

enjoy the activity. Successful participation by the children 'is dependent

upon simple rules and directions.

Developing and maintaining a healthy body is of primary importance to ed-

ucable mentally retarded boys and girls. Healthy children have- abetter

opportunity to make friends and to succeed in the world around them.
President Eisenhower said, "Our young people must be physically as well as

mentally and gpirituilly prepared for American citizenship."

EMR children also need the opportunity for successful participation in group

'Play and grbup act.ivities. They are able to acquire sufficient skills to..

increase their physical fitness, improve, their, body mechanics, and to. help

their social development, and to, improve their self control.

p
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SECTION I:

DEVELOPING CREATIVE BODY
MOVEMENTS THROUGH MIMETICS

239

INTERPRETING SUBJECTS

INTERPRETING ACTIVITIES

INTERPRETING STORIES



INTERPRETING SUBJECTS

Learning Objective

Imitate animals, insects, characters, and nature:

Suggested Learning Activities

1. 'Talk about the body movements of animals and insects. Allow the children

to interpret the body movements to music, such as the running of'a deer,

the swaying of an elephants trunk, the jumping of frogs, and the crawlr

ing of spiders.

2. Ask the pupils to walk like a giraffe, alligator, baby chick, or duck.

3. Ask the pupils to imitate animals that move with jumps, animals that

gajlop, and animals that crawl, such as a caterpillar.

4. Have the pupils imitate a kitten settling down to sleep or i4A4ng up.

5. Ask the pupils to move like 4 caged lion.

6. Ask the pupils to show how a clown at a circus makes people laugh.

7. Motivate the children to move like a river, wave, cloud, lightning, or

feather in a breeze.
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r\
-1 REVIEW

What Have YQU Learned?

4

I

1. Who would like to imitate an elephant walking in a parade'

2. Will someone imitate an animal and the remainder of the class guess what
animal it is?

i
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INTERPRETING ACTIVITIES

Learning Objective

Imitate athletes, people working, helping at home, and mechanical activ ies.
JAA

Suggested Learning Activities

1. Have the pupils imitate a baseball player swinging a bat, a football player
running for a touchdown, a basketball player driving in for a basket, and a
hockey player rushing over the blue line toward a goal.

2. Aak the pupils to imitate people at work, such as a plpmber, a carpenter, a
`teacher, a doctor, a bus driver, and a pilot.

3. Provide opportunities for the children to play the game Builders. The object
of the game is to design a' house, using only straight lines, each pupil
drawing only one line: On signal, the first player"of each row runs to the
front of the room, draws one line, puts the chalk on the rack, runs b ck to
his seat. After he is seated, the second player o'ais/to the board; nd so 1
forth, until all children have had a turn. Th row with the best ouse is
declared the winner.

. J

4. 'Ask the pupils to imitate their pitents working at hoMe, such 4 cleaning the
house or mowing the lawn. Have the pupils perform their home,responsibilities
and allow the class to guess what is being done.

5. Provide opportunities for children to imitate mechanical activities. Allow
them.to:

a. Show how a rocket moves as it blasts off.
b. Sway like a windshield, wiper.

c. Zoom through space like a jet.
d. Make shapes and designs with their body.
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REVIEW_

.What Have You Learned?

I. You want to be a baseball player. Show the class how you would bats pitch,

catch; and run?

2. You are all grown up and working as a truck driver. Can you show the cla0

how you would load and'unload a box of lemons?

.3.'Show the class how ydll would make your bed, wash'the dishes, and mow the

lawn.

.241
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INTERPRETING STORIES

Learning Ojectives

1. Enact story sequence with all related activities.

2. Enact stories developed around a theme.

Suggested Learning Activities'

"Read a story to the children that they know. such as "Jack and the
Beanstalk." Allow children to:

a. Discuss the characters in the story.
b. Take parts of the characters,
c. Act out the story with spontaneous conversation.

2. Have children prepare a class story and then act out the story in
proper sequence. (1)

3. Read the descriptive story "The Forest" to the class and have them do a
drathatic interpretation-of the story. (I)

,'the Forest

Once upon a time there was a forest. Oh, but before there was a forest,
there was a-large field an&in it were many seeds, These seeds grew
and grew and grew until they'became tall strong trees. (Pause for seeds

to grow and become trees.) It was a' very nice forest and many animals made
it their home. There were rabbits that hopped and played beneath-the shady
brandhes. (Pause for rabbits.) _There were ,deer that nibbled at the
leaves and leaped aver the rocks. (Pause for deer.) Of course there were
birds that flew th and out among the leaves. (Pause for birds.) One day
eight woodsmen came into the forest with Their; saws, axes, and ropes.

Oause for the woodsmen.) They looked at the big forest and began to
chop down the trees. (Pause for the work to begin.) It was'hard work as
the trees were strong and it took a long ti before they came crashing
to the earth.. When this happened, the rabbits and the deer and the birds
left.the forest to look for` other homes. (Pause for animals to leave'the
forest.) Then the woodsmen hauled the trees away to become lumlser to be
used in the homes of boys and girls.- (Pause for logs to-roll out.) With
the trees gone; all that was left was the field. But-not quite all:
What do you think was left in the field? Seeds! (Pause so%everyone can
come back td'be seeds.) Sb the story starts all over again.

'4. Alloy children to enact stories developed around various themes, such'as-
picnic at the Beach, A Space Trip, Circus. Day, Our Vacation, my Favorite
Animal, My Favorite TV Star) A Holiday Picnic, A Ride on a Cloud. .(1)(2A

245
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REVIEW

What Have You Leai,ned.Z

q. Tell the class a story about what you did last night. Act out all the
activities that go along with the story.

2. Make-believe that you are on a Space Trip. Tell the class about your
trip. Ask a classmate to act/out the story.

.233
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SECTION

GAINING AN UNDERSTANDING OF
THE BODY'S PARTS AND SURFACES

DISCOVERING-AND OBSERVING SELF

BALANCE
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DISCOVERING AND OBSERVING SELF

, r

Learning Objectives

1. Recognize and identify body parts and surfaces.

2. Understand the body and its position in space.

3. Understand the bay and its image and position in space.

Suggested Learning Activities

1. Teach children to recognize and identify their body parts and Outfaces.
Give them opportunities to: (1)

a. Recognize Own hands and feet.
b. Recognize own hand, eyes, nose, ears, shoulders, and other parts of

the body.

c. Touch and name the parts and surfaces of the body, such as the head,
neck, trunk, arms, legs, top, bottom, front, side, outside and so on..

d. Move their head, elbows, back in as many ways as possible.
e. Touch body parts to other body parts.
f. TbdOti body parts to body surfaces.
g. Move the 'body as a whole by twisting, turning, swaying, and bending.
h. Move body part's together and separately.

2. Have children move their head 4 beats, then their arms 4- beat', legs 4

beats, and all of their body 4 beats. -Then begin all over. (1'

3.. Encourage children to name the parts and surfaces to which someone else
points. s (IN

4. Ask the pupils to complete sentences which tell about the us-,ge of the
various parts of the body. Examples: (1)
_

1 see with my
I walk with my
I eat with my

-. I run with my
I kick with my

5. Use flannel board figures and have the children identify the-body parts
and surfaces. (1N

5. Have children develop an understandiIg of the body and its-position in
space. AlloW 'them to: _ (2.N.

a. Touch parts of the body on the left and right side._
b. Move parts of the body on the left and right side.
-c. Name parts, of the body on the left and right side.
d. Move the whole body by rolling on the side to the left and to the right

and by_ rocking on the seat' forward and backward.
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e. 'Move the left or right arm and leg separately andior.toeether across

the fio9t.part 9f the body.
'f. "Bend Ehe top part 6f-the body to touah.lthe.,bottom part, of the. body.

g. Roll head over -heels forward and backward.

h. Touch 'right hands with.a partner.

i. Point to the partner's 'right.side.

j. Standbehknd a partner.
k. Hold a partner's left hand with their tight hand.

7. Instruct the 'children t move a body part and to name the part and the
side where the part is cated. (2)

3. Have the boy; and.girla touch the right shoulder with the left hand,
cross right leg over the ldft:touch the left ear With the righl't

hand, touch the right leg with the left hand, the right foot with the
left elbow, and so forth. (?)

9. Have children gain an understanding of the body and its imaee and DO-

sition in space. Allow them to: .

r3,

a. Name and locate the body parts and surfaces on a person, doll,

picture, and flannelboard figures.
b. Name and locate.body parts and surfaces while stationary.
c. Name and locate body parts while-moving.
d. Draw a picture of a person and later, a picture of- himself.

10. Ask the children to stand and bend, sit and stretch, lie and lift, and
hang on the bar. Ask them where their body parts are in relation to the
ground and other objects around them. (3'

11. Allow the pupils to move in various directions (forward, backward' with

speeds (fast, slow.) (3)

12. Help child/en gain an understanding of body image and position in 2Pace in
relation to fixed objects. Allow them to: .

13\

Name the location of the body in relAiion to objects.
b. Name the location of an object in relation to the body.

c. Name the direction in which an object is moving.
d. Name the body parts and surfaces of other people.

1) Indicate other Peoile's body' parts. and their' left and right aidf.
2) Describe position of 'other people"and their body part.e.

13. Instruct children to locate objects and people by telling where they are in
relation to themselves. .

. ,

-14. .Help children gain an understanding of the body and its iqpge and Po-
sition in space by giving them directions to follow. Examplea.

a. Wall: to the right.

b. Move bae;:aard.

c. Go co the door and back. 233
d. to something small.
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e. Find a taller ,person than you.

f. Hold you hands over your partner's head,.

outside a circld:
h. Plact-yont 51.41.t toward 11e,thai.TA

Touch your partner's left ear with your left han4d.

Place :he ball by yolir feet.

.Place the chair to the teacher's right side.

15. Have children perform to poems involving the use of body parts.

Examples:

My Hands Upon My Head

My hancis upon my head I place,

Upon my shoulders, upon my face.'
At my waisc and iv my sdide.

And now oehind me they w:11 hide.
I za_se my hands away up high,
And let my fingers, swiftly
I clap my hands, one, two, three,
And see how quiet they can be.

Unknown

The Stretching Game

Link your thumbs;
Raise your arms
Straight up and, past your ears.

Stretch and pull;
Pull and stretch;
Try to touch the sky.
Pull and, stretch;

Stretch and pull;,

Pull--,pull--,pull:
DIrop your arms, now sigh.

Frances C. Hunte
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Very Loose

Make fists of your hands
Pull them tight:

Tighter--tightertighter:!
Now let go:
Very loose:

Curl up your toes
Inside your shoes,

Tighter--tighter--tighter!!
Now let go!
Very loose!

. Tighten all your body--
.Feet! Hands!
All your body--

Tighter--tighter--tighter!!
Now let go!
Very loose!

Geotgia Cooper



REVIEW

What Have You Learned?

sic' 4,
Do the following: .

1. Touch your head.

2. Touch your knee.

3. Touch the front of your body.

.4. ',kw AL,

4. Touch the side of your arm:

5. Touch your left leg.

6. Touch your right arm.

7. Place your left side nearest to your chair.

8. Put your right foot on your chair.

9. Point to your partner's right side.

10. Stand behind your partner.

11. Touch your partner's left hand with your left hand.

12. Touch your right foot with your elbow.

11b

13. Touch the wall with your back.

'14. Place your front toward the chair.

15. Place the ball by your right foot.

16. Place your chair to your partner's left side.

17. Move

18. Move

19.. -.Move

forward.

backward.

very slow.

20. Move fast.
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BALANCE .

(,Static and Dynamic)

Learning Objectives

. iilance in sitting: kfieeling, and'itailding positions.

2. Balance while moving in a straight lice and in a curving line.

Balance usinea balance

,4. Balance using a balance board.

Suggested Learning Activities

1. *Assist children to improve their balancing ability 'in sitting, kneeling,

:and standing pOtitions: Alrow them to '

a: Remain relatively immobile in a seated balance position for in-
creasingly longer periods of tine.

b. Balance while plying on the side.

c. Perform hand and knee balance with:

1) Pout points touching the ground.

2) Three points, lifting eitherone hand or one foot from the mat

or ground.

'



3) Two points,'lifting xight arm and left leg in the air

'6$4141.111111101.

4) Two points, lifting hant and leg from the same Side:-.
40 1'

d. tice upright kneeling.

J

e. Perform same knee-foot balance, using two points.

f. Perform knee, only balance using two points.
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g. Stand on one foot with eyes open for ten seconds, Iirst on right foot
and then on left foot.

alanrevtth one foot directly'ehind the other.

is Hop'on one foot in a circle 12 inches in diameter for 16 counts, first
on right foot and then on the left foot.

. Stan4 on one foot, rasping, the other ,foot behind the back pith the

opposite hand. Try to touch-the bent knee to .the floor ismer-vim-4, ,,0

to a standing position without losing balance. No, other part of the.

body should touch the floor or ground. The free arm should be used
-for balance.

2. Teach children to balance while moving in a straight line or in a curving
line. Egamples:

4 a. Tape lines Owthe floor and ask children to walk on them with right
foot first acid then left foot.

b. Walk while holding arms extended.

c. Walk and balance a book on the head.
d. Skip on the lines;-run on the lines.

(2).

3. Allow the children to construct a balance beam.. Directions: (3)

a. The beam can be made of a standard 2 inch by 4 inch board. The beam
should be at least 8 feet in length. The supports for the beau' will

require two. or three 18 inch lengths of 2 x 4.

401P
b. The surfaces should be very well sanded and all edges slightly be-

vealed to prevent slivering. A mood sealer or floor varnish can be

applied.

c. The diagrams will ,explain the details of construction.

9'

-------1,711
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4. Motivate the children touse the balance beam. Exampled:

a. Line up and walk thebeam one at a time.
b. Walk slowly across the beam touching heel against toe.
c. Go across the beam backward while eouching heel against toe.
d. Walk across the beam sideways.
e. Walk across the baam, turn without stopping off, and walk back

sideways.

Ald.2c. a -Liu Akin jlt
Walk to the middle, stop, ce-, and then &o on. ,

g. Count theiseeps need64 t0& go icrosathe beam.
h. Walk forward, stop at the'center, kneel on one knee, rise,aild con-.

tinue to .the end.

i. Walk forward.carrying a ball in each outstretched hand.
j. Balance a beanbag on the head, shoulder, or feet and go across.
k. Balance a beanbag while hopping,- skipping, or running.
1. Walk the -beam to drum bedts and music.

m. Walk, forward over obstacles on the beam.
n. Walk forward and catch or toss balls to a partner.
a. Walk under obstacles on the beam.

p. Walk backward over obstacles.

q. W. lk sideways over obstacles.
r. *Walk across the beam on hands and feet_.-

(3)

5. Involme,the children in the use of dtalance board. Examples:

a-. Balance using two feet.

b.' Balance a booon the head.
-c. Balance on the board using-a ball in each hand.
d. Touch shoulders, knees, toes, hand, and hips

while balancing.
e. Touch left knee with right hand while balancing.
f. Jump up and keep balance.

g. Jump rope while balancing.
-h. Stand tall and go down low.
i. Pick up a ball while balancing:

j. Bounce and catch a ball.
k. Stand on the toes.
1. Turn on the'board.

(4)

6. Have the pupils practice walking on an inclined balance board holding an
(4)article in each hand.
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REVIEW

What Have'You Learned?

1. Sit in a balanced position fot 10 seconds.

2. Perform a,hand and knee balance with 3'points touching the mat.

3. Kneel on just your James.

4. Hop on' your left foot .0 the circle for 10 counts.

5. Go to the balance beam and follow these directions:'

a. Line up and walk the beam. i

.b. Walk slowly across 'touching heel against toe.

',c. Walk to the middle, stop, bounce, and then go on.
d. Balance a beanbag on the head and go across the beam.

e. -Walk over the obstacles on the beam.

u. Go to the balance board and follow these directions:

a. valance using two feet.
b.7Balance a book on your head.
c./ Jump up and keep your balance.

oy. Bounce and hatch a ba/1.

Z57
3.
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SECTION III:

DEVELOPING THE ABILITY TO MOVE
FROM PLACE TO PLACE
IN A VARIETY OF WAYS

r

15').

__-1,----

LOCOMOTOR SKILLS

OBJECTS AND EQUIPMENT

AXIAL SKILLS

JUMP ROPES

APPARATUS SKILLS

STUNT SKILLS

/



LOCOMOTOR SKILLS

'Learning Objectives

1. ExploKe ways of moving.

2. Combine moving in place with moving from place to place.

Suggested Learning Activities

1. Give pupils the opportunity to explore ways of moving.

a. Have pupils creep, crawl, and roll. Allow them to:

1) Creep and crawl with 'cross - patterned movements.

2) Crawl with handprints.

3) Knee crawl.
4) Move with different speeds.
5) Move aver, under, in, around,

and through objects.
6) Roll on their backs, front, left

side, and right side.

40 7) Roll to theends of the mat. .

b. Have pupils walk. Allow them to walk:

1) At different Weeds.
2) With stiff knees.
3) In place, forward, backward, sideward.

4) To the left, right.
5) Over, under, in, around, and through. objects.
6) In a line, circle, square, rectangle, triangle.

7) With a partner using different speeds'.
a) With a partner using the same feet at the same time.
9) And draw a pattern of the word, "walk."
10) A pattern drawn on a large piece of paper.
11) At a'rapid rate, swinging arum vigorously.
12) Forward, making each step as long as possible.

13) And make themselves as small as poisible.
i4) And make themselves is tall as possible.
15) With knees bent slightly, grasping ankles.
16) As if the heel of one foot and the toes of the other are sore.
17) And imitate movements of animals from pictures shown to them.
18) And do something else with the body while walking.

c. Give pupils the opportunity to play games which-involve walking. Examples:

1)).1ave the children seated. A leader stands in front Ithe.room and

gives 6ammands, such as "Change to the front," "Change to the rear,"

.
"Change &) the side," &lenge to the back." The children follow the

commends. Sosie players will be forced to the rear or the side walls

2-1

(1)
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or the front of the room when certain commands are fotloyed. They
should walk as fast as they can to the vacant seats at the fear,
front, or opposite side of the room,,

2) Draw arcle of rectangles.on the floor outside the desks: The

size of each rectangle and the distance between them will be de-

pendent upon the size of the classroom. If the-clatt-Isize is large,

. dilide the group into several sections and have one section at..a time
participate. On signal ( if 'music is available, use it) the children
walk around in a circle, through the rectangles. When the stopping
signal (whistle, clapping, or when music stops) is giVen, any pupil
who is stopping on a "Magic Carpet" is oUt of the same. Continue

until only one player, the winner, remains. The children must walk

through the rectangles and may not jump over them.'

d. Have pupils run. nAllow tnem to run:

1) Lifting knees high.

2) In large and small circles without bumping anyone. .

3) In to the left and then to the right.
. 4) Taking five steps and, then walking.

5) And do something with the body while running.
6) With differentsizes'of steps.
7) Over, under, in, around, and through objects.

8)In one place and over increasingly longer distances.
9) With light steps and thedheavy steps.

10) pri the pattern of the word, "Run."
11) With a partner.
12) With 3 or 4 other children,.

e.. Have pupils hop. Allowthem to hop:

.1) Fast and then slowly.

2)In the same place.
3) Forward, backward, sideways.
4) High, low.
5) In a large and small circle.
6) And twist at the same time.
7) And do-something else with the body while hopping.
8) In the pattern of a triangle,circle, and square.
9) With a partner.
10) With 3 or 4 other children.
11) Over a line or rope.

12) Forward (backward, sideward) over a succession of lines.
13) Over a height.

f. Have pupils jump. Allow them to jump:.

1) In place..

2) Fast, slow,,

3) .forward, backward, sidways over a line.
4) forward in succession over several lines. .

Nob
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5) From varying heights, with proper landing.

6) Forward and sideways over a height.
7) Backward over a heisht.
8) After first.walkinand
9) With feet together.
I0) For distance.

11) And turn.

12) In a circle without bumping anyone.
13) With a rope.

14) With a partner.

N 15)-With 3 or 4 other children.
16) And bounce a ball.
17) In and out of circles drawn on the floor.

running.

g Have pupils gallop. Allow them to gallop:,

l) Forward and backward.
-2) At different speeds.
3) High and low.
4) Lightly and heavily.
5) Around objects.
6) Using various arm movements:
7) In place

8) With a partner. .

9) With 3 or 4 bther children.
10,) With*le.ft foot leading and then right foot le&ding.

Have pupijs skip. Allow the to Skip:h.

1) In large and small circles without bumping.%
25 Fast, slow.

3) With small or large steps.
4) High, low.

5)Bac.kward, forward, iidewaid.
6) While clasping hands.
7) Evenly and 4wing arms,freely.

8) With'a partner.
9} With 3 or 4 other,children.
10) The pattern of the word,."Skip."
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1. Have pupils leap. Allow them to leap:

1) In different ways.

2) In large or small circles.

3) To the right and to the left.
4) Over and around objects.

5) Over a partner.,
'6) With 3 or 4 other children.'
7) And turn at the same time.
8) And hold arms out like airplane wings.

Have pupils slide. Allow them to slide:

1) In different ways.

2) In large or small areas.
3) To the right and to the left.
4) Forward, backward, sideward.

5) -At various speeds.

6) With a partner.
7) With 3 or 4 other children.
8rAndhend at the waist.
.9)*And do something else with the body.

2. Provide pupils, with the opportunity to combine moving in place with
moving from placeto place. Allow the pupils to: (2}

a. Jump in Air and land With the knees bent.
b. Run, jump, and land.
c. Jump over a line or a rope and land.
d. Jump, land, and jump again.
e. Jump, turn, and land.,

.f.. Jump and land with a partner.
g. Pivot and change directions on command.
h. Pivot in a circle oright foot or left foot.
i. Walk, stop, and pivot.
J. Run, stop, and pivot and runto the starting point.
k. Face a partner and pivot away from him.

. 1. Bounce a ball, stop, pivot, and throw.
. m. Run in a line and change direCtions.
n. Run around obstacles.
o. Stand, and dodge a ball being thrown.
p. Run and avoid being tagged.
c. Dodge several balls being thrown-a
r. Dribble a ball and try and dodge a partner who is trying-to get the ball.
s. Run, skip, gallop and so forth a certain distance and stop.
t., Move and stop on signal.

d. Move and stop in an area. ,

v. Move and stop on a line,
w. Move and stop with a partner.
x. Move a certainnumber of stepi'and stop for a certain count and then

continue to move o

y. Move in a group and all stop at once.
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REVIEW

What Have You Learned?

1. Walk in the room, around the chair, and under the flag.

2. Run inside the circle.

3. Hop on the lines of the square.

4. Jump over the lines.

5. Gallop around the lunch benches.

6. Skip while clapping hands.

.Leap over your partner.

E. Slide sidewards to your partner.

9. Jump, turn, and land.

10. Walk, stop, and pivot.

11. Dodge the ball being thrown at you by your partner.

.12. Walk toward the line and stop when the whistle blows.
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OBJECTS AND EQUIPMENT

Learning Objectives

1. Manipulate small objects and equipment.

2. Control the use of a hall.

Suggested Learning Activities

1. Help the pupils develop the ability to manipulate small
meat.

a. Have pupils throw and catch beanbags.

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

Toss and catch
Toss and catch
Toss a beanbag
Toss a beanbag
the beanbag.

Toss a beanbag
distance of 5
Toss, a beanbag

Back away fro!

edta and equip -

(1)

,..

Allow them to;

a beanbag with both hands.
a beanbag with the right (left) hand.
underhand to a partner.
into the air, clap hands in front and back, and catch

into the center opening of a teanbag board from a

feet.

to a partner.
a partner and continue throwing and catching the

beanbag.
8) Balante the beanbag on the head and walk, run, jump, skip, or hop.
9) Balance a beanbag on the head, put both hands behind the back, tip

the head backward, and catch the beanbag as it falls.
10) Hold the beanbag between knees and hop.

b. Teach pupils games.using beanbags. (Refer to Guide No. 472) Exauiples:

1) Chase the Animals-
2) Catch Basket
3) Circle Spot
4) Beanbag Passing Race
5) Four Corner Tag
6) Beanbag Tag
7-) Grab Bag Race

8) Fetch and Carry Relay
9) Center Tag'
10) Beanbag Hop
11) Ishigetigoko
12) Duck on the Rock

c. Have pupils use the parachute. Allow them to:

1) Raise and lower the parachute in standing and kneeling positions.
2) Walk,,runi and jump 'to `tie left and to the right.

Walk. in and out holding th parachute.

Make waves by shaking the parachute up and down.
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5) Lean back and pull hard on the parachute while counting to six. -

6) Stand with the back to the parachute and pull with the AMA.
'7) Place a ball on the parachute and make it go off the opposite side./
8) Raise rte parachute to waist level using the underhand grip.

Place one foot forward and one foot bark, pull chute 'hard and /

hold for six seconds.

d. Have' pupils twirl, spin, roll, and jump over the hula hoop./A116w

them to:

1) Lay the hoop on the ground and jump in and out.
2) Lay the hoop on the ground and jump with one foot in and one

foot out.
3) Hold the hoop upright and climb through.
4) Roll the hoop and keep it from falling over. .

5) Roll the hoop in a straight line, large, or small circle.
.")) Roll the hoop and run alongside.

7) Swing the hoop as'a jump rope and jump it as it turns around.
6) Twirl the hoop around the wrist, arm, neck, waist, and ankle.
9) Twirl hoop around two parts of the body at, once.

10) Spin hoop on its vertical axis and run around it.
11) Jump over a hoop using it, like a rope.

12) Roll a hoop to a *artner while he rolls one back.
13) Throw the hoop high in the air and catch it before it lands.
14) Throw a hoop back and forth to a paitner.
15) Jump into a hoop held Joy a partner.

d. Have pupils use deck tennis rings, tires, and wands (batons.) Allow them

to:

1) Throw a ring up in the air and catch it with two hands.
2),Throw a ring uppigh, turn, and catch it.

3) Clap the hands before catching the ring.

45' Run with the ring on the head.

5) Throw the rings ta a partner. .
6) Catch the rings with the left or right hand.

7) Run around a tire.
8) Keep one foot in the middle and move around the tire.
9) Put both feet in the middle of the tire and jump across.
10) Jump, touch both sides of the tire, tten jump off.

11) Jump on and then bounce off.

0
12) Run quickly among all the tires without touching them.
13) Run through the tires placing a foot in the middle of each one.

14) Hop through the tires with the right (left) foot.
15) Hold the wand with both hands and step over it.
T6) Step'back through the wand.
17) Hold the wand with both hands, move it over the head and behind the

back, and then step over it.
18) Balance the wand on one hand and walk.

19) Drop the wa let-it bounce, then catch it whileit is still in the

air.,

20) Touch-parts o e4ody with the wand.

2. ,
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2. Teach pupils h to control the use of a ball. (2)

a. Have pupils ro \kl balls and retrieve them. Allow them to:

1) Roll a ball while seated to a partner. .

2) Roll a ball into a box'10 feet away.
3) Roll a ball with two hands underhand.
4) Roll a ball to a wall and catch it as it rolls back.

b. Teach pupils games involving rolling. (Refer to P.E. Guide No. 672)Examples:

1) Hot Potato

.2) Teacher and Class
3) Line Roll Ball
4) Bounce Scotch
5) Cross Over Ball
b) Boxy Ball Relay
7) Tunnel Ball

c. Have pupils bounce and catch balls. Allow them to:

1) Catch a-bAll bounced from a partner.
2) Bounce a bal./ to a partner 5 feet away.
3) Bouncea bail to 2 or more partners.
4) Bounce a ball, turn around, and catch it.
5) Bounce a ball while walking or running.
6) Bounce a ball low (high) to a partner.

d. Teach the children games involving bouncing. Examples:

1) Bounce Catch
2) Teacher and Class
3) Hit the Middle Squares
4) Bounce Ball
5) Bounce Catch Race
6) Bounce Scotch.
7) Cross Over 1311
8) Two Squares
9) Keep the Ball Bouncing

O

'

e. Have pupils throw and catch balls. Allow them to-:
'V

1) Toss or throw the ball away, get it, and bring it back to the
starting position.

2) Throw the ball up, clap hands, and then catch the ball.s.
3) Throw the ball up, let it bounce until, it is very, low, then catch it.
4) Toss a ball with a 2 hand underhand thro rtner.

5) Throw a ball with an underhand toss to a all. Let- he ball bounce
and catch it.

6) Throw a ball tinderhand into a box 6 feet away.

7) Throw a ball with an overhand throw to a4Artner 10 feet away:
8) Throw a ball at the handball wall with an underhand toss and teen

overhand. Lgt the ball bounce and-catch it.
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f. Teach the children games involving throwing and catching balls. Examples:

1) Teacher and Class

2) Catch Basket \

3) Ring Call Ball\
4) Leader Ball

5 Overhead
6) Roll Dodgeball.

7) Fox and Squirrel
8) Cross Over Ball
9) Circle Pass Relay-
10) Run and Toss Relay
11) Throw Ball
12) Exchange Dodgeball.
13) High Over

g. Have pupils kick balls. Allow them to:

1) Kick a stationary ball on the ground to a handball wall anit to a

partner 10 feet away.

2) Kick a ball rolled by a partner.
3) Kick a bouncing ball: to a partner.

4) Kick a ball held in the hands.

5) Catch a kicked ball.

h. Teach the children games involving kicking balls. Examples:

I) One Base
2) Line-up Kick Ball
3) Boot Ball

i. Have pupils strike balls with hands. ,Allow them to:

1) Drop the ball from waist height, and on the rebound, strike it open-
handed with two hands overhand (underhand) to a target.

2) Toss the ball up above the head, and on the descent when 4 is in
front of the face, strike it with two hands oppn-handeCtoward a

target.

3) old the ball, waist -high, in-palmof hand; swing other arm down and

back and strike the ball with open hand.
4) Hold the ball, waist high, in palm of hand; .swing other aril across

the body from one side to the other and strike the Sall with an
open hand ysing,the heal of the hand'and side of thumb to contact

the ball.
5) Toss the ball 'into the air over the head; swing other arm up and

strike ball overhand with open hand using the heel of hand and

side of thumb to contact the ball.
o) Hold ball, waist high, in Palm of.hand; swing other arm across the

body from one side to the other and strike the ball with the fist.

j. Teach the children games involving batting with the hand. Examples:

1) Circle Sock tall

2) Bat and Run
3) Beginning Fist Ball
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f REVIEW

'that Have You Learned?

1. Toss and catch the beanbag with both hands.

2. Toss a beanbag to a partner.

3. Balance a:beanbag on your head.

4. Roll the hoop and keep it from falling over.

5. Twirl the hoop around your waist.

6. Run among the tires without touching them.

7. Roll a ball to a partner.

8. Catch a ball bounced from youryirtner:

9.'-Bounte a ball, turn around, --and catch it.

10. Throw a ball up, clap you hands, and catch elle ball.

11. Throw a ball underhand into a box 6 feet away.

12. Kick a ball rolled by your partner.

13. Catch a kicked ball.

14. Drop the ball and strike it with both hands.

15. Hold the ball'imd'strike it with your hand.
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AXIAL SKILIS

Learning, Objective

Develop skills in a variety of movements.

Suggested Learning Activities

1. Give children the opportunity to perform a variety of movements.

a: Have the children 'bend and stretch. Allow them to:

1) Bend or stretch the body.
2) Bend or stretch many parts of the body while sitting, standing,

kneeling, or lying.
3) Bend or stretch several parts of the body at the sane time.

4) Bend or stretch and make big and small movements.
5) Change from a bending position to a stretching position without

losing balance.
6) Kneel and bend sideways, backward, and forward.
7) Face a partner aria bend or stretch in the same or opposite

direction.

b. Have the pupils push and pull. Allow them to:

1) Push an object away while standing, sitting, kneeling, or lying.
2) Pull an object toward them while standing, sitting, kneeling, or

lying.

3) Push And pull with feet spread apart.
4) Push something with hands, legs, elbow?, arms, and trunk,.

5) Push or pull with feet close together.
'6) Push with right side of body -and pull with the left.

7) Push while moving in a circle,,square, and triangle.
8) Puth,or pull in an upward or downward' direction.

9) Do push -ups.
\

10). Hold a partner's hands and push and pull together.-

c. Have the pupils rise and fall. Allow them to:

1) Raise'their body from a standing, kneeling squatting, and lying

position.'
2) Fall from a standing, kneeling, and squatting position.
3) Raise the body and its parts to different levels while sitting,

kneeling, standing, or lying.

4) Rise fast or slow.
5) Rise and fall with a partner.

d. Have the children swing and sway. Allow them to:

. 1) Swing and'sway parts of the body while standing, sitting, kneeling,

lying.
2-, 1
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2) Swing and sway with feet close together or as far apart as the
shoulders.

3) Swing arms while sitting, standing, kneeling, and lying.
41 Swing and sway at the same time.
5) Swing the arms in a circle, straight line, high, and low.
6) Swing and sway to big and small movements.
7) Swing and sway very slowly or fast while standing. .

8) Bend forward at the waist and swing the arms in front.
9) SWing and sway arms and legs with a partner.

e. Have the children twist, turn, and whirl. Allow them to:

f.

1) Twist parts of the body while standing, sitting, kneeling, and
lying.

f) Turn while standing.

3) Twist and turn at the same time.
4) Turn on one foot.

5) Twist, turn, and whirl in different directions.
6) Twist the body to the right or left.
7) Twist and turn to the right and then left with arms extended.
3) Twist and turn with a partner.

Have the pupils lift and lower. Allow them to:

1) Lift light and heavy objects.

.2) Lift objects fast and slow.

411116 3) Lift an object and raise it overhead.
4) Lift an object with a partner.

2. Provide opportunities for pupils to combine axial movements with
locomotor movements and to show what axial movements are used to
represent, such as

a. Forces of nipuze--ocean, wind, and rain
b. Worker--housewife, fireman, gas station ttendant, fisherman, airport

worker
c. Animals - scows, cats, dogs, ducks, birds, bees, butterflies, seals,

turtles, snails
d. Mechanical--washing machine', sprinkler, tricycle, lawn mower, air-

plane, fork lift,,helicopter,,tractor, pop-up toaster, windshield
wiper

e. Structures--bridge tunnel; lighthouse,.control tower,

2.J G
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REVIEW

What Have You Learned?

1. Bend the body forward.

2. Kneel and bend backward.

3. .Stretch and make albig body movement.

4. Do five push-ups.

5. Pull the,book on your desk while sitting.

ti. Fall from a°kneeling position.

7. Swing and sway very slowly while standing.

.

6. Twist your body to the right and then4to the lift, to the front, and

to the back. .

9. Lift a book slowly ovtr your head.

'25D
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'ROPES'

of

Learn Ob'ectives

1. Develop balance and coordinition by using the jump ropes.

2'. Jump and turn using a long and short rope.

Suuested Learning.Activities

1. Provide opportunities for the children to develop halanCe and coordin-°
ation usingjumrropes. Allow (1)

a. JUmp in place without a rope.
b. Jump in rhythm to words, "Jump, Jump," without a rope.
c. Move the arms in a circulaT motion without the rope,
d. Walk on"the rope from one end to the-other.
e. Walk backwards'froraLtme end of the rope to the othaf.
f.' Put one foot on each side of the rope, jump to the other. end and

return.
g. Hop op the right and then left foot akl the way around the rope.
h. Make a circle with the rope using the feet'. Put the body.in the.

circle and balance. G .

i. Jump, from side to side across the stationary rope without touching it.
j. Walk, then jump over a statiohar rope on theground%
k. Straddle the rope, jump into the. ir,'turn around 'and land on the

'feet.straddling the rope.
1. Spin around, land on the feet, and striddle the rope.
m. Criss-cross the hands and feet and move alorig the rope without

touching it. c.

.2. Teach the boys and girls to jump and turn using a long and a shirt rope.(2),

a. Have the pupils use a long rope. Allow them to:

1) Tunis long rope rhythmically left and right.
2) t41k,,,rtn, and jump p-over a low swinging rope. ,

3) Stand next to-the'rope before it is swung,over head, jump the
rope as it touches the ground.

4) Double'jump while standing'next to the "rope.
5) Run in as the rope is turned toward them and jump.
'6), Run out,of the "roir after jtfiving.

. 7) Run in aeCthe rope is 'turned away and jump.
8) Run in with a partner. ',,

t..A

9) Bounce a ball and jump.
10) Play catch and jump.
-11) Juip and tarn.'
12) Jump and touch the ground.':
13) Jump, 'swaying froli side -.to side.
14) Jump as long as possible.'
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b. -Have the, pupils use a short rope. Allow them to:,

1) Jump turning an imaginary rope.
2) Turn the rope overhead and jump after it touches the ground.
3) Single jump turning the rope forward, backward.
4) Double jump turnini the rope forward, backward.
5) Single hop turning the rope forward, backward.
6) Skip in place turning the rope, forward, backward.
7) Skip traveling forward.

5) Jump rope with crossed elbows.
9) Jump with a .partner

10) Amp as long as possible.

1'
c'

,;
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REVIEW"

What Have You Learned? ,

1. Perform'the following activities as the long TOp6,is being _turned.

a. Run in and lump; run aux after jumping.

b. Jump and tut.
c.4 Jump and"toUch the ground.

d. Jump as long as possible.

41 2. Perforth the following akills using a short rope,

a. Turn_ the, rope overhead and jum

b. Jump as long as possible,

c. Jump traveling.forward.

d. Jump with a partner.

,
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APPARATUS SKILLS

-Learning Objectives

1. Develop proficiency rh movement skills through the use of the climbing cube

2. Develop proficiency in movement skills through the use of the climbing tree.

3. Develop proficiency in movement skills through the use of the horizontal bars.

4. Develop proTiciency in movement skills through the use of the horizontal ladder.

5. Develop proficiency in movement skills through the use of the traveling rings.

Suggested Learning Activities.

1. Talk with the children about the safety precautions necessary for apparatus
play. Examples: (1)(2)(3)(4)(5)

a. Children awaiting their turn _should stand a safe distance from
apparatus:and performers.

b. Apparatus should be used for'activity rather than as-a resting place. 7--
c. Performers 'should avoid grasping or pushing others.
d, Apparatus area should be used only for apparatus play.
e. Performers should use ?roper hand grips, and should always maintain a

firm grip on apparatus.
f. Definite paths for entering and leaving apparatus area shoUld be used.
g. Performers should use correct landings.

2. Teacn pupil's the types of apparatus gips needed when using the apparatus.

(1)(2)(3)(4)
a. Overhand grip--the thumbs are under the bar, fingers over it, and the

backs of hands toward performer.

ti

b. Reverse grip--the thumbs are over the bar, fingers under it, and palms of
hands Coward performer,
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c. Mixed'grip--over hand grip for one hand, and reverse grip for the other.

3. Provide opportunities for pupils todevelop proficiency in movement skills

through the Use of the climbing cube. Allow pupils to: -(1)

-a. Around the own--climb around-lowest level and return to starting
place, keeping one hand and one foot-on a bar at all times, gripping

with fingers over and thumbs under bars.
Up and-down the mountain--climb up and down first two levels on out-
side of apparatus moving alternately up on, one section to second

level and down on next-section to first level, progressing around

apparatus and returning tb starting place.

c. Low tunnel, -- (climb through the squares at lowest level, in at one side

and out on the_opposite side. _

d. Around Zhe mountain -- ,climb around outside of apparatus at lowest

level; climb up and around at second, and then third levels. Climb

down inside apparatus, andleave area. -

e. High tunne17--climb up dne side, then through squarest of the second

level, and' down the opposite side.

'
4. ProVide opportdhities for pupils to develop proficiency in movement skills

through use pf the climbing tree. Allow pupils to: (2)
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a. Around the townclimb around lowest level,'keeping one hand and one
foot on a bar at all times, and gripping with fingers over and thumbs
under bars; return to starting place, leave apparatus.
1:1) and down the mountainclimb up and down first two levels on out-
side of apparatus, moving. alternately up on one section to second
level and down on next section to first level; progress around
apparatus, return to starting place and leave apparatus.

c. Low round tunnel-rclithb around squares of lower level inside
apparitus; return to starting place and leave appara

d. High round tunnel--climb up one side, around the squat. f the

second level, and back to starting place; climb down and leave
apparatus.

e. Fireman's'slideclimb up on outside to third level and slide down
the center pole. Keep hands on pole and legs around it while sliding..

Exit at opposite side.

5. Provide opportunities for pupils to develop.proficiency in movement skills
through the use of horizontal bars. Allow pupils to: (3)

a. Pull-upStand facing bar; grasp with both hands, shoulder width apart,
using overhand grip. Walk two steps forward and lower to hand position,
weight supported by feet and .hands. Keep body in straight-line from
knees to shoulder and parallel to giound. Raise and lower body to bar
by bending and extending arms as .many times as possible.' Avoid bend-
ins at hips. Walk backward to stand.: position and leave eappaiatus.
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b. Hip circle forward--Stand facing. bar; grasp with both hands, shoulder
width apart, using overhand grip. Jump to a waist-leaning position
on bar; change to reverse grip and turn forward, bending at hips.
Finish hanging by hands with feet resting on ground. Walk backward
to stand position and leave apparatus.'

C.--Single knee circle forward-,-Stand facing bar; grasp bar with one hand
US tog overhand grip. Place opposite leg over bar hooking knee; grasp
bar yi other hand, using overhand grip so that knee is between hands.'

Mount bar,, d change to reverse .grip; lock foot of hooked knee under
knee of other g and turn forward. Dismount by reversing steps of
mount and leave Apparatus.

d. Single knee circle ckward--Repeat the single knee circle with. an

overhand grip.
e. Mill circle--Stand facing ar:, grasp bar with one hand using overhand

grip. Place opposite leg -r bar; grasp bar with other hand,using
overhand grip, so that leg is etween hands. Mount bar to straddle
position,- cross feet, change hais to mixed grips and place together
in front of, and close to body...ke complete turn in either
direction. Dismount and leave appa atus.

f. Skin the cat--Stand facing bar; gras bar with one hand using over-
hand grip. Place opposite leg over ba hooking knee; grasp bar with

ather hand, using overhand grip. S. backward to inverted

position, hanging from both hands and one knee; hook other knee over
bar between hands. Support weight with ha s and lower both legs
backward, keeping knees close to chest until feet rest on ground.

,Dismount and leave apparatus.
g. Bird nest--Stand facing bar,; grasp with one hand,.usihg overhand grip.

Place opposite leg over bar hooking knee; grasp bar with other hand,
using overhand grip so that knee,is between hands: Swing backward to
an inverted position; change to reverse grip and hang <from both hands
and one knee; hook other knee over bar between'hands. Unhook and

bring knees to.chest between arms; hook insteps behind bar. Pull

body through arms; lower trunk to-an arched position. Hang

supported by feet anShands,With arched back toward bar. Dismount

by bringing hips between hands and lowering feet to ground; leave
apparatus.

b. Provide opportunities for pupils to develop praficiency in movement skills
through use oi the horizontal' ladder. Allow pupils to: (4)"
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a. Hang and drop - -Stand facing end of apparatus; place one hand on each
supporting pole; climb both steps of ladder. Reach'and grasp second
rung of horizontal Dadder with one hand, followed by the other using
overhand grips. Hang fol- a.toment and drop by looking at landing
place, letting go with both hands at once, and landing lightly on
balls of feet; bend knees immediately upon landing to absorb shock.

S. Swing and drop--Stand facing end of apparatus; place one hand on each
supporting pole and climb both step6 of ladder. Grasp second rung with
one hand, and third rung with otheA hand; using a mixed grip. Palms
are facing each other. Facing side of ladder, swing body from side to
side. Stop swinging, look at landing place and drop, landing on balls
of feet, bend knees immediately upon landing to absorb shock.

c. Single rail travel--Stand facing end of apparatus; place one hand on
each supporting pole and climb both steps of ladder. Grasp first rung '
with both hands close together and near either side rail using over-
hand grip. With hand closer to side.of ladder, reach and grasp nearer
side rail; follow with other hand, using overhand grips; palms of both
tnds facing in. Travel sideways toward the far end as far as possible,
iding one hand and then the other. Dismount by dropping or climb-

ing down ladder at other end.
d. Double rail travel--Stand facing end of apparatus, place each hand on

each supporting pole, and climb both steps of ladder. Grasp both side f
rails, palms of both hands facing,ift; and swing to hand position.
Travel forward, as far'as possible, sliding one hand and then the
other. Dismount by dropping.or by climbing down ladder at other end.

e, Single rung-travel--Stand facing end of apparatus; place one hand on
each supporting pole, and climb both steps of ladder. Grasp first rung
of horizontaljadder with both hands using overhand grip and swing to
hang position. Craps the second rung with one hand, and then bring
theother hand to the sine rung: Travel forward in this way as far as
possible. Dismount by dropping orby climbing,down ladder at other end.

f. Rung travel forward-.-Stand facing end of apparatus; place one hand on
each supporting pole, and climb both steps of ladder. Grasp first rung
with one hand and the next rung with the other, using overhand grip,
and swing to hang position. Travel forward, asfar as possible, grasp-
ing rungs with, alternate hands, one hand'on one rung and the-other an
the next. Dismount by dropping'or by climbing down ladder at other end.

g. Skip rung travels - -Stand facing end of apparatus,' place one hand on'tach
supporting poles and climb both steps of ladder. Grasp first rung with
one hand and third rung with the other, using overhand;grips; swing to
hang position. Travel forward, using alternate hands, skipping every
otter rung; Dismount by dropping or by climbing down ladder at
other end.

7. Discuss with tht children Safety precautions when using the circular
traveling rings;

a. Only one performer is to be on the rings at a time.
b. Performer is to keep one hand on rings at tll times.

-c. Performer should come'to rest in the hanging position before dia-
mounting.

(5);

8. Teach pupils the correct position for holding the circular traveling ,

rings. The fingers ahould be over the rings and the thumbs should 'be

around the rings. 2.81- (5)
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9. i)vide opportunities for pupils Eo develop proficiency in movement skills
through use of the traveling rings. Allow pupils to (5)

a. Around the world--Mount and swing.' Release the left hand on the backward
,swing, hold on with the right hand, and travel counter clockwise, making
a half turn away from the center pole; grasp the third ring with the left
hand,,body facing out. Maintain swinging movements sideways and travel
around the rings counter.clockwise as far as possible, releasing and
grasping each succeeding ring with alternate hands.. DismoUnt.

'Basket weave--Mount and swing. Releale the left hand on the backward
swing, hold on with the right hand, and travel counter clockwise in a
half, turn away from the center pole; grasp the third ring with the
left hand, body facing out. Maintain swinging' movetents sideways, re-
lease the right hand on the backward swing, and hold on with the left
hand; travel counter clockwise, making a.half.turn toward the center
pole, and grasp the fourth ring with'the,,right hand, body facing in.
Maintain' swinging movements sideways, release the left hand at the top
of the left swing, and hold on with the right hand; travel clOakwise,

-.making a half turn toward the center pole, and grasp thb.third ring
with the left hand, body facing in. Maintain swinging movements side-
ways, release the right hand'at. the top of the right swing, and travel
clockwise, making a half, turn away from the center pole, grasp the
second ring with the right hand, body facing out. Maintain swinging
movements sideways, reieaii the left hand at-the top of the left swing,
and travel clockwise making a brief turn,toward the center pole, grasp
the firstring with the left hand, body facing in. Maintain swinging
movements sideways and travel in the baik t weave pattern.

c. Figure eight--Mount and swing. Release the eft hand on the backward
swing, hold on with the right hand, and travel, counter clockwise,
making a half turn away from the center soole; grasp the third, ring with
the left hand, body facing out. Maintain swinginemovements sideways,

release the right hand at the top of the right swing-dhold on wifh
the left hand; make a half turn toward the center pole a grasp the

fourth ring with the right hand, body facing in. Maintain swinging
movements sideways'ancl travel on circular rings in a figure eight

pattern. Dismount.
-282
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.EVIE',7

What Have You Learned?

1. DemOnstrate the overhand grip.

'2. roemonstrate the reverse grip.

3, Demonstrate thel4ixed grip.
.

4. Use the climbing cube and demonstrate the way you would go around the

, mountain.

5. Use the climbing tree and climb to the top and slide down.

6. Skin- hc cat on the
f-
low horizontal bar.

7. Swing and drop using the horizontal ladder.

:.=

8. On the traveling rings go around the world.
,

r

.

r
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STUNT SKILLS

Learning Objectives

1. Develop self testing. stunts.

2. Explore movement in a horizontal, vertical, and inverted body position
through individual stunts.

4r

3. Explore movement ip a horizontal, vertical, and inverted body position
through dual stunts.

suggested Learning Activities

Provide opportunities for pupils to engage in self testing stunt
activities. Have pupils use the beanbag. Allow them to: (1)

I
a. Beanbag catch after tossing in air to self.
b. Place beanbag on head and walk 10 feet or more without touching

the beanbag. Turn around and come back another way, such as
skipping, hqping, or jumping. If the beanbag falls
off,the head', stop, stand on one foot, bend over and
pick up the beanbag, replace it on the head, and con-
tinue to move as before.

c. Toss bag into square box or basket on the ground.
d. 'Place beanbag on head, place other hand behind back.

Tilt head back slowly and-catch beanbag as it falls.
e. Toss beanbag in air, clap hands, and catch.

Toss beanbag with side toss to a target.
g. Toss beanbag with one hand, catch with one hand.

2. Have the pupils perform individual stunts. Allow them to: (2)

a. Stork stand--Stand tall; then bend one leg, grasp ankle, and balance on
other foot. Do the same thing, bending other leg and balancing on
other foot.

b. Chicken walk--Stand on tiptoes; then bend knees and grasp both legs with
both arms circling legs midway between knees and ankles. Still am tip-
toes, walk in this position.

c. Dog walk--Lean forward and place hands on floor; then walk like a dog
on all fours. Then run in same position. Turns may be taken circling
some object on floor, traveling a specified route; or a leader may be
followed.

d. Bear--Lean forward and place hands on floor, keeping knees straight;
then travel forward by moving right arm and right, leg at same time
and then Left' arm and left leg.

e. Rag doll--Bend knees slightly; then, bend forward at waist, letting arms
and hands hang limp so that fingers touch floor; walk around in this
position.
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ft Crab walk -- Squat down and place hands on floor behind hipi; then

.. left hips and walk backward, using right arm and right leg at
same time and then left arm and left leg. Also walk forward in
this manner. .

g. Toe-heel rock--Stand tall, feet together; thedrock forward onto
toes,,counting slowly to'four; then rock back slowly onto heels,

counting to four. Repeat several times. The trick is to maintain

balance while moving very slowly.
n. Hop- foot - hop - -Stand on left foot, bend right leg and grasp right

ankle with right hand; then hop forward several times, landing
lightly on front part of left foot. Repeat, grasping left ankle

and hopping on right foot.-
1?

i. P.obin jump--Stand tall with hands on hips; then jump forward on
toes, keeping feet together, heels turned slightly out, and
flapping elbows like wings.

j. Rabbit jump--Place hands by sides of head (rabbit ears), and bend
knees slightly; then jump forward to right; turn and jump,forward

to left. Repeat, jumping alternat,ey to right and left and keep-

ing feet together throughout.
k. Rocking horse--Stand straight, arms down at sides; step forward with

one foot, holding the other in place, Keep legs stiff and rock for-

ward, lifting back foot off ground. Rock backward, lifting front foot
off ground. Repeat rocking forward and backward several times.

1. Statues--Stand in good posture, deciding what kind of a

statue to be. On loud signal from a drum or gong5-take
the position of an original statue. On next signal,

which is less loud, call out, with other Players, what
kind of statue you are. On next loud signal, become an-

other statue. Repeat being statues and calling out ,

titles several times. Statue ideas: soldier, Indian

dancer, animal, clown, and rocket..

m. I can-can you?--Stand in good posture, facing leader.
Leader says, "I can turn like a top. What can you

turn like?" All players respond by telling what they

are and performing action. Leader chooses a new

leader. Ideas for action: "I can bounce like a

clown." "I can jump like a kangaroo." "I can hop
like a bird." "I can soar like a glider."

n. Frog jump--Take a squat position, with hands on ground

well in front of body. Travel forward by jumping to

bring feet to hands, maintaining squat position. Place

hands well in front of body again and repeat jump.
Following each jump, look around,and blink eyes like
'a frog. Jumps may be in different directions.

o. Duck walk--Assume a deep knee bend position with hands on hips and walk

around.

p. Tread the needle--Clasp hands in front; step through a loop first with

one foot then the other. Hold hands in back and reverse action.

q. Human hall--Lie on "back, hug knees to chest and-oll from side to side.

r. Log roll--Lie on mat, arms and legs straights Roll down mat. .

s. Tight rope walker--walk slowly in good posture ilong'a-chalk line,

arms extended sideways for balance.
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t. Measuring worm--Keep body in a straight line, weight on arms and
toes. Arms remain stationary, without body sag, as legs take tiny
steps until feet reach hands. When feet are in position, hands
move forward in small steps until body is straight again. No
body sag should be allowed.

u. Rising sun--Sit on floor and draw knees up close to chest. Clasp
hands around knees. Rock back until feet are in the air. Then
rock forward'hard until weight is on feet. Do no unclasp hands.

v. Jump and slap heels--Jump high with both feet, bending knees and
raising heels in back. Slap heels with hands once or twice before
landing.

w. Sit ups - -Hands over head, lie'on back. Come to a sitting position,
keeping legs straight, and reach over and touch toes. Lie down
slowly.

x. Jump the stick--Hold stick (or newspaper) with tips of fingers in
front of thighs. Palms should be down. Swing stick under feet
as a jump with two, feet is made. ,

y. Jack knife- -From the ready position, bend forward at the waist,
keeping knees straight; couch the ground with the finger tips.
Repeat exercise a number of times.

z. Dervish jump--From the ready position, spread the feet apart, spring
into the air, and execute a half turn to the right., This is re-
peated, completing a full'turn. The activity is executed again,''
this -time turning to the left.

Provide opportunities -for pupili to perform dual stunts; `Allow them to: (3)

a. Hand wrestle--Children turn to face a partner and join right hands. Each
raises'one foot behind him. On a signal, each attempts to cause the .,

`other to touch the free hand or foot to the surface. A variation is
to giye a signal and have the partners shake handstand each tries to
pull the other over 'the line. The player" who first pulls the opponent
off balance is the winner.

b. Indian wrestle--Children turn to face a partner, grasp right hands, add
position feet for good balance. Whenready,eath attempts to move his
opponent -off balance and cause him to move either foot from the
original' position- while keeping his own feet stationary.

c. Rise and shineChildren turn to face a partner of equal size and weight.
They sit back to back,feet flat on the floor with, the kneed bent close.
to chest, elbows locked with the partner's. Both performOrs push on
the floor with the feet-and press against each other's back and
attempt to rise to a standing, position.

-d. Chinese push -up -- Partners sit on floor, back to back, with arms locked.
They attempt to stand, up without rleasing arms.(Push against each
other and bring feet close to the body.)

e., Bouncing-ballOne pupil is' the ball, the other pupil the bouncer.
BOuncer pushes on the head of the ball, and pupil who is,The.ball
does a deep.knee bend and comes back ups Continue in rhythm.
Partners,chenge'positions.
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f. ing tie sh raf;--Parnters Thee each other and join both hands.

Lift:11g one pair of clasped hands high partners walk under the

raised hands, turning back to hack. Partners then lift other pair
1.asped hands and ';eeii turning the same direction until they ate

ace to face once more.

:;':,eelharr-ow--One partner stands behind the other facing in the same,

direction. The first parcner, places his hands flat on the floor.
The second partner grasps/ the'firlst one's legs at the knees, lift-

ing them from the'floor. with back straight, the first partner
dalks foe and on his hands while the second follows holding the
first one's legs. Repeat, having partners change positionS.

1?
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REVIEW

. What. Have You Learned?

1. With your beanbag (JO the following:

a. Put it on your head and walk around the room.
b.- Toss the beanbag into the waste paper basket.

Toss the beanbag into the Air, clap hands, and etch it.

Demonstrate the following stunt's: (Teacher may do the stunts first.

1, Bear walk
I, Crab wail:

c. Hunan ball
d, itml5 and slap heels

e. Jac':

f. Dervish jump

3. with a partner do the following stunts: , (Teacher may deMonstrate first.)

a. Hand irestle
b. Indian wrestle

c, Meclbalrow

0.7
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SECTION iv:

DEVELOPING BODY CONTROL,
EXPRESSIVENESS, AND CREATIVITY

THROUGH RHYTMIC ACTIVITIES

-4

. 2 7 5
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v.

CREATIVE MOVEMEItY,

Learning Objectives'

1. Move effectively and creatively to develop esense of rhythm.

2. Hanle ob2acts and perform a rhythmic routine--to music,..

Suggeste!1Learniq& Activities.

1. .Provide activities to help pupils develop a sense of rhythm. Allow the

`pupils to

a, Ciao and move in time to various rhythms-even and uneven.
Clap and move in time to various tempos-fast and slow.

. Clap and move in time to different dynamics-loud and soft.

d. Differentiate between high and low pitches.

e. Change movement as musical phrases change.
f. Keep time to even rhythms and move in various ways.

g. 'Keep time to uneven rhythms and move in various ways.
h. 'Keep time in plate and move arms, legs, and body.

Move, in place and keep time.
Mo & as fast as they can without touching anyone el e.

k. *:o very fast ( slowly) without-leaving theirpositi n

1. Throw and catch in slow motion.
s. Move one part of the body very fast and another part ve y slowly.

(1)

2. Have children follow the leaderwith a drum beat or hand clap. (14,

a. The teacher beats a short pattern 414,/d, I J..jj then stops and ,
. NN

hold's up the beater to signify"it s over. . ,
. -

The children clad the pattern in response with hands, or clap on
the floor, or tap with their-feet. J

b. "'Ask the children to beat a pattern behind the class or outside the
room.,,The class repeats the pattern as an echo. .

c, Teacher beats a-drum,'usIng different patterns andempos. Children ,

follow the beats-, moving on.the floor. Children may-kinry the size of

steps to the drum beat: long steps, tiny steps,Aunning'steps, or. ,

use any a'hiopriate response. ______

.
-

.

3. ,Help children feel the flow or the melodic line by moving their bodies-
.

with the music. . (1)
. __- --- I -_- --- _v_ . .

.
. 70 7,..

,....

w a. Clap a.phrase,accenting first beat
.

Clapthe same phrase accenting last beat' , -'
0

r ..

I

4.

'Children move to the phrase, showing the accent by a change inbovement.
, . . .

Change diretttons 3n various ways on.the accent. . .
.4-.

b, Sblect a short ,composition with definite phrasings: One group of

- children move op)tbe first phrise, thin stand-very still; then another,
group move on the second phrase. Repeat ar the phrases are repeated,
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c. Place =, or 5 chairs around the space, COb-e.'stops"; or select other
objects to be "stops." As many children as pOiSIble_move on the
phrase, or beats, so that they arrive at a new "stop" when the, edts
arc over or the phase ends,

Have'the children follow the leader and perform every locomotoractivity
the leader performs. This game may be identified with various tempos
set by the teacher.

5. Have the children use objects and perform a rhythmic routine to music.
tb.e ,-^1Hron use hoops, and rope. Allow them to:

a. Bounce a ball, alone or'with a partner to 2/-4- and 4/4 time. .

Pretend to bounce a ball to music.
c. Cap their hands each time the ball bounces on the floor.
d, Bounce a ball in many different ways, such as fast; slOw, high, low,

combinations, agains, something, and to someone else:\
Spin the hoop to music.

f. :Imp in and out of a hoop to music.

z. Jump ropes to rhymes. Examples.

Sleepy head, sleepy head.,
Night is past;
First you jump slaw,
Then you jump fast....

Caerries from the tr .ee,

'...katet from

be the
Next to :limp' --

A, B, C, etc.
.

Topsy-Turvy,'-
What's your hurry?
Faster, faster, faster...

DoWm in the valley,
Up on the hill,
If I don 't miss soon,
I never will.

Chocolate cake,-
Huckleberry pie,
Ask my mother
How.old.am I?
1, 2, 3, etc. ,

Al-pha-bet,
Now what, letter will I get?
A, B, "G,` etc.

Miss, miss,
Little Miss, miss.
!Then she misses

She'Misses like this.,.

Rocket "big, rocket whit,
Are you ready ,for your flight?
10', 9, 8, 7, 6";

-. 5, 4, 3, 2, 1,
2ero, firel,, (Out, you

.
4,

h. Jump'rope to12/4 and 4/4 time'using jump, skip, and run movements,

V -,

Over, under,
",;hat's ry number'

1,.2, 3, etc.

202
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REVIEW

What Have You Learned?

1. -Clap the pattern with &strong clap on the first b4a.t.

2. March to the record.

3. Bounce a ball to 4/4 time.

4. Jump rope to the.rhyme.
Over, under,
What's my number?
1,2,,4,5, etc.

-

A
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BASIC STEPS AND DANCES

Learning Objectives

1. Perforr singing games.

2. Perform basic steps and simple folk dances to music.

OprCnr.... Q1._:are dance fornations, patterns, and dances.

Perform basic conterporary dances.

Suggested Learning Activities

1. Have Cie children become farriliar with formations for singing games.
,

INFORMAL ARRANGEMENT

.Well spaced, all moving in same general. direction

A A
A A A-

-A A A A Single Circle,

Facing Center Facing Counter-clockwise

(1)

Double Cixcle

Facing tounterki,Ipckwise, Partners faCing.each other,
boys on inside- ofrt,ircle. boys on inside \./

1.-

C
...:s

4
FILES

.> 7 (Lings, one -child, standing behind -another) Column-of Twos
'

Lines Boys_stand at the left,
aide of, their

Two parallel line's facing eackother parTnere.

V VV V 29.
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2. Teach the boys and girls the mouement skillsused in singing games' (1)

4 1,11,

a. Bow or curtsy to partner. '

b. Skip with,partner,inside hands joined.
c. Take partner hand and walk .together; upon signal, change,hands, and

walk in the opposite direction.
d. Join boththands with partners and skip around in small circle, /

e. Make an arch by joining both' hands With partner and raising arms high(
f. Skip throughan arch with partner, inside hands joined.
g. Clap thighs, own hands, and Partner's hands on basic beatsof
h. Join right"hand with partner, and make complete turn to right under

raised. arms.

L. Hold right elbow in left hand and shake right finger three times at
partner. ,Reverse'hands. .

.

Join both hands with partner. Place left foot forward. Jump and land
with right foot forward. Continue jumping and placing alternate feet

. forward. ,

k. Joie hands to form circle of comfortable size for group. Make circle
larger by' itepping away from center, and smaller by rpoving toward center.

`1.' Keep hands joined while walking or skipping around-circle.
m. Skip "in one direction inside a circle while circle players skip in the

, oppositedirection.
n. Weave.. in_and out between pl-ayers in circle.,

Uith'handsoined, in a circle, walk or run in-2one direction; upon
signal, reverse direction and continue walking or running.

p, With hands joined, move to center of,circle rai ing arms. Walk
backward to place.

3. Teach children singing games. (Refer to,F:E. Teaching Guide No.472)- (1)
Examples:

a. The Gallant Ship (English folk)
,b. Ping Around a Rosy (English-American folk)
c. Where, 0 Where Is Dear Little Susie? (American folk)
d. .The Old Gray Cat (Contemporary)
e. The Farmer in the Dell (English-American folk),
f. Here Ve Go Round the Mulberry Bush (English folk)
g.. Sailboat {Contemporary)
h. Did You"Ever See &Lassie (Scottish folk)
i. Five Little Chickadees (English folk)

Garden Qame (Fltench folk)
k. Sing a:Song of1Sixpence (English folk)
1 London bridge (English-AmericanfoLk)
m. Looby Leo (English folk)

The: Muffin an.(English folk)
6: Ten Little ndians
*40,*Rig-A-Jig-Jig.($hglish folk) .

-The Swing.(Con,i'emporary)

Bow,Bow, Belinda (American folk) P

s.. Skip -to My Lou(American folk):

t. German Clark Dance-

u. El MolinoqMexican Contemporary)
v. , LA Burrita (ikican contemporary)
sw: 'Shoemaker's Dance (Danish folk)

295-
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"Talk with the children about the purposes or reasons for boys and
girls learning and performing dances together. (00)(4)
Examples:

a. The pleasure aerived
b. Satisfaction of working harmoniously-together e

Chances to develop and test ode's agility and coordination

d. 3enefits of learning social skills
e. Values of gaining poise and self-confidence

f. The experience of doing a dance which children in far-off foreign
countries actually do

g. The enjoyment of doing ,a-dance which one's own ancestors may have

en.] yed

Leisure-time activity'

5. Talk with the class about, folk dances. Point out that folk dances are
prescribed movement patterns inherited from' the past and performed to

traditional music,' TheSe dances have been passed from one generation
to the next by participation of children with adults, by word of mouth,
or byillustrated or written'description. Folk dances often tell a
story or dramatize some occupation, custom, or celebration of the

people. (2)

6. teach pupils the basic folk'dance combinations or patterns of simple

basic steps. Examples: (2) (3)_.

-

a. Walk, run, hop, skip, slide, jump, bow, curtsy, clap, stami,'iwirl

-b. Bleking (a series-of lowjumps in place on alternate feet, opposite
,heel,touched forward on-floor) - , - - ,

c. Step -hop (actually a shoEt, up and, down skip)

d. Chug (a short backward'junp with feet together on'the floor) -

e. Draw (side drag-close)
f. Heel-toe, balance, buzz, two step

g. Varsoviana (long and short pattern), three-quarter walk (simple waltz)

7. Have children learn dance positions with partners. (2)(3)(4)

Open Position
'Pattners face same direction side
by side, girl to right of boy, in-
side hands loosely joined.

0
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Facing Position
Partners face each other squarely;
both hands joined straight across,
or-hands hanging at sides.

Of



Trio,
Three dancers face same direction
side by side, one boy between two
giqrls or a girl between' two boys;

.middle dancer holds Outer dancers
loosely by the inside hand.

-Semi-dlosed Position
With Elbow-grasp

Partners face each other, then turn
heads to faCe line of direction, boy
looks to his left, girl to her right,
extend leading arms and join hands,
boy supporting, girl's right palm on
his palm-up left hand; trailing hands7

grasp partners' elbows waist high.

irt

Promenade Position
Partners face same direction sfde by
side, girl to right of boy; right
hands joined over joined left hands;
crossed arms held above waist level
for improved appearance and posture.

0".

Varsoviana Position

.

Partners face same direction, girl to
right, and slightly ahead; boy's right
arm back 9f girl's shoulders; right
hands held near girl's right shoulder,,
left_hands near boy's left shoulder;
boy's'pa,lms turned in2 girl's out;
arms relaxed, fingers loosely curled.

-

3. Teach :the followinsuch afolk dfchildren .oances, sup g .
.

(2)

(Refer to-physical Education Rhythmic Attivities Teaching Guide EC-198.)

b. M.a}rpole Dance

c.' 'Harusa!:i

-:d. On the Bfidge.of Avignon 297
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e. Gustaf's SL:oal
,

f. ShoO Fly

g. Sandy,Land
h. La Gostilla 4
i.. FiaSt of the Lanterns

j. Yankee Doodle

k. Paw Paw Patch

1. Sicilian:Circle I'

The Hitch Hiker ,

Circassian Circle

o. Soloman Levi

P. Pop Goes the Weasel
q. ,Red River Valley
r. Teton Mountain Stomp

s. Spanish Circle

t. "CharmaLta .

u. Corrido

v. All American promenade

w. 'Ranchera
x. Chihu&hua-

x. La Raspa%

9. InVolve the, class in a disouS4 of sqilare dances. Talk about their

origin. Compare square and folk dancing-
- e

10. Teach children, to,- perform tare basic equare dace ',formations and patterns.

- n
,

Steps.
The square dance step is always a. smooth,sliding shuffle. Lead

with the shoulders, body relaxed and slightly , forward. Keep the

weight on the balls of the feet and slide along i,Jrrthol,t lifting

the feet from the floor. 7 "%,

0)

(3),

'b. The Square , r - . .

.
.

.
Iitagine-a, ten-foot square on the flooi. Four couples, one couple

standing on each Of the four sidts, averyone facing the center of

the square. Each gent hashie partner on his right. The lady on

his left is his-CornerLady. The couple with their bask to'the

music is usually designated as First or Head Couple; the couple to

theii right is the Second or,Sidt Couple; the couple oppositethem
is'Third or toot Couplef''and'the couple to' their left 1,s Fourth

:or Side Couple. Each,couples Hpme position is the side of the

squire they assume when forming the square for chat particular

dance.

c. jiamors Right, Honors Left
Eath gent bows.to his partner-and then to the'lldy on his, left.

--The_ladies return the bow .with curtsies.,

d. Circle Leff'
Every dancer in the square joins hand* with his neighbtors to form

a cfrbte and the circle moves ,clOckwise,, (to' the Left).;: .

-"0-0, 298
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Ro Swing
Partners take a waltz position with their right hips touch-
ing; the gents right foot on the outside Of his lady'd right

foot. They both move clockwise, (by both+stepping forward).
The, result should be a 'nice easy swing, the couple remaining

in place.

i

f. Promenade f.

Each couple jqins hands with the skating hold '(right hands

crossed over lefts) and moves around the square, usually in
a counter-cloCkwise direction until they reach their Home

position. 'The; ladies are on the outside.

Allemande Left
Each gent joins left.hands with his 'Corner Lady, (the lady

to.his left in the square). They walk around each other and

back to'.place.

h. Grand Right'and Left
Partners facing, join right handg and then release as-they

pass each other. The ladies' move clockwise around the set;

the men move in the other directidn, alternately joining -

left and right hands,with each person they pass. AS partners

meet again on -the Opposite'side of the set they join hands in

Promenade position and Promepade.Rome.

Dos-A-Dos
Two people facing, they advance and pass each other (right

shoulders). Each takes two stepg.to the right 'passing back .

to back. Then stepping backward.,they pass each other
. .

'" (left shoulders) to place.

j. Do-Pas-0
With the usual command, Four.HandAUp, two couples join hands ,

.forming a ringand circle to the left.. Then the.DO-pas-0 be-

gins--in which each'lady will uSake a figure=eight pattern

. around the gents." Part I...Each gent changes his lady's.

left from his right to his left hand. -He pills her across '
in front of him and starts her Around behind him...Part II...

Stepping toward the'opposite lady he reaches with his

right hand for her rightand pullt her lightly to his right

side.. She moves around behind him...Part III...Then each

gent, joins left hands with his partner and, putting his arm

around her waist, turns her to place.. ,

Sashay '

.
A 'sliding:step toward, the side (slide one foot to the side;

close 'the other foot to the first-foot, and repeat.)

299
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11, Teach children square dances. (Refer to Physical Education Rhythmic
Activities No. EC-198.) Examples:

' (3)

a. Dances listed under folk dances
b. La PalmadIlla
c. COmin' Round the Mountain
d. Darling Uellie.GraY
e. E1 Rancho Grande
f. Hot Time
g.- Indian Style
h, John Broun
1.10h, Johnny

. Oh, Susanna
. Parley Vous

1. Spanish Cavalier
m. ;:abash Ccnnon Ball

Aki*

1:. Allow pupils to perform basic contemporary dances common to their
neighborhood, community, and environment. Discuss the origin/ of the

dances. :Talk about basic steps necessary to perform the dances. (4)

1-A. Teach children contemporary dances. (Refer to Physical Education Rhythmic
Activities No. EC-198.) Suggested dances: (4)

Molino
b. Patty Cake Dance
c. The Hitch Hiker
d. La Burrita

e. La Costilla
f. The Ball Game
g. El Rancho Grande
h. Hula Mixer
i. Canadian Barn Dance
J. _Chihuahua

Ht. Dance of the Bells
1. tiappy Polka .

Y.'m.
Five Foot Two

The Ma ou

p. Mo Schottische
q% Mexican Schottis
r. Smiles
s, Oklahoma Mixer
t. Spanish Circle
,6_Apin4rkg Waltz
v. Susan% Gavotte
w. Ten Pretp Girls

300
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REVIEW

What Have You learned?
et

1. Let's have row number 1 select 4, singing game to dance.

2. Row number 2 may select one of the following dances:

e

a; The Hitch Hiker'
b. Teton-Mountaln Stomp
c. La Costilla

3. Demonstrate for the class the following:

a. Honors right', hcmors left .

b. Allemande, left '

e. Dos -a-dos

f. Sashay

4. het's dance Oh, johnnyvwhich is a Square dance.

5. The clgss president may select one contemporary dance-for the, class to 40.

301
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SECTION V:

DEVELOPING PROFICIENCY
AND SKILLS IN GAME ACTIVITIES

A
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STANbARDS

GAMES
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STANDARDS

Learning Objective

' Develop standard's 'for sportspianship.,

arnin Activities,

o-- , ,

1:, Have childre ,standards for sportsmanship through.gamo
,, 0 :i9,. , nce of:activities.

, ,,

.1:44X.
A. TaUng',tuns .' . ,-. .. y

.
with t. ,,...18,'

,t;:
Cooperating hers '.

C. Lea/nil-1g, to .be 'a follower!or leader

d. Caring for oiluipment and supplies -.

;".

e. AcCeptingrsuggestiont-land criticisms
.

^N

f. 'olloving4irettrons given by. the teacher ,or)pdpil \ ;
.

,

Discuss with the ,class, rules for,the varioUS-gaLs. Rules should be

taned about'prior to plqying the game, Stress the importance of

f'ollowing the,correct g.amd procedures: :Point out that good sports

play according to tie rules'oT the game. ,

,

-' . . '

t Allow children ro role play's playgrOund.incident tn which one' or
R , more pupils did not follow the gale 'rules. :

,
. .

,

4,- Have pupils Oart'rules for the various games. "Ta/k about and .discuss
. ,

the' rules listed on theoehart:
d

1,
i

5,, Discuss ways boys and 'girls cail help a classmate who is not able 'to

perforM an acti:rity at well as:others in the `clans. Talk about the

importance 'of trying a new skill and activity.
, . r

r,..-- , .,
J
2 ,

6.' Provide opportunities for pupils to assist others in the room with
.,

game.skills, such as batting; hitting., kicking, and catching:

286



REVIEW

, What Have You -Learned?

a

1. Tell the.class standards, you are to follow in.oreF to be a good sport.

'2. 'Tell the class why it is important to follow game rule`.

.

-
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GAMES
r

LearnVng Objectives

1. Participate in simple games.

Z. Participate in games using ,ore complex skills.

3. Participate in ,track activities.

Suggested Learning Activities

1. Have tne children become familiar'with the low organizational game areas.
Point'out to the class the'ireas, different geometric shapes in the
areas, apd the uses of'the different areas.

I I r

/

1
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2.. Tehch children rilmning and tag games which may be played in the low
organizationdl game-afeas. Examples:

a. Automobiles
Pre-Primary and ,Primary livel'

:8-10 players

No equipment,
.

Formation: Single circle, all facing right

'Directions: On sign41 "Gov fro% the teacher,' children run to the

right around the circle pretending they are automobiles. They may
pass another automobile, but they may,not reverse direction of run-.
ning. When the teacher blows the whistle, all automobiles must
come to a full stop, stop any noise, and look at the teacher. Those

failing to .do sor-or those who bump into another automobile when

-I)stopping, are. out o the game for one turn (and into tht garage for
repairs.) This an ifteresting way, children to learn to re-

spond quickly to the whistle or verbal signal from'the teacher.

b. Midnight
Pre-Primary and Primary ;level

8-20 players
(2)Nb equipment

20 - 30 YDS

x CHICKENS
t.

®OLD MOTHER HEN I

x

Directions: The chickens, at one end of the play space called 'the
chicken coop, follow the Old Mother Hen up to Mr. Fox, who stands

in his den 20 to 30 yard's away. Old' Mother Hen asks Mr. Fox, "What

rive is it, Mr. Fol0 Mr. Fox looks at his watch and ansWersiwith

any time he chooses. When he answers, lidnight!"'the Old Mother
-- 'Hen and the'chiCkens run back to the chicken coop with Mr. Fox

After them. Those tagged by Mr. Fax become his helpers. It sbould

be stressed that those chickens not caught are the best runners and
therefore winners, to discourage children who let themselves be

tagged..

C.. Squirrel in Trees'.
Pre-Primary and Primary level i(s )

10 - 20 players )
No equipment. .

x 5 X

s
.

X 5 X

°Directioaisi Childfen in twos, hinds joined, form .treea." In each

tree stands a ,third child, a sqacrel. One child stands in, the

'center without a tree. The center child calls "Change!" and'atl

squirrels £hange tfeet, the center child also going for a tree.'

(There maybe only one squirrel to each.tree.) The.squirrel left

witdout A tree goes'fo the center and starts the game again. 'Be

Sure to have the children changearou0 so that all have_the
-opportunity to' be squirrels.

- -
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d. Moue Trap
Pre-Primary and Primary level (:)c..

()
A

ri,

A115
8-zb players

.K X

0 0 1No equipment
. .

..
,

Directions: Half of the .children join hands and nake a circle called
the mouse trap.' he rest of the children, called ;lice, mike a circle

.

around the mouse trap without holding hands. ,On the signal 'to;' '.the !

two circles move in opposite directions, the trap to the left and the
mice to the right. On "Stop, ",both circles atop moving, aed the trap

i

raises it arms. The mice walk in, and out pf the trap. On ItnaP," the 4

. trap lowers its arum and the trap is shut. All mice caught inside the
trap become earn, of the mouse trap. Play until all mice are caught.

the game is played again with all micelbeing the trap and. the trap
players becoming miite. , .

. .

e, Spider and Flies , FLIES X SPIDER X FLIES
--Pre-Primary.and Primary level. 'GOAL X 0 x

X GOAL -*
8=20 players

No equipment
4 0 X

ill i,

, , , ,

Directions: On a signal from -the teacher the flies walk intend around
. the spider 4.0 the right. The spider is squatting down ,in his web,'

.Wben he jumps up, all flies stop Walking.around and run to Ole nearest
- gdal. Those tagged by the spider become his helpers and go into the-
web. Game continues' for given perrd of time when all flies not '

ciught win. . ..

1

,_.,

,,

. .
f. The Hunter ---- X '-,

Pre-Primary and PrVoary,level 't ()HUNTER
8-20 players
No equipment Y a

g.

.Directions: Children stand aide by side in a designetWarea at one
end of thiplay space. One child:, the-hunter, stands 4n front and

asks, "Who would like to go hunting with me ?" He then.walks down the

Wine. Those desiring to.go, fall in line-behind/him and follow him,
doing, as he does. (The hunter may pretend to walk through laud, up

hill, around trees, and so on.) When he turns and calls "Bing: alangl"
all children fallowing him run to the,desighated area with- i hunter

allot- them. The hunter has'oneturn to tee how many he can ag. An-

other hunter is then chosen and the/game:continues with al phldren
returning to the game. -At the &O at the' playing time, the huntir
catching the- most, children wines:

BROOK .. ,

.g: Crossi4 the Brook 2 4' "
Pre-Primary and Primary level- : :

' iiii-ZO players 6 XXX*XICI

I I

1 1 .

I..

Ilb equipment -r , 1 . ,

w ,. -k ,

Directions: Children take turns jumping the brook, two' to four feet.

6'

r
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wide. The brook ti giaduatly widened. 'Those failing to jump the
brook get theifleet wet and continue jumping at the width they
missed until successful,' Children should precede jump with a
..tbort'run, then a one foot take-off. They should land on the balls
of both feet with knees bent. If the group is large or children
are of varying ability, several brooks may be kept going at the
sane time.

fC'"
h. Poison Spots (Magic Carpet)

- i" 'ire - Primary and Primary leylei 5p0 players
X....el% X

No equipment VY.
v.

,Directions:. Al reast,fout large circles (three feet in diameter),
poison spots, are drawn.on the or, grOund.around play space.
On "Ge children walk, run, skip, or hop (as designated by the
teacher) to the right around the play spaCe, being sure to go in
and out of every poison spot. No child May jump over or skirt
around aispot.When the whistle is blown or :"Stop" is called,

* all children stsp immediately. Those siandiig frith one o both-

feet in a spot are-out. Play until only one ehild is left. Those,

failing to stop promptly at the signal may be put out.

,i. Cowboys and Indians
_ LEADER _Q

÷ LEADER
--APre-Primary-and Primary AiWel
X

Novequipment
INDIANS

8-20 Playgrs - . 20-30YDS %

Directions! Children are dividt4-into-two griupS-, cowboys and
Indians, and stand at opposite ends of the playLspace. Each group
chooses a leader. The cowboys turp their backs while:thetrieades
watches the radians weak-up'on tfiem. When he thinkstby afe`near-

' enough he callskl"The Indians 4rt.t.coming!" The cooboystitturtround
and chase the Indians back to the-Indian goal. ,AnylMidiabs esalght:
count points for the cowboYV. Thenthe-104=s turn-their. hacks -,
while their leader watches, and the cistboyS"ifitak up,OU tats* *-='

When the Indian leader Calit, "The cowboys are zo4n&f.":the
Indian% turn and chase the cowboys back-to-the-Cowboy goal. *dr,- .

cowboys caught count points for the Indians. Group having the ,,
mpst points at the end of the playing time wins. _Both leaders::-
,play as well as watch for thair group. If ,leaders are tagged, sew

onef-are chosen.
END

COWBOYS -

-j. Hill Dill
Pre-Primary and-Primary-and Intermediate level
8-20 players 1,-
No equipment

._Directions: One child chosen- to be It stands in the middle-of tht,-
Play space,' The-test of the children. stand side by-side on one end
tine facing Kim. It calls, "Hill Dill, come over the hill, or-else
V11 catch you standing still:" Thereupon, all children run across
--the-play-spics-, past It, to the opposite end line. It chases them,and
thbartagged join him in the *Eddie amid help hiM tag the rest. Those

after a.given-irlayitz period-4.win.
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k. Firemen

Primary and Intermediate
15-25 players

- No, equipment

level
XXX%

XXX X

XXXX

(I)

(2)

(3)

0 FIRE CHIEF

Directions: One child'is Fire Chief. The other children form
Eroups of six or less, each group,having a number. These groups
stand on a goal line,- facing a goal'line 40 feet away. The Fire
Chief stands at the side, and half way between the goal lines.

1.

The Fire Chief gives the alrm, crying, "Fire: Fire! Station
Number Two!" The grOup called runs to the opposite gOal line and
back. First runner-back is the new Chief, and the same con-
tinues. If the Chief should call, "Fire: Fire: General, Alarm!"
all groups run to the oppOsite goal line and back.

TREASURE
Treasure Island
Primary and Intermediate level X PIRATE
3-20 players ISLAND
1 playground ball

A *
Directions: One child,the pirate, stands near the treasure
(playground_ ball) while the rest-of the children stand outside the
circle, Treasure Island Players run onto the island at will try-
ing to take the treasure and get off the island without being
tagged by the pirate guarding the treasure. These tagged by the
pirate either before or after taking the treasure'dre out of the
game. The player succeeding in getting the treasure off the island
without being tagged becomes the new pirate.
with those tagged rejoining the game.

The game,starts again

A

m. The Sea
XI ESEA I x GOAL

. X:Primarydand Intermediate level
15-30 players
No equipment

X x
IX

Directions: Class divided into four groups, each named for a
different fish and having a corner goal. One child, the sea,
stands in.the-middle and names one or more groups of fish saying,
"Follow me!" Groups named ,follow the sea in single file wherever .

he goes within the'area bounded by the, four goals. Mien the sea
.turps and calls, "The sea is troubled:" he chases the fish back
to their goals., Those tagged become_part.of the sea, line up be-.
hind him, and help chase the next group called out. At the end of
the playing time, the group of fish with the most players left wins.

Steel the Bacon '.5 X 0
Intermediate and Upper Av 4eel / . x

3 x
BAC

3-20 players,

ON
0

One playground ball or beanbag )-(bacon g2 gi

8 t
Directions: Class divided'into two-groups. Each group, numbered, off,
stands behind-its goal line. "Bacon" is placed on the groun004 way
between the two groups., The teacher calls one number. P/a711W,01
that number from each group runs in:and attempts to steal
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3.

and return to his goal line with/but being tagged by the other

player called in. A point to a group each time the bacon is
brdught back safely. Once a player takes the bacon, he'may be

tagged, and he may not drop the bacon'to avoid being tagged.
If opposing players reach the bacon at the same time, it is
better-strategy for them to walk around it waiting for the right

moment to grab it and run for their goal line. The group reach-

ing ten points first or. having the most points at the end of the

playing time, wins.

o. Stealing Sticks
Intermediate and Upper level '.

3-12 players PRISON
8 sticks (beanbags or ball) STICKS

x 0 0

x 0

.5.; g X 0 2
Mi

PRISON
STICKS

'Directions: Two teams, each spread out in a definite space. Rath

team has a prison area and another area for its four sticks. Both

teams try to cross over the center link, run thrqugh their opponent"s

territort, and secure a stick without being tagged. Only one stick

may be taken at a tine. Once a.player crosses over the center line

into the opponent's territory, he &ay be tagged: A player bdtcess-

fully'stealing a.stick, holds it high,' and may-return to his team, .

lliF

without danger of

I
'ng tagged, A player tagged goes into his

opponent's prison. e there are, prisoners, no stick may be

stolen until all prisoners are freed. tf,a'player reaches'one of

his teammates held prisoner withodt being tagged, the two return

without danger of being tagged". The team having the most sticks

at the end of the playing time wins.

3. Teach the pupils low organizational games using line, circle, and

diamond areas. Examples:

a. Hound and Hare
Pre-Primary and Primary level

Small Circle Area
Two beanbags

Directions:- 1.
2,

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

(1)

Players are evenly spaced around outside of circle.
Beanbags are given to players on opposite sides of

circles.
One beanbag is Hound; other is Hare.
On signal, -beanbags are placed on ground in front

of player to right.
Players continue to pick up beanbag when it is
placed in front of them and place it to right as

rapidly as possible.
Player caught with two beanbags goes to center until

next player is caught; then they exchange places(

Beanbags start on opposite *ides of circle each aew

game.
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b. Sea Hunt

Pre-Primary and Primary level
Circle Area
No equiPment

---
Directions : 1. Children join hands around butilde of dircle.

2. ITis chosen to be in circle.
3. Players mover quietly around circle, walking,

skipping, or traveling some way designated by IT.
4. IT moves in opposite direction just inside circle.
5. Arl repeat the following rh

Timothy(Linda) under the ter

Timothy(Linda) under the sea
Timothy(Linda) catches a fish,
But he (she) can't catch the

6. On me, all'stop and IT tags nearest player.
7. The two exchange places; tagged player becomes IT.

.
c. Animal Race

Pre-Primary and Primary level.
Two lines about 10 feet apart.,

No equipment

Directiong: 1. Players are evenly spaced across one line.
2. On a signal, they all hop like a kangaroo to

other line.

3. First to cross line is winner and decides what ,

animal will be next; then gives signal.to start.
4. Each winner selects next animal.
5. If winners are difficult to determine, teacher selects.

d. dot Tamale
Primary ev

Circle Area
Rubber ball or beanbag

Directions: 1. Players are evenly spaced around outside of circle.
2. 'Tamale is pasted around-circle from child to child

as all repeat:
Hot tamale, hot tamale,
1 -2 -3,

Faster, faster, faster,
Or it will burn me!

3. Child holding tamale on me goes to center of circle
while rhyme is repeated and tamale is passed around
circle again.

4. Child holding tamale on next ms exchanges places
with child in circle.

e. Shadow Tag
Primary level
Small circle or rectangle Area
No equipment

Directions: 1. IT is chosen.
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2. Players are evenly distributed around outside of game
area.

3. Players are given numbers, names, or other designations,

4. IT goes to center of circle or game area and calls out

number or name of one player.

5. Player called runs in and tries to'step on IT's'shadow.

6. When player steps on IT's shadow, play stops; IT changes
place with player and joins'otfier players; game re-

sumes.

7. IT and called player may not leave confines of circle
or game area when chasing or being chased..

f. In the Lake,
Primary level
Small circle
No equipment.

Directions: 1

On the Bank

or 'rectangle area'

. This game is similar to,the traditional "Simon Saya."

2. One child is selected as CALLER.
3. Player's arrange themselves around outside of game area

and CALLER takes, position in center.

4. CALLER, calls, "In the lake," and each childijumps in-
.

to game area.

5., CALLER.cal'ls, "On the bank," and each child jumps

back outside.
6. CALLER may call "In the lake," and repeat "In the

lake," after jumpschildren
when a c.s.11 is repeated, he steps out of the game.

7. CALLER may repeat either ,"In the lake" or "On the

bank" in attempti4 to catch players jumping when
they should not. Several players may be caught on

one call.

8. After'a few minutes; a new CALLER is selected.

Bear Mountain
Primary level
Small circle or rectangle area

One beanbag

Directions: 1. Children sit, evenly spaced; around outside of game area.

2. Each child, is'given a number`, or,his name may be used.

3. IT (Bear) ischosen and sits in center.

4. IT places'beanbag ,(jar of,ehoney) about A foot from him.

5. IT calls a number or name and child called gets up and

tries to talce beanbag without being tagged by IT.

6. "TT tries to tag player, but must remain seated..

7: If called player steals honey without being tagged, he
becomes Bear fIT); it,he is tagged,.he goes back to

his place; if fie cannot steal ,honey, Bear calls

another player.
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h. Hot Potato
Primary'level
Circle area
One ball

Directiond: 1.

2.

3.

4.

i. Catch Basket
Primary level

Circle area

Children sit or stoop around a circle. A ball is
rolled into the circle.
When the ball comes near a child, he bats it with
his hand, trying to roll it between two of the
players, or he may stop the ball and then roll it.
Later, if more of a game element is desired, an IT
may be added. He takes his place inside the circle
and tries to roll the ball out between two of the
players.

If he succeeds, he changes places with the circle
player on whose right side the ball goes put.

Large basket or carton, ball

Directions: 1.

.7

3.

A large basket, wastepaper basket, or carton is
placed. in the center. of a primary circle.

Children stand around the circle, facing center.
The group leader stands inside the circle to return
the ball to the circle players..

4. The ball is given to one of the circle prayers who
tosses it at the basket in the center. Whether'the
ba=il, falls into the basket or not, the group, leader

. passed it to the next player, and so on, around the,
circle until each player has shad several turns.

j. White Duck,'Yellow Duck
Primary level
Circle area
N equipment

'Directiona':

/
i

. The children form a c rclp,, facing center.

. One player, IT, goes round outside of dircle tapping
each child on the silo lder and saying, "White Duck,
White Duck, White Duck," until' he taps one child ',

and says, "Yellow puck." IT may say, "White Duck"
any num)ler of times before he says "Yellow Duck."

3. The player called "Yellow Duck" chases IT around the
circle. If IT can reach the place in the circle
>which the "Yellow'Duck"occupied without being
tagged, he is safe. ,, .

'4. If he is caught, he goes to the center 'of the circle
and pantomimes a duck during the next turn. The

"Yellow Duck" beoomes IT:-
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k. Spu
Primary level
Circle area
One ball

Directions: 1.

2.

3.

4.

5'.

`3

1. 'ihat Can You Do?

Primary level
Circle area
No sequipment

Directions: 1.

2.

4.
4

54

m.' Freeway
Primary level
Circle area
Na equipmient

Directions: :1.

2.

'1

Each player stands with one foot on the li of the
circle.

A player with the ball Stands in cente' of 'circle and

tosses it straight up into air, cal ng a player's'
name. The called player runs to etch the ball, as
all other players run away from circle (including
pleyer'who tossed the ball.)
As soon as &layer who name was called catches the
ball, he calls, "Spud."
Everyone must stop where he is at time of call and
not move from spot.
Player who caught ball tries to hit someone below
the waist with ball, but Must throw it from where he
caught the ball.
If he hits /a player, he is the one to throw ball into.
the 'air and-c4.1 next name.

If he misses on his throw at someone, he must retrieve
ball and give it to player he attempted to hit. This

player is the one to throw ball into air and call next'
-name to re-start same.

;'

Children form a circle with one child center whgt,

moves his pointing fingeLoround the cir le, say
"One,two, what can you 14111r

As he says, " do?", the, child to whom he is
pointing should answer, "I can hop," ( r name any'
locometor activity.)

T then says, "Hop, hop, until I sayst
All the ehildre 'then hop, moving around the circle,

until IT calls, "Stop."
"Thedchild who named' the activity then beedmes IT, and

the game Proceeds as 'before.

thildien7sPace themselves
They start running or, if
galloping in the same dir
Each'player must mainttte
a safe distance from the
is unable to maintain'the
Must leave by, taking a turn

A16%

round outside of eirele.
hey wish, skippihgey
Lion.

a moderate speed and keep
ja"yer'ahead If a player

eed on the freeway, he
f.
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3. Players must not pass'', but must remain in file for-

' mation.
4. Players may enter the freeway when there is a break

in traff,ic.

n. Run Around Relay
Primary level
Circle area

s" No ecuipment

Directions:l.

2.

cr",14.

4 t
s

Teams of equal numbers form around. primary circles
facingn, and players are numbered counter clockwise,
each, squad leader having the last number;

'AL
On signal, the first player of each circle starts-.
running to his right, back of the'players and around'
the circle returning to his oWn'place.:-
He then tags-the player to his right, who runs around
the circle in the same manner. THis isdone by each'
player in turn.

4. When the leader tags the first player, theNMemberS of
the team raise their hands to signal that their team

is finished.

o. Relay,

Primary level
Circle area
No er,uipment

D i, ctions:l. Teams of equal numbers form arpUnd primary circles
facing in, and players are numbfred counter clockwise.

2. Areas, whieh are equal distances from each of the
primary circles in use,,are designated as the rescue
areas for each of the teams.

3. At a,.s ina4 a-player in each circle acting as a leader,

takes umber 1 player by the hand and runs-with him to

the eiignated rescue area; the lea er stays there.
4.' Num ef 1 player runs back to h circle and brings

n er.2 player to the desinated rescue area; number
1/stays_there.

5. *umber 2 player runs back to hit circle and brings
number l'player with him; number 2 stays there.

6. 'This continue& until all players have been rescued.
/ The team first having all players rescued and lined up
at the designated area; is the winner.

FollOw,the
, Primary lev 1

Diamond ar a

. No equipment

Direction

ader

. Players line up behind leader at home base:
Leader chooses movement (walk, run, skip,
Leader goes around bases, others follow

movement.

3.
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,

4. At completfb of circuit, all players stop and number 2
player becomes new leedetz,_Number 1-player goes to end

of line. ,

5. New' leader chooses different movement and circuit of

bases is repeated.

o. Action is continued until all players have been leader.

c: One Base-

Primarylevel
'..tiamond area

No ,equipment

4-*

Directions: 1.

'2.

Members roup A take positions outside diamond e-
tureeri. first and "second bases; and second and t d bases.

Group B sits on bench to await irn to kick.
To start game, first player on Group B stands at home
base,-kicks-ball-tnto infiefror putfie3.*: and starts to

._run to first base And'back home.-4:1

a. Kicker must stay inside kicki
b. Kicker is, out wh-Jr1:-As

=WA fielOr catches 'a balk on the 'fly.
2) A fielder touches second or third base with his
s'-fdot and bounces bell on base and calf es it before

.

-run4r,tturns home. RAfter is -not put out

if fielder touches first base.
c. Kicker is allOwed three unsuccessful kicks, muses`, or

foul balls Ve?fore being callepk out. , Balls Landing in

fouk.4.0rxitory)1!IrqH4onsidered foul. .

3. Runner scores a run.fot-his team by running to first_bise
----gild back home before being pit out by a fiAlder on .

le when kicking hall.
-

% .

. opposing team: v

a. .Fielders must 50nd in outfield untp,ball has been kicked

is.,- , b. Fielders should mi interfere withiacker running to ,

lib V and fromfirst base. . ,

.
4. play continues -until each plaYtt in Group B has teen up and

'kicked ball; then Group A become kickers and Grqup. B be-

tometome ftelders.
.

Game continues until every player ofGroup.A has been up
and kicked ball, regardless of number pf o4L-S"made by the

5.

group. 7.4.

,'ss"Line Up Kick
airy level "

Df
-

and area

""'Kick 411
an

Diredtibner dking team lines up behind h be.* aall is paced oh.

home aieiciztrat-k*eiter-kicks-bill4- If-first kirk lands
*foul territory, he may have a seemnd try. A fair ball , /

.0* "orthk is kicked -into infield.or'outfieLi,/

rasa MayAgids .Playerdielding baWsr4ada,and,holda
rdovired it whi le resat-aft: 114-1,4eS

A

- 1

Fiek is are' *mattered in' outfield. Any leili4r of fielding'
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run-0.1ine up in single file behind him.
3. Kicker kicking a fair ball and running,to first base and

back eo end of kickers" line'aifore being put out makes a
point for.his team.

4. Points for thefielding team are made as follows:
. a. Ply ball caught.

b. Fielding team lining up behind' teammate with ball be-

t -fore kicker runs to first-base and back to end of
1ckers' line.

c. Kicker kicking two foul balls.
5. Each player of kicking team has turn to kick before sides

change.

Base Tag
Ptimary level

Tag. Game Court area

Nai equipment

Directions: 1. Players scatter about within the play area, either in-
side or outside the end bases.

2%' IT tries to tag:one of the plaYers.
3. A player is, safe whetinside a base. '

4. When a player 'is tagged, or when he runs outside the
play area when being chased, he becomes IT and the -game

continues.

t. To Chase

Primary level
Tag Game Court area
No equipment r

Directions:, I; Players' stand behind the end line facing the court. IT
stands by the side line near the middle of the court.

2, The following dialogue takes place:

IT, "Show your face."
,'Players, "Who to?"

It, "Tom Chase."
Players, "Chase who?"

IT, "Chase ." (IT names a player.)
3._ The player named by IT must run to the other end line
' while IT tries to tag him:
4. When IT is asked, "Chase who?", he may, instead of

"miming a child, say, "Chase you." At this, all players
rut to other end of court.

3. If a player is caught, he joins IT in trying to catch

others.
The dialogue is repeated and the game continues. The

last one caught is IT for the next game.-

u. Uncle San
Primary level -

Tag Gamh Court area A
_No.equipment:
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Directions: T. One player, cle Sap, Stands alone in center

of court.

". Other player's send behind line at one end. They

Chant, "Uncle Sac Undle S m, may we cross your

river dam?"
3. Uncle Sam replies, ' es, you'may, if you haVe on

blue " (or he may n any other color.)

4. Chi\ldren wearing that c or run to other end of

coovi, and Uncle Sam.oatc s as many as he can.

5. Those caught stand in cente and help catch
others as play continues with new color being

named..

5. when all players have been caughE, last one
caught becomes Uncle Sam for a new same.

v.- Straight Line
_Primary level

Tag Game Court area
No equipment

Directions: 1. Players stand about 4 feet apart,_behind one end
line of the court, facing the other end line:

2. At a signal from the leader, all players run to
opposite end line and return.

3. The object is to try to be the first one 'back

over the starting line.

w. Pom Pod Pullaway
Primary level
Tag Game Court area
No equipment

Directions.: 1. Players standat one end of playing'field except IT,
who stands in the center.

2. IT calls any player by name, as'"John Jones, Pom,
Pom Pullawsy,If you Can't come, I'll pull iou away."

3. The player namer-dust_lhen run across the open space
to the safety line at the opposite end, IT trying
to.tag him before he reaches that line.

4. If the player sets there, he remains safely until
lCh his comrades hsve Joined him or have been

caugh Anyone caught by IT joins him and helps

to tate ther player; as their 'names are called

and they sh across the Open space,

5. The origin T remains-the caller throughout a game.

6. When the game familiar to the players, IT should

call, "Pam Pam Pu ay,' if yOU-don't code, I'll

pull you away," withou ing any-tbild. Then all

players whp have not been c d must rUiraoross at

once.

7. The. last player tagged becomes IT for a,ne
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x. Grab Dag Race
Primary level
Tag Game Court area
Beanbags

'Directions: 1. Players are divided into three or more groups.
Three beanbags are placed in the end squares of

. the court opposite each group-bf runners.
,2. The firit player in each group steps up to starting

line. Leader says, 60ne for the money, two for the
show, thrte to get ready, and four to go."

3. At word "go", first three players raceNto squares;.
each takes a beanbag and returns to starting line;
then returns for each of other two beanbags in turn.

4. The player first having all threebeanbags stacked
in a pile on the starting line wins the race.

5. Each child in each group is given a turn to race.

.12.

y. High-Over
Primary level
Skill Gan Court area
Rubber ball

Directions: 1. Teams stand facing each other on either side of a
line across center of court.

2. To-start game, ball is'siven to any player who
throws it to, other team by tossing it high 'into

air. As he throws it he calls, "High-over."
3. Members of opposite team try to catch ball before

it touches. ground. If they; are successful, alooint

is scored for their team.
4. The player who first sets both hands on ball, returns

it to other team by tocsins it high into air and
calling, "Itigh-over."

5. Players must be careful not to cross dividing line,
as no point may be scored if this happens.

5. Team first scoring five points vivo. '

z. Bat and a-..11

Pfirlary level

. Game Court area
-.'.uhbet ball.

Directions) 1. Player* are divided into two teams. Members of one
teeth, the batters, stand behind base line of court.

Members of other team, Ihe'fielders, stand around
court area, but not in halfof court between base
line and center line.

2. First member of batting team stands behind base line

and bats rubber ball with hand. To be a fair ball,;!`

it must first land within court. Batter then runs

around center base and returns to base line.
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3. If bair-hi.ts_a_ center player below the waist, that

player joins the IT who threw ball and helps try to ,

hit-other players.
4. Ball travels back,and forth between the two end

lines as'it is thrown in attempts to hit players.
5. Play continues until only two players remain in

center;.then these two players become the ITs to
' start the game again.

1) Overhead
Primary level
Skill Game Court area
Rubber ball'or Sock ball

Directions: 1: IT stands near center of court with his back to
members of group who are standing in back of end
line.

2. IT tosses ball back over head high enough into air
so that players can run forward and catch it before
it touches ,;round. IT uses vertical toss throw,

.,releasing'ball at waist height.

3. If a player succeeds in catching ball before it
bounces, he becomes IT.

4. When IT has tossed ball three times and it has not
been caurht, -he chooses a player to take his place.

2) . Around the Line

Primary level
Skill Game Court
No equipment

Directions: 1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

One Legged Relay
'Rrimary level

Skill Game Court
Beanb s

Directions:

area

Players line up in two even, parallel lines facing
a leader.

Leader numbers players in each line 1, 2,'3, etc.
Leader then calls any number.
Each child with that number turns ri3ht and runs
around back. of his line, up other side of line,
around front, and to on place.
A point is given to the team whose runner first
reachers own place.
Leader continues to call other numbers.'

area

Teams-are lined up behind the base line. A beanbag
or other marker Ds placed onOther end line opposite

h team.

. UpOn-the signal to start, first player's hop on ones
foot to nA/ker, run around it, and run back to

AY,
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starting line.
3. First runner tags second runner by right hand,-and

goes to.end of line.
4. Each player in line performs same hopping and run-

.

ning actions.
5. ;Then last player has finished and, tagged hand of

leader, members of teaM'iaise hands to indicate
that they have finished.

Flying Saucer
. Primary level

Skill Game' Co

Beanbags

Relay.

urt .area

(Directions: 1. Teams line up behind base line.
! 2. Firs,t player on each, team places beanbag on.top of

head.

3. On signal, first players run to opposite end line
and back to.starting line. (If object falls 'from
heed of runner, he must stop, retrieve:ftlan4place
it on. head before continuing.)

4." First player gives beanbag to next player, who Outs
' it on his head.

5. Each player in turn runs to opposite end line and
b4ck with beanbag on head.

6. When last player h finished, the members of the
team,*lined up in their original order, squat to
show that they have finished.

5) Beanbag Hop
Primary level
Marginal Game area

Beanbags

.Directions: 1. Pldyers take turns as in Hopscotch, using ladder court
game area.

2.. First player stands facing ladder court diagram and
tosys beanbag into first space; then he hops into
first, qpeCe, picks up beanbag, and hops out of
diagram backward or by turning and hopping out.

3. He then tosses beanbag into second space, hops into
first space, and hops out of diagram.

4. He continues through as'many spaces as possible,witb-
-- out missing.

5. If he'completesthe diagram from one end, he starts
-from the other end, using the other foot.
If hb misses, he picks up\beanbag and gives it to
a waiting player.

7. Causes -for misses: tossing lieanbag in wrong space or

so that it touches a line; touchink line with foot;
Aptting raised foot clown. 4

.

3Z3
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' Hop Along and Sump-Around
Primary level

Marginal Came area
No equipment

Directions: 1. Players take turns as in Hopscotch, using ladder
court game area. Space 1. First player stands
at end of -ladder court diagram, facing it. He

jumps .nto first space, landing on both feet.
He jumps again in fj.rst space, but this time he

turns and lands on both feet facing Starting
position. He hops or jumps Out of diagram.

2. Space 2, Same player hops into first space,
then jumps, into second space, landing on both
feet. He jumps again in second space, making a
half turn to land facing starting position. He

hops through first space and out of diagram.
3 Space 3 to end. The-player continues in same way

through all spaces of diagram. If he misses, an-
other player gets a turn.

7) Ishigezi&oko

Primary level

Mar,-inal Came area

Beall'.7ag

Directions: 1. Players take turns asin Hopscotch, using ladder
court game area.

2. First player places beanbag on ground outside diagram.
3. He steps on one foot and with other foot kicks bean-

bag into first spdce.
4. If beanbag lends on line or outside first space,

.player :Acks it up, takes it to next player, and
goes to end of line. -

5. If beanbag lands in first space, player then ad-
vances and tries to kick it into second space. If

he is successful, he continues 1:ickilg it int-, all

spaces d turn.

:.'hen or
,..i

reaches end of diagram, he returns in same
way to starting positions

7. Each,time a playet misses, he goes to end of wait-
ing line. Each time he has a new turn, he must
start from the beginning.

4. Teach the children how to use the hopscotch'area. Examples:

a. Airplane Hopscotch
Primary level

Hopscotch area

Lagger

(1)

Directions: 1. The first player hops into all squares consecutively,
with either one or two feet, turns around on one ,

foot and returns the same way.
2. If the player returns to starting'placl without

committing a foul, he throws his lagger into

MO' space 1324
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3. The player continues, jumping over space con-
taining his lagger and picking it up on his
return trip.
The player c,ntinue:, jumping and lagging farzh,1

fro. s.a ting place until he commits a foul.
Fouls consist of failure to toss lagger into
correct space, throwing lagger so it touches a
line, hopping on a line, putting raised foot
down, and changing froze stetting foot after a
two-foot stop.

5., The player leaves his lagger in game while an-
other player ta!:es turn.

6. A player always hops over a space containing
lagger of another plaer; here can be more than
one lagger in a space.
Each pla7er in turn' hops until he commits a foul.

S. Players continue taking t...t,-ms as long, as time

permiLs of until one player wins and a new game
started.

b. Square Hopscotch
Primary level
Hopscotch area
Na equipment

Directions: 1. The first player jumps into middle square of row 1,
landing on both feet; then jumps, spreading feet and
landing in two outside squares; then jumps to both
feet in middle square again; then jumps backward to
Starting position.

2. The player next jumps Over row 1 and repeats same
routine with row 2; then jumpt,backward and re-

- peats same with row 1 again; then jumps backward ,

to starting position.

3. Same action is repeated, starting with row 3.'

4. The player moves to side on right of diagram and
repeats all action.

5. The player continues to right around four sides of
diagram, until a foul is Committed. Fouls consist
of steppingon-a line and juMping into a wrong
square.

6. Players take turns after fouls are committed; first
player to finish all four sides wins.

5. Have children become familiar with the vocabulary of terms used in the

games of more complex skills. Discuss the terms as the games are (2)

being taught and played. Examples:

a. Accuracy d. Target
b. Posj.tioti e. Zgne

c. Relay f. Dribbling

325
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. Teach children games which involve the use of more complex skills. (-2)

Examples:

a. Tetherball

V. Shuffleboard'.
c. Table tennis'

d. Fist ball
e. Dodgeball
f. Kickball

g. Hit-pin kickball
h. Table games

1) Box football
2) Bpx hockey
3) Carroms

i. Four square

j. Soccer
1) Skills and'Activities

a) Xicking

b) Trapping
c) Blocking
d) Dribbling
e) KiCk f)r accuracy
f) Block ball
g) Soccer punt for accuracy
h) Zigzag kick
i) Soccer goal kick
j) Number soccer
) Soccer kick relay
1) Circle soccer pass.
m) Soccer pass relay
n) Partner's relay

2). Major games

a) Zone soccer
b) Secti4n soccer
c) Soccer,

k.

1),Skills and Activities
a) Catching ,

b) Passing
c) Shooting
4) Dribbling
e) Free throw
f) Two shot

g) Circle pass relay
h) Headman
i) Twenty-one
j) Pass and dribble rela:
k) Spot goal ball
1) Horse

m) Goal ball relay
,,n) Diagonal pass

42) Major games

11 a) Zone basketball,

b) Section basketball
c) Basketball 326
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1. Progressive Dodgeball
-m.. Batball

n. Softball
1) Skills and Activities

a) Throwing, pitching, catching; batting,
o) Overhand throw at target
c) Underhand pitch at target
d) Zigzag catch
e) Diamond relay
f) Batting and running practice
g) Tee-ball
h) Hit the bat
i) Work up

2) Major games
a) Long ball
b) Softball

p.. Volleyball
1) Skills add Activities

a) Underhand serve
b) Volleyball return

lleyball serve

4) Bou e up

e) Volleyball serve relay
£) Newcomb
g) Volley relay
h) Circle bounce ball
i) Volleyball return

.j) Volleyball set-up
2) Major games

a) Prisoner's ball
L) One Bounce
c) Net bail
`d) Volleyball

q. Handball
1) §kills and Activities

a) Serving
b) lterurning-

c) Rebound relay
d) Wall stride ball
e) Name-ball
f) Handball serve
g) Handball serve for accuracy
h) Handball volley
i) Chinese group ball
j) In and'out handball

2) Major games
a) Diamond hard ball
b) Chinese handb4all

c) Rotation handball
d) Handball

4. Football
1) Skills and Activities

a) Passing
b) Catching

327
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c) Kicking
d) Cowboys and Indians ,

e) Five hundred with a football
f) Forward pass.and run relay
g) Center and forward pass relay
h) Run, turn, and pass relay
0 Base football
Major games
a) Field ball
b) Pass ball,

c) Pass touch football

7. Provide opportunities for pupils to participate in track activities.
them, skills needed in track activities, such as starting and running.
Have.the pupil's participate in skill activities Allow then; to:

a. Warm-up.

Practhce starting.

c. Practice running.
d. Have,a call race.

e. Have a dash.

f. Throw asoftball for accuracy.
g. Throw a softball, for distance.
h. Jump and reach.

i. H e
a round the postrelay.

e a shuttle relay.
k. Have.an over the head relay,.

14 Have an Over and--under-reliy. :
m. kun shortn middle, and, long distances.

n. ,Do a standing or running long .11.179.°.

o.: Broad jump.

p. March
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REVIEW

What. Have You Learned?

.

1. Se ect your teams and go to the diamond area.

a.

b.

410

The team captains may select two games to be played in,this area.
As a group let's talk about low well we played and if We played,
according to the rules:

2. 'Co to the tag game court area.

a. The team captains may seleft two games to be played in this area.
b.: Let's evaluate how we played.

. Go to the circle area.

a- The team captains may,

b. Let's evaluate how we

4. Go to the 'skill game court

a. The teat captains may
IT. Lee's evaluate how we

select two games to be played in this area
played.

area. 1.

select two games to be played in this area.

played.

5. The teacher will observe you'today
(Each day.play a different game.)

a. Four square
b. Tetherball
c. KickbairED

0. Soccer
e. Basketball

f. Dodgeball
g. Softba.1
h. Volleybill o
i. Handball

j. Football

as we play various games

-io

6. Go to the track area and bi prepared to do the folaowi :

7a. Standing broad jump

b. Running broad jump

c. Racing around the track



SECTION VI:

- 1 DEVELOPING PHYSICAL FITNESS

,

STRENGTH AND POWER

AGILITY, yCOORDINATION;SPODAND -BALANCE.

ENDURANCE,

CONDITIONING EXERCISES

33
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-Develop strength and power.

,STRENGTH AND 'POWER

Syggested Learnink Activities

v'

1. LIU( to tbe'nup-tls about the importance of groper exercise.

Prepa,z children .'71-r exercises. Emphasize:

4:b Start activities from the ready positti,L. stand straight, f2ct
. gether, arms hanging at the sides.

b. On th comland "Stop" performers return to the ready position inx
tpationoS the next activity or direction.

G.

3. Help pupils deVelop physical strength and power thro'igh various exercises.

-.-

a. Arm-shoulder development

1) Arm Flip Flops
:ready': Take stride position, arms hanging at sides.
:ount 1: Ra1se rrms ILrce-cully.overheed, shoulders back.

Count 2: Flop Tor-44a.rd at waist-, touching hint's to feet.

Repeat fl piling up and flopping down 'several times.

,11
2) Open and Cl e thei Gate a

Rea /Take stride position, elbows up, fingerti
touching in front of chest.

Count l,f Swing arms wide to sides, shoulder high.

Count/2: Bend'elbowsi, bringing,arms back to ready position.
nepeat opening an:' closing gate several times.

A), Bird$ Fly/
Roady: Take stride position, arms hanging at sides.-
Count 1: Raise extended arms quickly sideward.
/Count 2: Lowe.-arms vis;orously, without, slapping sides.

/ Repeat wings up and down Several times.

b. E velopment

1) ,angaroo

Ready: Stand straight, arms bent in front of body.'
Count knees and wgist.Slightly and jump forwar

pushin f and landing with both feet, arms

still bent..
Coun4,2: Straighten body with had high, and look

around.
Re)erx :umping and.lOoking several, times.

333'
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2) B6uncinIT-tall
Stand straight, aros-hinginc at-sides.

Countl: Bend knees and imp up, landing face Ito "right,

Count' 2: ::eet)--ae4 on floor and. do bovncing motion oith'%nees._

-ermat bi_and-little bounces, alternately facing to right,

then left. . .

G

3) Jec+-in-the Sox
:eadv: ,Stand slraight, armf hanging at sides.

Count 1: Scuat "eet slightly at.r. , trms crossed on chest.

Cdunt 2: Spring of to stride position, extending arms -

vIgorously.
peat s.urtting and sprim.;ing up several tines.

c. Trunk development

1) :car
Take stride position, arms hanLing at sides.

Count 1: Step%foryard 7-ith one foot, keeping other foot

in place.

Count 2: Bend- at waist and hug extended leg with both ar's.

Count 3:' Straighten up. -

:eoeat s.veral times, stepping forward on .7.'ternate feet.

^) :-es in the
.

.

_eady: '- Take stride position, arms werhead, hands :relaxed.

Count 1: Sway body and arms I:, right and straighten up.

mount 2: Sway body and arms to let and straighten up.
several times, al'ernating smyinc to right and left.

015 1). 7us Stops
Stand straight, hands.ori hips.

Count 1: Bend fonard at waist, touching-kneeq pith fingers.

Count 2: Bendfarther,touching ankles 1ith fingers.

Count 3: fiend farther, touching floor with ang.rs.

Count 4: i:eturn to ready FOsition, with hands oft hips.

.

ti

Have pupils do -thefollowing exercises to strengthen trunk muscles.

a, -tie flat on a mat.

Rai the knees; a child holds the'feet down.
Flex;the trunk toward the thighs.'
:found the back while rising slowly.

Holk.for 2 c(unt§.. .

4 Slouly rcturn jo Starting position.

b . Lie flat ion mat .,
2'

Raise legs with knees bent.
the his from side to side.

Straighten less and extend arms to the side.

ao.141 in this position.

c. Lie on s tomach; childtholds feet.

- Rita* body from waist. '314 .'
Extend kits-. a

sN

3_15
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Help pupils develop phyiical strength and 1.ower through the use of
eciu.ymerit. t1-.et,. to use:

a. ":1.orelzont-a1 lade.er,
b. -ain6t
c. ropes
e. acid

g

tr

335
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:lave rearmed?

1. Do tie follot:inL exercises: (It may be necessary fo the teacher to demonstrate.)

a. apen and clOSIte, the ',ate

b. Mr. Jae:-in-the boK
c. Trees in the wind

2. Do -,he foliolng on the apparatL2s:

?.11-up
b. Side rail
c. Single rung

3. Da the followinr on the rings:

a. Around-the .7or1d

b. liasket , :cave

4. Do t!'.e folldr.:; jump rope exercises:
t

a. JuMp usinc, the short rope.

b. Hop on either foot using the short jump rope.

'

,/

'

r

.:1"

.
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AGILITy, COORDINATION, SPEED, AND BALANCE

Learning Obje:tives

1. Dtvelop speed.

2. Improve coordinatioh, balance, and ,agility,

Suggested Learning

,l. Teach pupils %.arious activities in order to develop and improve their speed,.

Allot., them to: (1)

PerEprm.shuttle runs.
Sprint 25, r, 75, and 1Q0 yards.
Skip, hop, lump, leap, slide, and gallop in relay races.
Participate in relay races.

Leader runs to the first player oh his
this player's right hand with his left
run back: to the goal. line.

Rescued player runs back. and gets next

have been rescued.

Back and Forth relayFirst player on each team r.Ins up and o'er line
2', turns and runs back.ancd/wer line 1, turns

:.and.:back-over line.2, turns and over line I,

and then once 'more ov7.1tne 2, and then ryps
back to -his team.

. Both fedt must cross over lines before run -
.

ning back to next line.

1) fescue 'relay-- 'teams grasps
hand, end both

player until all

v
--

3) Potato 7,..ace7-Two inch blocks are placed at six foot intervals from

the starting line. Three to'six blocks per person are N
set out in chalk marked areas.
On the command "Go" the contestant runs to the first
potato, picks it up, and runs back placing it in a
can or box at the starting line: *.

The runner follows .the same-procedure with the other
potatoes until all have Ween placed in the receptftclea
The first person

4

td.acaomplish this fa the winner. , "

e. -Race around the-track daily, and keep a record of thetime'
. ? ..

!*. / .'

t
4. Ask the,childien to perform unique exercises in. order toiinprove their ,agility,

% _

. .
.

.

.

Si. 4ertOrm the jumping jack. 4.
.'

b. Jump and half turn. ..

"-- coordination,I and: balance. EXamples:

. t!

q; Stand-bn'onefoot, 37 'It
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.e
N

,.d". Stand oft top of a balance board and walk.

e. Stand on top of a balance board, bend, and stretch.
1, Perforei the tightrope walker.

g

h. Perform animal walk.
Ready:

Ready: Stand straight, arms exieqded eideward, shoulder,
high.

Count 1: $tep forward On painted line) touching heel of
forward foot to toes of foot iq back.'

Count Step f6rward with other foot, Otacing it in like
r" manner.

Continue walking without stepping nff line arosing balance.

Perform jet take-off
Ready:

s Count 1:

Repeat complete

Count 2:
Taunt 3:

Take stride position, arms hanging at sides.
Squat down with fingers touching floor between
knees.

Straighten knees, keeping fingers still on floor.
Straighten body, flinging arms forcefully overhead,
either rising on toes or giving:an upwardjump.
actipn several times.

Take all-fours position, bcth hands\and both feet
on floor.

Count 1/: Take a step forward with one arm and one leg. '

Count 2: Step forward with other ,arm and leg.
Continue walking' on all fours, like a dog, cat., cow, ate.

Perform stretch exercises. s.

1) Stand, face forwaFd, twist the trunk as far as possible.
.2) Sit, cross legs, place hands on left leg, twist She body as far as

possible.

) Lie` on back, extend arms in front, raise,body and-stretch over the
'I a&`

1) Heel Knock , ;

From the ready position, spredd the feet'apartepring into ttie
J.. air, and khock the heels together once or twicelandmith the ":

feet apart and knees bent.

.

j. Perfarm individuar,stunts.

14 a

2) Jack-isetht Bo* . ,

From the ready position, move to a Squat position with the arms_
folded across the chest.;FrOm the squat posW,ont,, spring to a
traddll pasitio*with.we$ght on both-feet, arms ektended to 'the

s sides. Returnto Auat pOsition.
.

a 3) Sear "Dance 1

From, the toady 'position, Lut,ld arum across cbist, squat On one:, .-*

heel ,with the,apposittAfcextended .forwelfd. .14ree&tended,, ,-.1

; ,foot' quickly: do a poWion'u4d* the, body as tiiOther foot 4j s

simettaneously extend forward; 3epeat a-ilymt4* of Unita.
'1 ',

ti



4) Coffee Grinder

From the, ready position, place, one hand on the surface, weight
supported on-the hand and both feet. Move in a circle, using
the feet as in walking. Hand acts as a pivot or hub.

5) Crab Walk

From the ready positiOn,, place the hands on the flOor behind,
hips, legs bent at knees. Face up and back straight. Walk.

backward, using right arm and leg, and then .left ,arm and leg.
Walk fofward,using same method.

6) Flep:lant.Amble

l : :. on hands and ,feet, '.weeping, `.:pees and arms s.J.raiht.

7) ;'addle

-al.!: in deep squat position 'weeping knees far apa: t, bac%
strai:hto,'and head Ai2,-h. 2,e;-d arms and place :lands on

s.ltoulders for winss.

3) Jump

Scutt down, place thands on floor :Jay out in front Of feet.
Jun? fcee to hares. Ilovc hc.fids out. Jump feet to hands.

across floor,ig this manner.

7.1isinz S/n

on floor

-7artound %n4es

roc fdrwird

hands.

.10) 5..t-ups

It
and raw %Apes up close to chest.
Rdo,back untWfeet are in the

hard ,until weight/is pn feet. Do
. A

4

,

Hands over 31ead, lid on back. Came to a sitting position,
%eeping-less'itr4ight, and each wer and touch toes. Lie

earn sloly, ' , ,

.

Clasp -hands

air. Then
not unclasp

/

11) ?u0-ups'-
Lie Eloor fage down' with palms-en-floor shoulder width

apart. 'Raisebody%from floor until arms are straight and

. ,
' body is in ,e straight line from head to toes. Lower body

4. by 1:ending,elbows until only the Chin touches the floor,

Raise bbdpakain'by straightening arms, Children should
try to increase the numberof push-Ups they can do without

c
-4\ stopPfnel r

..1

119.
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REVIEW

ghat Have You Learned-?

1. Sprint around the track.

2. Hop around the. softball diamond.

3. Perform the following, exercises:

a. Walk along the white line around the diamond.
b. Do the jumping jack.

c. Do five sit-ups.
d. Do as many push-ups as you can.-

321
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ENDURANCE

Learning Objective

Increase endurance c*.sthe total body.

Suggested Learning Activities

1. Have the children perform exercises which will increase endurance of the
total body. Examples:

a. Run in place.
b. Climb stairs.
c. Hop and skip increasing the time.
d. Rapidly repeat jumps on both feet. While in the air the knees should

be drawn as high as possible.
e. Lie on back. Throw arms.toward the'feet and lift the head. The knees

shoUld be brought to the',chest in one continuous movement. Rapidly
return to the starting position.

f. From a standing position,` squat placing hands on the floor. From this
position both legs are extended to the rear at the same time. Return

-to the squat position and then to the stand position. %

Stand. Move feet to a side-straddle position and simultaneously
swing the arms sideward, to an overhead position.

h. Jump rope to rhymes. Examples:

g.

1) Chickety, chickety, chickety, chop
How many times before I stop?
One, two, three, four, etc.

2) Baby, Bobby,--at the gate
Eating cherries from a plate.
How many cherries did he,eat?
One, two, three, four, etc.
(Jump until missing or up to
25 times.)

3) Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear,
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear,
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear,
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear,
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear,
Teddy Bear, Teddy Bear,
(Do action suggested by

-

4) Charlie McCarthy sat on a pin,
How many inches 'did it go in?

One, two, three, fopr, etc..

341

turn around.
touch the ground.
go up stairs.

say your prayers.

turn out the light.
say "Good Night:"
poem.)

322



5) Mabel, Mabel, bet the table,
Don't forget the salt and pepper.
(On pepper the rope is swung fatet and
faster, Children take one jump to
each swing of the rope until they miss.)

6) Down in the meadow where the green grass grows, ;
There sat (name of jumper) looking pretty as a rose.
Along came (And boy's name) and kissed her on the cheek,
How many kisses did she get in a week?
(Jump until misses made.)

7) Vote, Vote for dear old (name of jumper).
Calling (jumper calls another jumper in) at
(Name of new jumper) is the one who has the
nd we won't vote for (old jumper) any more
(Old jumper runs out, leaving new jumper to

the door.

jolly fun,

continue.)

:2. Impress upon the pupils the importance of'walking. Talkto the class about
the value of taking long walks.

3. Discuss with the class the value of jogging. Point out that athletes jog
for periods of time during the day and increase the-distance from day. to day.

4. Have children perform exercises which will strengthen the endurance in arms

and shoulders. Examples:

a. Stand, extend arms, and hold for an increasing length of time.

b. Stand, circle, and swing arms for an increasing length of time.

5. Have children perform exercises which will develop endurance in leg muscles.

Examples:

a. Perform leg swings.
b. Perform balances with legs extended.
c. Perform bicycle for Air increasing length of time. Lie on floor, back

supported by hands and weight of body on shourders. With feet and '

legs imitate riding a.bicycle.
d. Perform the seal. Place hands on-floor. _Extend legs baclswa ight

on hands. Walk forward on hands,,dragging legs. Keep back straight

and head high.

342
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REVIEW

What Have You Learned'?

. Jump rope tolthe rhymes:

a. Chickety, chickety, chickety, chop
How many'times b'efore I stop?
One, two, three, four, etc.

b. Charlie McCarthy sat on a pin,
How many inches did it gip in?'
One, two, three, four, etc.

2. Perform the bicycle exercise. (Teacher may have to demonstrate first.)"

3. Stand, extend arms, and hold for an increasing length of time.

'4. Stand, circle, and swing arms for an increasing lerigth of time.

5. Lie on back. Throw arms toward the feet and lift the head. The knees
should be brought to the chest in one continuous movement. Rapidly
return to the starting position.

.
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CONDITIONING EXERCISES

Learning Objective

Learn warm up-activities.

SuggeSied Learning Activities'

1. Have the children do warm'up activities prior to organized games. Teach
them various exercises and activities. Examples:

.a. Treadmill (2 counts)
'From-the ready position, commence running in place, facing forward.
One footcontacts the surface on each count.
Repeat a number of times.
This actions is. to be continuous. :Stop."

b. Lariat _(4

From
,Send

counts)
the ready pdsition, place hands on hips, feet apart.'
forward from the waist (1); bend trunk to the right (2);
bend trunk backward (3); bend trunk to the left.(4)"r4ibSsr."

*
c. Little Dipper (4 counts)

.From the reading position, place hands-on hips.
Raise on toes (1); dip to a half knee bend (2); raise on. the

toes (3); lower heels to surface (4). "Stop."

d. Ju'mping Jack (2 counts)
From the ready pogition, s pring to stride , position

overheadas weight comes to rest= both Teet
and return to ready - .position (2).

Repeat a number of times: Action shouldbe continuous. "Stop. "

Thrust (4 counts)
FiCm the ready positiop, extend fist and armg forward at shoulder

height. %
Move fists back to,the.shoulders and elbows to the rear at

shoulder level' (1); thrust arms and fists forward to
original position (2); with arms, make a shoulder high"

--Arc tQ rear (3);-return.armsto original forward position (4).'
. 'Stop."

and clap hands .

(1); spring agSin,

,f. Bobble (4 counti)
From the ready position, place hands on hips,. feet apart.
Bend forward from the waist; bob trunk 3 times without

assuming an upright position; but,pn'fourth count assume'

- an uprightTosition.
'Eath downward motion is Ai count. "Stop."'

344
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Twister (4 counts)

From the ready position, extend arms sideways, shoulder
height, feet apart.

Twist trunk to the right (1); twisting trunk to the left,
return to the original position (2); twist trunk
p6 the left (3).; twisting trunk to the right,

/return to the original position (4). "Stop."

h. Windmill (4 counts)
From the ready position, extend arms sideways, shoulder height,

'feet apart.

Bend trunk forward and to the left, right hand touching left
toe (1); return to upright position (2); bend trunk
forward and to the right, left hand touching right
toe (3); return,to upright position (4). "Sto ."

Dervish Jump ,

From the xeady position, spread the feet apart, spr ng into
the air, and exec e a half turn to the right.

This is repeated, comp ting a full turn. . .

f The activity is exec ed again, this time turning to the left.

j.' Sit-ups and push-ups / o
-. .

k. .Rope jumping with a short or long rope.

1.' JOg,around the playground
4iNa0P

m. Exercise DA -the apparatus

n. Stunts

345
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at Have You Learned?

Do the following conditioning exercises: '.Teacher should'demo

1. Treadmill //

2. Windmill

3, Lariat

4. J4mping Jack

5. Bobble

6. Twisber

7: Dervish lump

46
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